Dolby, DBX, Burwen, Autocorrelator, ANRS, DNL, Expanders, and More —

Devices to Banish Noise

How They Stack Up
The First Speakers

IE SOUND EXPENSIVE, THEN PRODUCE.

der. A 2-1/2
neoprene-impregnated cloth
dome unit that,
unlike most
speakers, is
peripherally
driven for low
distortion. Also
unlike most
speakers, this
midrange unit is
accurate to within 3 dB, even at
60° off axis.

And, to keep all five
HPM-200 drivers in balance
and working together, we've
engineered a massive
crossover network that keeps
all sound waves in phase
over the entire listening area.

But no design
dissertation can fully describe
what the HPM-200 actually
sounds like.

Irving Kolodin wrote
for Saturday Review, after
hearing Berlioz' "Symphonie
Fantastique" over a pair of
HPM-200s "...such towering
presence that one could diagram
the disposition of the Chicago
Symphony just from the repro-
duced sound.”

We believe the HPM-200
represents a new standard of
accuracy in loudspeakers. Its
dynamic range, transparency and
overall lifelike impact are without
precedent.

Ask your Pioneer dealer to
play the super amplifier of your
choice through speakers similar
to the ones you're now using.

Then ask him to play it through
HPM-200s.

We assure you, you'll hear
things you've never heard before.
IN THE LAST 24 MONTHS
11 COMPANIES
HAVE INTRODUCED
“SUPER AMPLIFIERS”
THAT YOU CAN’T FULLY
APPRECIATE UNTIL YOU
HEAR THEM THROUGH
THOSE SPEAKERS.
Most speakers available today were designed at a time when most of the powerful amplifiers you could buy produced under 100 watts a channel.

Which means if you have invested in one of the new super amplifiers, your speakers could well be keeping you from appreciating the full extent of your investment.

So Pioneer has developed a speaker system that can bring you all the peak levels, all the transients, every last bit of listening enjoyment your super amplifier is capable of giving you.

It's called HPM-200. "HPM" stands for "High Polymer Molecular" film, a material that makes it possible to transform electrical energy into acoustical energy with complete accuracy.

The HPM-200 tweeter and supertweeter are made of this unique material, which produces sound directly at the film surface. There are no magnets. And no voice coils. So there are no mechanical moving parts to get between the sound your amplifier puts out and the sound you hear.

And High Polymer Molecular film can handle an almost limitless range of power. Without distortion. Without any loss in linear response.

Since High Polymer Molecular film can be molded into a 360° cylinder, the tweeter and supertweeter produce equal high frequency dispersion over a full 200 has the optimized bass. The optimized bass. Together they cover the range from 251 to 20,000 with minimum distortion, maximum damping.

The cone drivers. But they're made like conventional drivers. The cone materials include sp carbon fibers that give them exceptional rigidity and low mass. So they can fully reproduce without breaking up driven by enormous power.

The HPM-200 specially-designed tweeter and supertweeter. They don't look, or work like conventional speakers.

The revolutionary High Polymer Molecular film tweeter and supertweeter.
Disco use challenges a cartridge... that's why Stanton is the overwhelming first choice of disco pros

Discotheques represent one of the most grueling professional situations for a pickup that can be imagined. Not only must the cartridge achieve a particular high level of sound excellence, it must do so in the "live" environment of back cueing, slip cueing, heavy tracking forces, vibration and potential mishandling... where a damaged stylus means much more than lost music, it means lost business.

The Discotheque is a commercial venture. It must have as little "down time" as possible... that is why disco operators look for durability and reliability in their equipment. And, that is why leading dealers and professional distributors recommend the Stanton product for this purpose.

Stanton has two cartridges eminently suited to Discotheques, both designed with optimum ratios of vertical stylus force, compliance, stylus shank strength... the calibrated 681SE, which possesses superb audio performance, and the more modest 500AL. Both are tough. Both perform beautifully, and dependably. And that's what a Discotheque needs.

Whether your usage involves recording... broadcasting... disco or home entertainment, your choice should be the choice of the Professionals... STANTON.

For further information write:
Stanton Magnetics, Inc.
Terminal Drive,
Plainview, New York 11803.

No Views of tie Action at the I penema Disco. New York City.
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Ricke Kaczor, Disc Jockey at Hollywood Disco, New York City.

Ronnie Soares, Disc Jockey at I penema.

Two Views of the Action at the I penema Disco, New York City.
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Our Big 25th-Anniversary Issue:

CELEBRATING THE FIFTIES

We mark our silver anniversary in April with a special out-sized Fifties retrospective. Nicolas Slonimsky serves up oddities and anecdotes of The Classical Scene—1951, and John McDonough finds stirrings of change under the placid surface of Pop Music—1951. Three innovators describe their history-making roles in key developments behind Fifties high fidelity: Edward Wallerstein, late president of Columbia Records, recounts The Birth of the LP: An Inside View; John Mulin tells how he and a captured German tape machine forged The Craft of Tape Recording; and Ted Wick recalls his battles with studio biggies to make The First Movie Music Albums. Plus Best Recordings of 25 Years; the first in a new series of High Fidelity Pathfinders: The Men Who Made an Industry; and a full complement of regular columns and reviews.

SOLUTION TO HIFI-CROSTIC NO. 9

[HERMANN] SCHERCHEN: Handbook of Conducting
The main defect in musical life today is lack of imagination on the part of artists. Performers acquire a knowledge of the instrument they play but never of the works they wish to perform. The technique of the instruments has become an end in itself.
The BOZAK Concert Grand

In 23 years there has never been a finer speaker.

(About $2,200 a stereo pair.)

At selected Bozak Dealers
Hi-fi Harmony

CROWN IC-150 and D-150 A

* 80 watts per channel min. RMS into 8 ohms (1 Hz-20 KHz), total harmonic distortion of .05%.

In any great vocal group, each singer could make it on his own. Together, they're beautiful.
That's how we designed the Crown IC-150 pre-amp and the Crown D-150A power amp.
The IC-150 provides precise control with minimum distortion. The D-150A provides reliable power* to
drive almost any stereo speakers. Each one could be a superb addition to your system.

But together we think they're incomparably beautiful, whether you think of beauty as powerful, clean
sound; or honest, uncluttered appearance; or simple, accurate control.
If the receiver or integrated amp in your current system seems somehow limited, please consider serioulsy
the Crown IC-150/D-150A combination. You'll be pleased at a new quality of sound, and surprised
at a real bargain.

Write us today for the name of a dealer near you. It could be the start of a harmonious relationship.

When listening becomes an art,

CROWN

Box 1000, Elkhart, IN 46514
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Wagner in America

On the subject of an "American" Wagner, Klaus Liepmann notes that there had been
"many flirtations with the U.S." before the 1880 proposal described. I think the specific
link between Wagner and Chicago may be of interest to your readers.

There is an obvious link, of course, in the person of Theodore Thomas, who event-
ually settled in Chicago and founded the Chicago Symphony. Thomas was both a
champion of Wagner's music and a fund-raiser for Bayreuth. (Liepmann notes that,
for advice in dealing with Wagner's propos-
al, John Sullivan Dwight directed Dr.
Jenkins to Thomas.)

Besides that obvious link, there is, among
others, the one described by Caroline V.
Kerr in her collection of Wagner's letters,
entitled The Bayreuth Letters:

An episode which should have been hu-
millating to Wagner's countrymen was
the liberal offer made to him by Chicago.
This city wished to celebrate its resur-
cence after the "Great Fire" of 1871 by
building a theatre for Wagner, over which
he was to assume the personal direction,
with the liberty of choosing his own per-
sonnel.

This offer he was unable to accept, but
the confidence in his art, which a city was
ready to give, deeply touched him, and
more than once, in moments of deepest
depression, he referred to this offer, and
often gave expression to a lingering regret
that he had not taken his art work and his
family to a land which held out such hos-
pitable arms to him and his ideas.

It is probably accurate to say that the above
mentioned germ of a plan to build a theater
to symbolize the city's rebirth culminated
in the construction of the Auditorium The-
ater in 1886. As a replacement for the Bay-
reuth Festspielhaus, it wouldn't have been
a bad choice, since it is a beautiful Adler
and Sullivan building (recently restored)
that has perhaps the most marvelous
acoustics of any hall in the nation. It served
as the home of Thomas' Chicago Sym-
phony in the orchestra's early years and
housed Chicago's opera until 1929. In addi-
tion, the Auditorium was the largest perma-
nent indoor theater constructed to that
date, seating 4,200 people.

Arthur U. Clifton
Chairman/Founder
Wagner Society of America
Chicago, Ill.

When you published my article "Wagner's Proposal to America" in your December is-
sue, I hoped that the lost letter would some-
how reappear. Within a week of publica-
tion, this hope was fulfilled. A brother of
Newell Jenkins, John F. Jenkins, to whom I
had sent the article, writes that he has
found the letter "at Greenfield [his home],
together with a translation ... [and] other
letters from Cosima, Siegfried, etc. I did not
even know they were here until recently,
when I went through the files."

No matter how or why, the historical let-
ter is safe in hand on this side of the ocean!
I agree with Newell Jenkins, who says,
"Were it not for High Fidelity, this letter
might never have been found."

Klaus Liepmann
Cambridge, Mass.

In the concluding paragraph of "Wagner's Proposal to America," Klaus Liepmann
poses the question: "Who had such an abid-
ing interest in the Wagner-Jenkins let-
ters that he got hold of them and made them dis-
appear?"

A plausible hypothesis (although admit-
tedly one lacking conclusive evidence) is
that Cosima Wagner disposed of them. Ac-
cording to Robert W. Gutman in the ninth
footnote to Chapter 9 of Richard Wagner:
The Man, His Mind, and His Music, "Wag-

Coming in April:
HIGH FIDELITY'S 25th Anniversary Issue
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Is it live, or is it Memorex?

We proved it in our latest television commercial with Ella Fitzgerald. Whatever Ella can do, Memorex with MRX2 Oxide can do. Even Shatter a glass!

MEMOREX Recording Tape.
Is it live, or is it Memorex?

© 1976, Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara, California 95052
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Out with the Old?

I’m tempted to give Mr. Rosen ("Charles Rosen—Artist, Scholar, or Polymath?", November 1975) a taste of his own rejoinder. "I’m sorry, you’re wrong," because I don’t agree with his insight: "Listening to contemporary music is largely not an ability to accept the new, but a willingness to renounce the old," One does not renounce tonality to be able to have atonality in the sense that one renounces life to have death.

Tonal and atonal systems are theoretically quite opposed; nevertheless, I believe that man’s inability to perceive anything except in nuclear relationships renders atonality subject to the same conceptual frontiers as tonality. In other words, we hear atonality in tonal terms, not on its own atonal terms, and it would be impossible to do otherwise. Therefore, there is no need to renounce the old for the new. Today’s new is merely tomorrow’s old.

Jaime Herrera
El Paso, Tex.

Robert M. Phillips
North Babylon, N.Y.

Since the letter discussed in the article was missing from Newell Jenkins’ apartment, Mr. Phillips’ hypothesis that Cosima Wagner disposed of it is highly unlikely. But coincidentally, an English translation of that letter that had been in the Boston Public Library was also discovered missing. Mr. Liepmann now gives us more information on that document: “Dr. Jenkins wrote to John Sullivan Dwight, enclosing a translation of Wagner’s letter. In the Boston Public Library I found Jenkins’ letter but not the enclosure. Further research revealed that the translation was returned to Dr. Jenkins upon the request of Cosima, who felt that too many people in America were already becoming aware of the immigration project. This is probably the translation mentioned by John Jenkins.”

Mr. Liepmann adds, “Another German musician who preferred the artistic climate of America to Europe was Hans von Bülow, who on February 6, 1876, wrote to Cosima from Chicago: ‘I do not intend to recross the Atlantic. I have found my real fatherland here. (‘Wherever I can be of use, that is my Fatherland,’ as we once read in Goethe’s Wanderjahre.) In fact, I consider myself henceforward dead and buried as far as Europe is concerned, and I am now taking the first steps to obtain citizen’s rights in this free country.’”

ner distributed copies of his private edition of Mein Leben to close friends with the understanding that they never discuss the contents of the book. After his death, Cosima recalled these gifts... most were destroyed..." He continues to say that Cosima had also forced deletion of compromising material from the publications of Wagner’s letters to Mathilde Wesendonck and from the Uhlig correspondence. This was all in an attempt to “edit her ideal Wagner into paper existence.” In light of these facts, it does not seem improbable that Cosima could have attempted to destroy all evidence of any American flirtations on Wagner’s part.

Robert M. Phillips
North Babylon, N.Y.
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The attitude is consistent.

High fidelity engineering, to justify its name, has one goal: to reproduce music in the listening room with unqualified accuracy. Undistorted. Undiminished.

At Harman Kardon, we explore new technical directions not solely for their inherent challenge, but as methods of predicting and improving music quality.

Specifications are supposed to serve the function of predicting performance. Yet two competitive instruments with exactly the same set of conventional specifications often sound vastly different. Obviously, the reasons for this difference lie elsewhere. Conventional specifications are necessary. Necessary, but not sufficient.

Our 730 receiver meets specifications equaling or surpassing those of the finest individual component units. Yet it achieves a quality of transcendent realism which these specifications alone cannot explain.

To predict musical accuracy, we have found it necessary to go beyond conventional specifications. We test, rigidly, for square wave response. We monitor, strictly, slew rate and rise time. These tests account for the sound quality of the 730—not in place of conventional specifications, but beyond them.

The 730 goes beyond the conventional in other ways. It is driven by two complete, discretely separate power supplies, one for each channel. Even when music is extraordinarily dynamic, the energy drawn by one channel will in no way affect the other. The music surges full. Unconstrained.

Any fine tuner measures signal strength. The 730 incorporates a patented system which measures not strength, but signal-to-noise ratio. As a result, it can be tuned to the precise point where the signal is purest for listening or recording.

Equally important, the twin-powered 730 has all the basic design elements that identify it as a Harman Kardon instrument: wide bandwidth, phase linearity, ease of operation and a wide range of input and output elections.

All of this suggests further discussion. If you are interested in such an exploration, please write us (directly, since we imagine you are impatient with coupons and "reader service" cards, and so are we). We'll certainly write back, enclosing a brochure also unconventional in its detail. Just address: The 730 People, Harman Kardon, 55 Ames Court, Plainview, New York 11803.
The expression is new.
At TEAC, our fundamental mandate for any new product is performance and reliability. First and finally. Qualities that are measurable in terms of mechanical stability and inherent design integrity.

These are essentials. Because our technological resources established the cassette deck as a true high fidelity component. So we demand that a new product possess that measure of TEAC quality.

And that's what distinguishes the A-170. Compare it with other inexpensive cassette decks with Dolby, please. Just call (800) 447-4700* for the name of your nearest TEAC retailer. We think you'll agree it's a value you can rely on.

*In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400.

TEAC performance and reliability...

how can you really afford anything less?

TEAC.
The leader. Always has been.

Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

TEAC Corporation of America/7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, Ca. 90640 ©TEAC 1975
The Best Pop Vocal Group—Ever?

by Gene Lees

At a shop in Manhattan that specializes in hard-to-get records, a copy of an old Hi-Lo's album was sold recently for a cool fifty bucks. The Hi-Lo's are enshrined in our memories as the best vocal group that ever was, and a good many people wonder what happened to it.

I have good news and bad news. First the bad news: It died. Now the good news: It has been reincarnated. And the Singers Unlimited is even better than the Hi-Lo's.

The new quartet has made eight albums for the German MPS/BASF label, which is recording more good American music than most American record companies. But MPS has always had poor distribution in the U.S., and you have to search for Singers Unlimited albums and even pound on a counter now and then while demanding in an authoritative voice that they be ordered for you.

Two of the members, Gene Puerling and Don Shelton, were with the original Hi-Lo's. Puerling, in fact, founded the Hi-Lo's and wrote its vocal arrangements. He does the writing for this quartet too, but it is infinitely more complex, since he overdues on multitrack machines, sometimes going up to twenty-seven voices. Puerling writes wonderful harmonic things—textures and tensions and weaving inner lines that are sung with eerily accurate intonation, beautiful blend, and absolute ease. Ease in doing difficult things is one of the hallmarks of art, and this seeming lack of effort is one of the most striking things about the group.

One difference between the Singers Unlimited and the all-male Hi-Lo's is a remarkably talented Chicago woman named Bonnie Herman, the lead voice of the Singers. Her singing is a poignant combination of vulnerable innocence and un-self-conscious sensualism. She has impeccable taste in phrasing and attack, and her voice is not easily forgotten. "She's a chameleon. She can be anything she wants to be," says pianist/arranger Clare Fischer, the onetime accompanist for the Hi-Lo's who recently wrote the orchestral arrangements for a Singers Unlimited recording.

What happened to the Hi-Lo's? How did this new group come into being?

"Our demise was really rock," Puerling said. "Toward the end, we were sitting one day at the Tropicana in Las Vegas, and Don Shelton laid it on us that he'd had an offer from a group called the J's and Jamie in Chicago. It was a good offer, and we all told him he should take it. I tried replacing him, but it never really worked, and the group fizzled. "I went to Chicago too and tried get-

ing into the commercials field, but that didn't work either, and I moved to the San Francisco area.

"Then one day I got a call from Don Shelton saying that the J's and Jamie had broken up and that maybe we should try to put a group together again. I flew to Chicago and had a meeting with Don and Len Dresslar, who was also with the J's and Jamie and who's now our bass singer. We got together with Bonnie Herman, and I began to do some writing. Then we decided to try an experiment. I wrote an arrangement for multiple voices on 'The Fool on the Hill,' and we went into the studio to try overdubbing it. It took us thirty hours to do, with all the voices. Now we do an entire album in thirty hours.

"I played the tape for Audrey Morris, the singer and pianist, who's an old friend. She's also a friend of Oscar Peterson's, and she played it for him. Oscar took it to MPS in Germany, and they signed us. We did our first album in 1967, with Oscar. I don't think it's our best. We only had two days with Oscar before the recording. After that we did an album called 'A Cappella,' which was released in this country under the title 'Try to Remember.' 'The Fool on the Hill' is in that one."

There is a problem in recording the quartet with instrumental accompaniment: Because the string bass takes over the root-motion function, Dresslar doesn't get a chance to use that beautiful bottom register of his voice; indeed, the group isn't heard much below mid-register, and there is a loss of richness. A good many people prefer the a cappella albums.

Herman, Shelton, and Dresslar are all based in Chicago, where they are active in the commercials business. Puerling, who still lives near San Francisco, works on nothing but the Singers Unlimited. "I tell myself," he said, "that I should get into other things—the studio scene, perhaps—but the group takes up an awful lot of time and... frankly, I just can't see myself going into anything else. It's very satisfying, and I love it."

Amazingly, Puerling never studied music formally: "I took two piano lessons when I was a kid and hated it. In fact, I once flunked music in school. I've always just dug vocal groups. I got interested in choral classes in junior high school in Milwaukee, and I organized little choruses.

"I don't recommend not studying, though. That's something I want to get into more, studying. Now it's just through ear."

I just had to tell Puerling an anecdote that illustrates how professionals feel about him and Singers Unlimited.
One day I was sitting at the piano, working out the chord changes of "Emily." A harmonic sequence at the end was giving me trouble, so I called Johnny Mandel on the quite reasonable assumption that, since he wrote the tune, he should know the changes. He gave them to me, then asked, "Have you heard the Singers Unlimited do it?"
"Yes."
"Good," Johnny said. "Now throw out my changes and use Gene Puerling's." 

Singers Unlimited on Records

IN TUNE. MPS 29905. Accompanied by the Oscar Peterson Trio. Neither group is heard at its best.

TRY TO REMEMBER. MPS 29903. A cappella. This is one of Singers Unlimited's finest.

CHRISTMAS. MPS 29904. A cappella, with harmonies kept comparatively pure and simple. One of the prettiest Christmas LP's around.

INVITATION. MPS 22016. Accompanied by the Art Van Damme Quintet. There are nice moments, but the group doesn't stretch out enough.

FUHR OF US. MPS 21825. Accompanied by piano, bass, drums, guitar, with occasional additions of flute and alto saxophone by Don Shelton. Les Hooper, who wrote the instrumental arrangements, seems to know how to give support discreetly. Very attractive.

A Cappella 2. MPS 22343. Simply stunning.

FEELIN' FREE. MPS 22907. This recording has just come out, so keep your eye out for it. Pat Williams' instrumental arrangements work beautifully. The album is brighter, more up-tempo, and the group gets a chance to swing more. In a word, superb.

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY. This one will be released in a few months. Watch for it, because the large-orchestra arrangements are by Robert Farnon, whom we seldom get a chance to hear any more. The problem of integrating Singers Unlimited with orchestra has been solved, and with Puerling and Farnon this is a sort of summit meeting of huge arranging talents. "Sentimental Journey" is gorgeous.
Sansui is.

Sansui is already the leading name in advanced high performance 4-channel sound reproduction and technology. And only with Sansui's exclusive QS vario matrix system can you enjoy the full potential of quadraphonic sound. But there is still always something new in the Sansui world of 4-channel.

Now every Sansui 4-channel receiver and the new QSD-1 decoder from Sansui incorporate the unique QS vario matrix circuitry. Now you can synthesize brilliantly clear 4-channel from any mono or stereo source to create a 4-channel library in a moment. Any 4-channel matrix source material, QS- or SQ-encoded records, tapes and broadcasts, can be effectively decoded by any of Sansui's remarkable QRX receivers. These receivers also incorporate circuitry to demodulate CD-4.

All 4-channel Sansui receivers command excellent cost-to-performance ratios. The QRX-7001, at less than $880.00, delivers a full 35 watts per channel, min. RMS, all channels driven into 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.4% total harmonic distortion. Every design element of this outstanding receiver lives up to Sansui's reputation for advanced high quality high fidelity performance. Available in the same series are the QRX-6001, at less than $760.00, and the QRX-5001, at less than $600.00, with many of the same outstanding features.

Sansui's new QSD-1 is the most exciting and effective decoder available today. Its QS vario matrix allows for very high inter-channel separation, as high as 20dB between adjacent channels and 30dB across the diagonally opposite channels, without any of the annoying side effects found in other decoders.

Quadraphonic sound is all around you. More than 70 FM stations now broadcast in the QS 4-channel way 24 hours a day. Hundreds of quadraphonic encoded records have been released—rock, classical, jazz, country, and "beautiful" music.

Stop in soon at your nearest Sansui franchised dealer to hear what Sansui 4-channel equipment can do. Whatever your preference, surround or hall, whatever your needs—synthesize, decode, or demodulate—Sansui 4-channel can do it all—and do it best.

1. simulated walnut grain wood cabinet
2. all metal cabinet with simulated walnut grain
*The value shown is for informational purposes only. The actual resale price will be set by the individual Sansui dealer at his option.

SANSEUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377 • Gardena, California 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan • SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
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RCA on Broadway. When Thomas Z. Shephard left Columbia Masterworks to become a vice president and classical a&r chief of RCA Records, we reported ("New and Views," June 1974): "He doesn't expect to have much time for studio work, recognizing that his primary responsibility is administrative. But we weren't surprised to learn that he expects to produce some original cast albums ("that's my fun")." Something RCA hasn't done much of recently." So we still weren't surprised when RCA announced that it would record (and Shepard would produce) albums from two big-name Broadway-bound musicals.

Pacific Overtures is the latest collaboration of producer/director Hal Prince and composer/lyricist Stephen Sondheim, and Shepard is almost a third member of that team, having produced recordings of their Company, Follies, and A Little Night Music. (The last recording he produced for Columbia was of Prince's revival of Candide; his first RCA recording was a London-cast Little Night Music—he had already coproduced Columbia's original-cast album with Goddard Lieberson.) John Weidman's book is set in Japan after Commodore Perry's 1853 "visit": the cast is all Asian.

Rex features perhaps the biggest of all Broadway names: composer Richard Rodgers. This is Rodgers' first collaboration with lyricist Sheldon Harnick, whose previous credits include Fiorello!, She Loves Me, The Apple Tree, and Fiddler on the Roof. Sherman Yellen's book "is a story of intrigue and romance in the court of Henry VIII of England." Nicol Williamson is scheduled for the title role.

Karajan's Lehengrin. Scheduled for completion in January was Herbert von Karajan's latest operatic project, a complete Lohengrin for EMI. According to last word, the cast was to include René Kollo in the title role, Anna Tomowa-Sintow as Elsa, Ursula Schröder-Feinen as Ortrud, Siegmund Nimsgern as Telramund, and Karl Ridderbusch as the King. The orchestra, of course, is the Berlin Philharmonic. Release is scheduled for May.

But listen to the Stax SRA 12S: the reality preamp with all FET Class A circuitry. Take your choice—knobs or sound. Or send us $1.95 for an 8" x 12" camouflage panel to cover your 12S.®

American Audiostar
909 UNIVERSITY COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 65201

Buffalo, Cincinnati. Two American orchestras that haven't been heard from on disc for a while have resumed recording, under their respective music directors.

With the Buffalo Philharmonic, Michael Tilson Thomas has finally begun work on the complete works of Carl Ruggles, one of the two projects announced at the time of his signing as an exclusive Columbia artist. The compositions recorded are Sun Treader, Evocations, Men and Mountains, and Portals. Thomas' other announced project, the complete works of Pétőfi, has yet to materialize.

Meanwhile, the Cincinnati Symphony has signed a two-year contract with Vox to record three discs in the 1975-76 season and four in 1976-77, all conducted by Thomas Schippers. Already on tape is Rossini's Stabat Mater, with soprano Sung-Sook Lee, mezzo Florence Quivar, tenor Kenneth Riegel, bass Paul Plishka, and the Cincinnati May Festival Chorus. (Schippers should know the piece: his New York Philharmonic recording is still in the Columbia catalogue.)

RCA's operatic futures. RCA is planning what promises to be a busy operatic summer. Three projects are penciled in: a new Force del desitino with Leontyne Price, Placido Domingo, and Sherrill Milnes, conducted by James Levine; Andrea Chenier with Renata Scotto; and the first stereo commercial recording of Montemezzi's Amore dei tre re, with Anna Moffo.

Nonesuch in St. Paul. Barely past thirty, Dennis Russell Davies has already accumulated an impressive list of credits (chronicled in the August 1975 MUSICAL AMERICA, when he was Musician of the Month), chief among them the conductorships of the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra (since 1972) and the music directorship of California's Cabrillo Festival (since 1974). Now he has added recordings to the list. A pair of records taped by Nonesuch in November in St. Paul's House of Hope Presbyterian Church will be released this month, and the occasion will be marked by promotional activities in St. Paul.

One disc contains three eighteenth-century works: a J. C. Bach G minor Symphony (Op. 6, No. 6), the Michael Haydn symphony that once masqueraded as Mozart's "Symphony No. 37" (Mozart did write the introduction), and the Mozart K. 62a Cassation (billed as a first complete recording). The other disc, recorded with a Ford Foundation grant, offers two new works by William Bolcom, written for the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra: the
With an Empire wide response cartridge.

A lot of people have started "trackin'" with Empire cartridges for more or less the same reasons.

**More separation:** "Separation, measured between right and left channels at a frequency of 1 kHz, did indeed measure 35 dB (rather remarkable for any cartridge)." *FM Guide, The Feldman Lab Report.*

**Less distortion:** "...the Empire 4000D/III produced the flattest overall response yet measured from a CD-4 cartridge—within ±2 dB from 1,000 to 50,000 Hz." *Stereo Review.*

**More versatile:** "Not only does the 4000D/III provide excellent sound in both stereo and quadraphonic reproduction, but we had no difficulty whatever getting satisfactory quad playback through any demodulator or with any turntable of appropriate quality at our disposal." *High Fidelity.*

**Less tracking force:** "The Empire 4000D/III has a surprisingly low tracking force in the ¼ gram to 1¾ gram region. This is surprising because other cartridges, and I mean 4 channel types, seem to hover around the 2 gram class." *Modern Hi Fi & Stereophonic Review.*

For the complete test reviews from these major audio magazines and a free catalogue, write: Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Mfd. U.S.A.

---

**Choose the Cartridge Designed to Play Best in Your System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plays 4 Channel Discrete (CD4)</th>
<th>Plays 2 Channel Stereo</th>
<th>Plays All 4 Channel Matrix Systems (SQ, QS, RM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4000 D/III</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response in Hz</td>
<td>5-50,000</td>
<td>5-45,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage per Channel at 3.54 cm/sec groove velocity</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Separation</td>
<td>more than 35dB</td>
<td>35dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking Force in Grams</td>
<td>¼ to 1¼</td>
<td>½ to 1½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylus Tip</td>
<td>miniature nude diamond with 1 mil tracing radius 4 Dimensional</td>
<td>miniature nude diamond with 1 mil tracing radius 4 Dimensional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Use In</td>
<td>turntable only</td>
<td>turntable only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **(White)**
2. **(Yellow)**
3. **(Black)**
4. **(Clear)**
5. **(Blue)**
6. **(Red)**
7. **(Smoke)**
While everyone is still trying to make V-FETS at any price, we now make them at a lower price.

When Sony introduced the first amplifiers with vertical field-effect transistors last year, the reactions were nothing short of incredible.

Consumers wrote in asking where they could hear the equipment. Audiophiles demanded to know where they could buy it. And our competitors wanted to know how they could make it.

In fact, the only problem was that more people couldn’t afford the $1300 price.

So, we at Sony decided to do something about it. And what we’ve come up with is our new $400 V-FET integrated amplifier, the TA-4650. The TA-4650 is quite an advanced little piece of equipment. Because the V-FET isn’t just another combination of gadgets, or a souped-up version of the same old thing. It’s a completely new device that combines the good points of both bi-polar transistors and triode vacuum tubes.

Without suffering the drawbacks of either. Because it’s made with V-FETS, the TA-4650 gives you a new level of highly defined triode sound; along with the efficiency and stability found only in solid state devices.

The TA-4650 delivers 30 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz with no more than 0.1% total harmonic distortion.

It has a direct coupled power amplifier stage. As well as direct coupled FET amplifiers in the tone control and buffer stages.

Its bass and treble controls have a turnover frequency selector that starts at 250Hz/500Hz for bass and 2.5kHz/5kHz for treble.

Its volume control is equipped with a switch for 20dB muting. And it has a level control memory device so volume can be set at any predetermined point.

But as good as our new V-FET amplifier is, we’re just as proud of the components we make to go along with it.

Our ST-4950 AM/FM stereo tuner, for example, has a MOS FET front end, uni-phase solid state filters and IC’s in IF stages. This allows an FM capture ratio of only 1.0dB, selectivity of 80dB and an S/N ratio of 70dB. The ST-4950 also has a phase-locked loop (PLL) MPX section. Which means you get excellent stereo separation and low distortion.

Of course, if you’re going around looking for a turntable, by all means take a look at our PS-4750 (cartridge sold separately).

It has a direct drive servo motor with a wow and flutter rating of only .03%.

Its base and platter are made from molded compound instead of metal, so resonance has been greatly reduced. It also has air-damped cushions, which compensate for warpage in records (again reducing resonance). The end result is a much cleaner sound.

It’s no accident that Sony makes the world’s first commercially available V-FET equipment. Or that we have matching components good enough to complete your system.

You see, we’ve got more solid state audio experience than anyone else. We’ve been at it for twenty years. For proof just stop by your Sony dealer. And use your ears.

*TA-8650: 30 watts per channel, min. RMS = 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, with no more than 0.1% total harmonic distortion.

©1975 Sony Corp. of America. Sony, 9 W. 57 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019. SONY is a trademark of Sony Corp.
The phono cartridge that doesn’t compromise any modern record.

AT15Sa

Choosing an AT15Sa can add more listening pleasure per dollar than almost anything else in your hi-fi system. First, because it is one of our UNIVERSAL phono cartridges. Ideally suited for every record of today: mono, stereo, matrix or discrete 4-channel. And look at what you get.

Uniform response from 5 to 45,000 Hz. Proof of audible performance is on an individually-run curve, packed with every cartridge.

Stereo separation is outstanding. Not only at 1 kHz (where everyone is pretty good) but also at 10 kHz and above (where others fail). It’s a result of our exclusive Dual Magnet* design that uses an individual low-mass magnet for each side of the record groove. Logical, simple and very effective.

Now, add up the benefits of a genuine Shibata stylus. It’s truly the stylus of the future, and a major improvement over any elliptical stylus. The AT15Sa can track the highest recorded frequencies with ease, works in any good tone arm or player at reasonable settings (1-2 grams), yet sharply reduces record wear. Even compared to ellipticals tracking at a fraction of a gram. Your records will last longer, sound better.

The AT15Sa even helps improve the sound of old, worn records. Because the Shibata stylus uses parts of the groove wall probably untouched by other elliptical or spherical styli. And the AT15Sa Shibata stylus is mounted on a thin-wall tapered tube, using a nude square-shank mounting. The result is less mass and greater precision than with common round-shank styli. It all adds up to lower distortion and smoother response. Differences you can hear on every record you play.

Don’t choose a cartridge by name or price alone. Listen. With all kinds of records. Then choose. The AT15Sa UNIVERSAL Audio-Technica cartridge. Anything less is a compromise.
Your ears are burning with amplified noise. Even though your system is delivering sound accurately, it’s also doing an efficient job of pumping out noise... accurately. Ideally, music should be recreated against a dead silent background. The Phase Linear 1000 accomplishes just that with two unique systems: The Auto Correlator Noise Reduction and the Dynamic Range Recovery Systems.

★ It improves the overall effective dynamic range and signal/noise ratio 17.5 dB in any stereo system with any stereo source.
★ The Auto Correlator reduces hiss and noise 10 dB without the loss of high frequencies and without pre-encoding.
★ The Dynamic Range Recovery System restores 7.5 dB of dynamic range without pumping and swishing.
★ Plus, it removes hum, rumble and low frequency noises, without the loss of low frequency music.
★ WARRANTY: 3 years, parts and labor

Even the finest stereo systems are limited in performance by the quality and nature of the recording. With the Phase Linear 1000, these limitations are overcome. Added to any receiver or preamplifier, it gives you the most significant improvement in sound reproduction for the money... more than any other single piece of equipment you could add to your system. Ask your dealer for an audition. The silence is deafening.

You don’t make plain whether you’re complaining of TV sound as broadcast or as reproduced on typical home receivers. Either way, we agree with all but your statement that we haven’t given us problem adequate coverage. TV sound often is excruciable, and we’ve made no bones about it. We have, for example, given particular coverage to various schemes involving stereo sound for video, which—if they had achieved wide acceptance—could have tied the two industries closer together and focused attention on the manifest inadequacies of TV sound. But even when we ran our article (in the August 1974 issue) on recording TV sound—which enumerated the inadequacies in considerable detail—the reader response was largely from specialists of one sort or another. Many of our general-purpose listening/viewing readers may have been awakened to the shortcomings, but if so they didn’t choose to let us know about it. So the situation remains: Broadcasters pay little attention to audio quality because the receivers are so bad; receiver manufacturers don’t bother because so much that is broadcast is so bad (and a good sound system can show it up even more vividly); viewers, by and large, don’t seem to notice.

I power a pair of KLH-6 speaker systems with a Sherwood 7300 receiver. The tweeter of each system has on separate occasions burned out under relatively moderate amplification—each time while playing the same piece of music. The speakers were repaired under warranty, but I was under the impression that these speakers, being inefficient, could easily handle all the power my Sherwood could dish out (42 watts continuous per channel). Was I right?—Peter J. Perna, Newark, Del.

While what you mean by “moderate amplification” is not clear (the position of your volume control?), amplification is not the issue. Power—in this case power delivered to the tweeter—is. A low-efficiency loudspeaker just makes less sound for the same input power by comparison with an efficient one; it is not necessarily harder to burn out.

That your failures are both associated with the same selection suggests that this music has some unusual properties inimical to tweeters, which characteristically will handle far less power than typical woofers. Prudence would suggest that this and similar music be played at lower volume levels in the future—or that the speakers be replaced with ones that can handle more power.

When I play back cassettes I have recorded on my Sony TC-177 I often hear peculiarities at the beginning of the tape—a muffling of the sound or a slight fluctuation of the level. I have read that the tape can skew when it starts up and produce effects like this, but they don’t seem to occur in the middle of tapes, only at the end. What, if anything, am I doing wrong?—G. F. French, Burlingame, Calif.

You may be starting your recordings too close to the splice between the leader and the recording tape. The operators on every cassette assembly line we’ve seen in operation wear gloves to prevent finger oils from getting onto the tape’s magnetic coating, to minimize the anomalies in response occasioned by the handling necessary in making the splice. But still we find that—even in the best brands and in open-reel tapes as well as cassettes—response tends to fluctuate in the first few inches following the splice. And a drop in sensitivity will, with Dolby processing, produce a muffling in the output. The only cure we know of is to allow a few seconds of “wasted” tape before you begin recording.

I have Bose 901 Series II speakers with equalizer. I plan to purchase the Soundcraftsmen preamp 2217 with equalizer. Would the additional equalizer be a waste of money? Should I expect to hear more distortion when using both equalizers at the same time?—Jack Young, Smithtown, N.Y.

There is no reason why you should not use a second equalizer with your Bose speakers. The Bose equalizer is designed to correct a frequency-response problem inherent in the drive. The Soundcraftsmen equalizer is useful for correcting program deficiencies and, to a lesser extent, room acoustics.

The only condition we can imagine that would tend to substantially increase the distortion of your system is an attempt to get more bass from the Bose speakers than they now deliver. This should not be done, but correction of bass-shy program material is perfectly acceptable.

Do you consider the Marantz 1060 amplifier to be of sufficient quality and to have sufficient power to be used with a pair of AR-2ax speakers? My room is 14 by 12 by 8 feet. Are these speakers suitable for use in a room this size?—Baden Edwards, Tasmania, Australia. The Marantz 1060 is certainly of good enough quality to match a pair of AR-2ax loudspeakers, and the power output (30 watts per channel) is quite adequate, especially in a fairly small room. The usual rule of

lots of these goodies have never been available as individual components before. (They’ve been performing inside JBL’s newest professional studio monitors.)

Write us. We’ll send you the catalogue, free, along with the name and location of your nearest authorized JBL Loudspeaker Components Dealer.

He’s important. Besides all those components, he’s got a fresh supply of the new JBL Enclosure Construction Kits that tell you everything you need to know about building your own JBL enclosure.

Fill out this coupon and send it along to JBL, the people who wrote the book on sound.
Which one has Auto-Magic tuning?

Of the top three hi-fi receiver brands, only Realistic* makes perfect tuning an instant electronic reality on the FM band. We call our creation Auto-Magic because "like magic" is how it works. Now you only need a tuning meter to show relative station strength, not for fishing around for optimum reception.

Realistic is also the audio brand that helped knock out the $20 to $30 extra charge for wood receiver cabinets. By not charging extra! Now you see why Radio Shack sold over 3,000,000 Realistics in 1975 and really merits your next "good music" purchase.

Realistic STA-229
Stereo Receiver
About $400

The Column Restated!
RTR reaches new heights with the 240D music system.

In 1970, RTR introduced you to the column concept. Now the all-new 240D restates the column in a system of lowering reproduction capability. Audition the 240D. Be prepared for an unexpected experience in low frequency reproduction. Listen for the open naturalness of live music midrange. Revel in superb high frequency delineation, ambient total dispersion. Yes, this is the column by which all others will be measured.

Hear the 240D at your nearest franchised RTR dealer. For a dealer list and complete information, write RTR INDUSTRIES, Dept. HF, 8116 Deering Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304.

The Phase Linear 400 power amp has been criticized on the grounds that it does not have a regulated power supply. However, according to Phase Linear, its power supply can deliver a lot more power on short bursts of output. I’ve also heard that with the “perfect” power supply there would be no difference between the continuous power ratings and the dynamic power ratings. Other manufacturers seem to promote the strict regulation of their power supplies as being a virtue of their product. I would appreciate it if you could clarify this matter for me.—Nancy E. Willmott, Detroit, Mich.

The transformer and rectifier used in any power supply are imperfect and have losses involved in their operation. The net result is that, as more current is delivered to the load, the supply voltage gets lower. In order to deliver rated output power, the supply must therefore show a reserve of voltage under light load conditions. Assuming that proper margins exist in the amplifier itself, the only effect of this extra voltage is to allow a slightly higher output power for brief transients. Since this is not a problem, it does not make sense to regulate the supply, especially since a regulator would add appreciably to the cost of the product.

Why don’t the makers of stereo cassette tape recorders put a separate record button on each channel so we can record different material on each of the two tracks?—Stanley B. Gilson Jr., New York, N.Y.

The license (from Philips of the Netherlands) under which stereo cassette recorders are built in effect forbids such an arrangement in a machine made for the consumer market. And since channel separation is generally only about 20 dB, even on some fine cassette decks, there would probably be too much crosstalk between the two channels to do you much good anyway.

Some while ago I went to an audio dealer to buy a Watts Dust Bug. He replied that he didn’t sell the product because it interferes with the proper tracking of the tone arm and increases record wear. Is this true?—Loren Grossman, Toronto, Canada.

Your dealer seems to have confused the Dust Bug with a brush device that is mounted on the tone arm (although this too can be made to behave properly). The Dust Bug is mounted independent of and makes no contact with the tone arm. The only mechanical side effect we have ever observed with a Dust Bug is a slight slowing of the turntable (easily corrected via a variable-speed control) due to increased drag. We know of no reason to suspect increased disc wear.

I recently purchased a Wollensak 4765 cassette recorder and was surprised to read in the operating instructions that demagnetization (degaussing) of the tape heads is never required. Will I damage the heads if I attempt to demagnetize?—Fred M. Bindman, Silver Spring, Md.

The automatic degaussing feature on your unit will take care of a major source of residual magnetism. However, manual degaussing will not hurt if done carefully and, in fact, may help.
LISTEN TO OUR DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE.
YOU WON'T ONLY HEAR HOW ACCURATE IT IS.
YOU'LL SEE IT.

Your valuable record collection deserves to be heard on the best equipment. And that includes the best turntable.

The Toshiba deluxe Model SR-355 turntable has a built-in stroboscope that lets you see just how accurate it is.

The SR-355 is a totally manual, direct drive unit. It's equipped with a DC servo-motor, an S-shaped static-balanced tonearm with damped arm elevator, stylus force adjustment, and anti-skate adjusting knob. The screw-in cartridge shell fits a universal mount. And the platter is made of die-cast aluminum.

Its wow/flutter measurement is .04% and the two operating speeds (33 1/3 and 45) have a 2% adjustment.

Sit back and enjoy your music on the Toshiba SR-355 turntable. It may be the first time you really hear it.

The stroboscope offers 2% adjustment of the two operating speeds.
Cooking on the Back Channels

Not long ago we were approached by a gentleman from Audio Pulse, which has a prototype of an audio delay unit. Would we like to hear it? Well, we’re always ready to lend an ear or two to a new audio idea.

Audio Pulse is a newly formed division of Hybrid Systems, a Boston-area manufacturer that has up until now specialized in computer technology. In concept, an audio delay unit is a simple device. A signal is fed into its input and emerges from its output after a predetermined time (perhaps several milliseconds) but is otherwise unchanged. Other devices have been available for this use—echo chambers, tape loops, spring reverberators, and the like—but all suffered from marginal performance or exorbitant price or both. Their purpose is, of course, to add synthetic reverberation to existing recordings—or live sounds, for that matter.

We had been aware that computer technology had been applied to this problem, but we also knew that the equipment available carried very high prices. The Audio Pulse mechanism is the first that we’ve seen designed for the consumer market. (The company expects to sell a stereo unit for about $500.) The device takes a music waveform and changes it into a string of digits that chase each other through a series of storage cells and are converted back to a music waveform at the other end. This in itself would produce only a single delay, insufficient for convincing simulation of reverberation, so several different delays are used. In addition, signals are fed through the unit several times and are even bounced back and forth between its two channels.

The over-all effect is astonishingly realistic. With the simulated reverb fed through the back channels of our four-channel setup (our guests denied all connection with conventional quad, even in the placement of the speakers), we could, by twisting a few knobs, turn our rather “dead” listening room into a small auditorium, a large concert hall, a cathedral, or even a cave (a somewhat bizarre effect). Moreover, the reverberance came from in back of (and seemingly all around) us, rather than just from in front, putting us effectively in the middle of the acoustic “space”—which, of course, can’t be accomplished with conventional stereo. An additional feature allows some reverb to be fed into the front channels, which heightens the effect even more.

Subsequent developments suggest that this idea may be catching on; a second Boston-area company reportedly plans to introduce a similar unit, and as redoubtable a manufacturer as Phase Linear also has something in the works. Audio Pulse hopes to be in manufacture sometime this month.

Cassettes of the Future? (Part I)

There are relatively few cassette tapes, out of scores on the market, to which recorders actually are adjusted in manufacture. Manufacturers can often seem downright obscurantist on this point. Yet, if you use a tape with a recorder adjusted for a significantly different type, the unavoidable result is a high-low imbalance in the sound.

TDK SD was the choice of recorder manufacturers a few years ago. Then Maxell came along with UD, and producers of decks found that it would deliver a little better performance than SD if the decks were readjusted for UD—meaning slightly higher bias. So UD became the tape, and some tape manufacturers actually came out with very close matches: Fuji’s FX, TDK’s Audua, Nakamichi’s EX, even Maxell’s own UD-XL are examples. They’re not identical, of course, but they are (mercifully) interchangeable without mismatch to the recorder.

It would be helpful, then, if there could be a standardized terminology about tape types. Say we called the bottom rung Group I, for a good tape of modest price—something like BASF SK might serve as the model. Group II could be SD and compatible tapes. Group III could be UD and its match-mates. Perhaps Group IV could be chrome and TDK’s SA (which in terms of bias and equalization, if not output, is interchangeable with chrome). Then both cassettes and deck switch positions could be unequiv-
Can a speaker be all things to all people?

**Say music enthusiasts** — “I have to relisten to all my Pink Floyd and Frank Zappa albums because I realize now I never really heard them before. Freaks me right out!” *LARRY ROGAK, N.Y.*

**About accuracy** — “Elton John sounds like Elton John and not Wayne Newton with a sinus condition. All kinds of music sound great, from Percy Faith to Led Zeppelin.” *GRANT HOWES, MICHIGAN*

**You can play it loud** — “I once read it was not possible to have a rock concert in your home, but with the B·I·C Venturi it is possible.” *RICHARD KNES, ILLINOIS*

**Or play it low** — “I feel I must write...to thank someone that realizes there are a few of us who don’t like our stereo and quad up blasting our eardrums. These Formula 2 are great at any volume.” *MRS. GAIL MCAULOF, CALIFORNIA*

**From professional users** — “I am a disc jockey and work with some of the finest sound equipment available...I purchased a set of your Formula 4’s after a year of shopping around...In my opinion none sounded better at any price.” *DAVID FOOR, FLORIDA*

**And audio engineers** — “I am an audio engineer at (AM, FM, TV broadcast station)...An excellent speaker and a great design concept.” *PHIL JONES, SOUTH CAROLINA*

**Even people who sell audio** — “You’ve really got the product...my recommendation 9 times out of 10 is B·I·C Venturi.” *DAVID WILLIAMS, TEXAS (DEALER)*

**And those who’ve lived with it** — “Nearly a year ago I purchased a pair of Formula 6...the performance has substantiated my original beliefs.” *JERRY GRETZINGER, MICHIGAN*

**So join this fellow who says** — “I could not be more pleased with the performance of your product, nor with myself for having the good sense to have chosen them!” *RONALD BERTHEL, N.Y.*

**Because you can believe** — “I was somewhat skeptical about the claims in your advertisements...I purchased a pair of Formula 6...Your speakers surpass all the claims made...They are fantastic!” *RANDOLPH L. KRUMM, N.J.*
This is what happens every time you play a record.

Photographed at 200X magnification with 1.5 grams tracking force on an Empire 598 III turntable.

This is what happens after you apply Sound Guard.

Photographed at 200X magnification with 1.5 grams tracking force on an Empire 598 III turntable.
Introducing Sound Guard.

The first product ever that protects records against wear, without resulting loss in frequency response or fidelity.

Every time you play a record you destroy some of its sound. The culprit is friction. An inevitable result of a hard, diamond stylus tracking soft, vinyl grooves.

Under 200X magnification you can see the damage occur. Tiny shavings of vinyl curl off the record like metal off a lathe. You literally see sound being worn away. After repeated playings your ears begin to confirm what your eyes have seen.

Until now, no product could protect records against wear without interfering with sound fidelity.

An answer from outer space

From Ball Corporation research into dry lubricants for NASA's Orbiting Solar Observatories came a breakthrough in micro-coatings that can function for long periods under extreme conditions.

One derivative of this new technology is a microscopically thin, dry film that molecularly binds itself to vinyl. Developed into a record preservative this product is now known as Sound Guard.*

How Sound Guard works

Just spray Sound Guard on (it has a non-aerosol pump sprayer). Then buff it with the soft, durable velvet buffing pad provided in the kit.

Sound Guard puts a ultra-thin, dry film on the groove surfaces to substantially reduce wear. (It’s self-limiting and may be applied repeatedly without buildup. The film thickness is less than 0.000005".) One bottle will protect about 20 LP’s.

Sound Guard is dry—not wet and sticky like silicone-type products—so dust or dirt won’t accumulate on the stylus or in the grooves. And since it has an anti-stat built in, Sound Guard actually prevents records from attracting dust.

But does Sound Guard adversely affect frequency response or fidelity? For conclusive proof, we asked the most respected of the independent audio laboratories for an exhaustive evaluation. Their results were astounding!

Test results

1. The application of Sound Guard to a stereophonic or CD-4 quadraphonic disc does not in any way degrade audible frequency response.

2. Sound Guard increases the life of the records by significantly reducing record wear.

3. Sound Guard significantly retards increases in random noise content (surface noise) and total harmonic distortion caused by repeated playing.

4. Records treated with Sound Guard do not attract dust as readily as untreated discs.

(Complete test results will be mailed with every order.)

Like it or your money back

We’re understandably excited over this new product. Along with audio experts who’ve tested it, we believe Sound Guard is the long-awaited breakthrough in sound fidelity protection.

As of now, the only way you can buy Sound Guard is by ordering direct. Just fill in the coupon (or write: Sound Guard, P.O. Box 3300, Muncie, IN 47302) and enclosure your check or money order payable to Sound Guard. $5.99 for one Sound Guard kit plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

For two or more kits, pay $5.99 each and we’ll pay postage and handling. If not satisfied return the unused portion and we’ll refund your money or replace the product at your option.

Sound Guard keeps your good sounds sounding good.

Sound Guard
P.O. Box 3300, Muncie, IN 47302

Yes, I’m interested in Sound Guard.

☐ Please send me one Sound Guard kit. I am enclosing a check or money order for $6.99 ($5.99 plus $1.00 for postage and handling).

☐ Please send me _____ Sound Guard kits. I am enclosing a check or money order for _____ ($5.99 each kit—postage and handling free).

Make check or money order payable to Sound Guard.

Name:

Address:

City State Zip

(please print clearly) HF-3-E

*Sound Guard is Ball Corporation’s trademark for its record preservative. Copyright © Ball Corporation, 1976.
Cassettes of the Future? (Part II)

And while we're on the subject of tape types, we might mention that there seem to be growing rumblings within the industry about chrome. Two deck manufacturers have told us they expect chrome (and ferrichrome) to disappear from the market within a few years. They give several reasons: By comparison to a good ferric, chrome's distortion is higher; it wears tape heads a little faster; it is more brittle and therefore harder to coat permanently onto ultra-thin backings; the raw particle is relatively unreliable (one manufacturer says as much as 60% is rejected for tape manufacture as out of spec); and—far from keeping up with the rapid development of ferric particles—it presents little hope of significant improvement. At this writing at least one deck manufacturer is thinking of adjusting its high-bias position for TDK SA instead of chrome; at least one tape manufacturer plans to recall all its chrome product.

But, again, one manufacturer in each field does not a landslide make.
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But, again, one manufacturer in each field does not a landslide make.
We've been around this business a long time. Making a name for ourselves. A strong name. Akai. Worldwide, one of the strongest names going in tape equipment.

And now we're stronger than ever.

Introducing the Akai 1000 Series. Our powerful new line of Stereo and Quad receivers. We put this line together with one purpose in mind: to turn out the best line of receivers, for the money, in the business. As far as we're concerned that's exactly what we've done.

The strength of the 1000 Series starts with its engineering. It's every bit as strong as the quality that made our tape equipment famous.

Next, strong performance characteristics and features. We honestly don't know where you'd find, for the price, a line of receivers that comes on with better sound and more versatility than ours. If that sounds like a strong statement, a visit to your Akai dealer may convince you it's not strong enough.


As for value, we couldn't make it stronger. A high to low price range to fit the needs of just about anyone.

The Akai 1000 Series. With power output from 14 to 80 watts per channel, it's got the quality, performance, looks, value. And with a receiver line like that, you've got to know we're comin' on...strong!

Akai 1000 Series receivers from $300 to $900 suggested retail value.
For more information write Akai America Ltd., 2139 Del Amo Boulevard, Compton, California 90220
A full-range equalizer from Ace Audio

The Model AE2002 audio equalizer from Ace Audio Co. is available both in kit and factory-wired versions. Each of the 5 bands per channel covers a 2-octave range, with each channel having separate controls. The equalizer is claimed to have full response down to 20 Hz and out to 20 kHz. With the maximum output at 8 volts rms, Ace Audio rates the unit at 2 volts output to a 10K load. Switches for power, tape monitor, and equalizer detent are provided, as well as an unswitched AC convenience outlet. The kit, designated AE2002K, is $84.25; the wired model, AE2002W, is $133.75. A construction manual is provided for $2.25 and a schematic diagram for $1.00.

Successor named to ADC-303AX speaker

Audio Dynamics Corp. has introduced its Model 303AX-2, a bookshelf speaker system that is designated as the successor to the popular ADC-303AX. The new model has a 10-inch acoustic suspension woofer and a wide dispersion tweeter. Frequency response is claimed to range from 37 Hz to 20 kHz. The walnut-finish cabinet is filled with a sound-absorbent material that, according to ADC, enhances the quality of the sound. The system has a textured, removable grille cloth and sells for $129.

Southwest Technical's CD-4 demodulator

A complete CD-4 demodulator is available in kit form from Southwest Technical Products Corp. of San Antonio, Tex. The unit, designed by Lou Dorren of Quadcast Systems, Inc., is built around an integrated circuit and can accommodate the Technics semiconductor cartridge made by Panasonic as well as the more familiar magnetic cartridges. The kit is offered with power supply and case for a total cost of $50. A Technics cartridge is available for an additional $25.

Two new magnetic cartridges from Fidelitone

Two magnetic cartridges, the JT-322 and the JT-311, have been added to the audio line of Fidelitone, Inc. The JT-322 features a compliant shank material, a dampener-with-ring system that is supposed to catch sound waves very precisely, and a claimed frequency response from 10 Hz to 45 kHz. It is applicable to CD-4, matrix systems, and 2-channel stereo and has an elliptical diamond stylus. The JT-311 is a stereo cartridge with a frequency response from 10 Hz to 28 kHz. It, too, uses compliant shank material, and its small stylus tip, says Fidelitone, makes for excellent trackability. The JT-322 sells for $54.95; the JT-311 costs $16.95.

Revox introduces unidirectional microphone

Now available from Revox Corp. is its 3500 unidirectional moving-coil microphone, which has cardioid characteristics. According to Revox, use of a pressure gradient transducer and an efficient magnetic circuit results in outstanding performance and high sensitivity despite the microphone's small size. The company also claims that the 3500, which may be used stand-mounted or hand-held, is especially suited for tape recording. With an impedance of 600 ohms and a claimed response from 40 Hz to 18 kHz, the microphone comes with colored windshield, clamp, table stand, and presentation case. Its termination is of the Cannon XLR type. The Revox 3500 costs $165.
Make sure you get your moneys worth when you buy a stereo. Modern technology, solid state electronics and contemporary engineering permits most equipment available today to have comparable performance. If performance is the only measurement you make you will be in danger of not getting the most for your money.

Stereotech performance has been designed to be "State of the Art" and high value. Not only must each Stereotech perform but each Stereotech product must deliver long trouble-free life. Careful engineering combined with time consuming life and stress testing of each component part that goes into a Stereotech have assured the performance of Stereotech. Handcrafted construction and unit by unit testing assures you that the Stereotech you get will perform to your expectations.

To prove the value of long life, Stereotech will give you a 5 Year Factory Service Policy when you invest in a Stereotech. Not only is long life promised without additional cost but is assured by this Stereotech offer - - - Full details are at carefully selected dealers. That's right, Stereotech isn't everywhere; only at those specialists that think enough of you to invest in facilities that can care for your needs properly.

Or, send us the coupon. We will rush data to help you select the right stereo dealer plus full information on Stereotech and the right stereo for you.

If you are in a hurry for your information please send the coupon to Stereo Technology Division.
HiFi-Crostic No. 10
by William Petersen

DIRECTIONS
To solve these puzzles—and they aren't as tough as they first seem—supply as many of the Output words as you can in the numbered dashes following the Input. Unless otherwise specified in the Input, the Output consists of one English word. Compounds, hyphenated words, and proper nouns are not allowed. Transfer each letter to the square in the diagram that bears the corresponding number. After only a few correct guesses you should begin to see words and phrases emerging in the diagram, which when filled in will contain a quotation related to music, recordings, or audio.

The words in the quotation are separated by darkened squares and do not necessarily end at the end of a row.

Try to guess at these words and transfer each newly decoded letter back to its appropriate dash in the Output. This will supply you with further clues.

A final clue: The source of the quotation—the author and his work—will be spelled out by the first letters in the Output, reading down.

The answer to HiFi-Crostic No. 10 will appear in next month's issue of High Fidelity.

Solution to last month's HiFi-Crostic appears on page 4.
The Beogram 4002.  
A turntable unequalled in concept, performance, and design.

As you and your audio system gain in sophistication, you begin to define high performance far more critically. You also become sensitive to the many details which separate the good products from those considered exceptional. It is at this point that Bang & Olufsen becomes more important, and components such as the Beogram 4002 turntable are worth your careful evaluation.

Exceptional resistance to vibration. A leaf spring pendulum suspension system (patented) actually transforms horizontal shock into vertical motion, damped by the entire chassis assembly.

Electronically controlled tangential tracking. A sophisticated system operated by its own DC motor. It eliminates the problems of angular distortion, skating force, horizontal and vertical friction.

Complete stylus protection. The raising and lowering of the tone arm is automatically controlled by a pneumatically damped, solenoid operated system which functions via independent electronic circuits.

An extraordinary cartridge. The Beogram 4002 comes with the MMC 6000 cartridge, Bang & Olufsen's finest. It features an effective tip mass of only .22 mg., tracks at one gram, and has received critical acclaim throughout the world.

CD-4 capability. An optional CD-4 demodulator/phono preamplifier can be installed in the turntable housing, the optimum location for CD-4 reproduction.

Stable, accurate drive system. A high torque DC motor with integrated electronic speed control drives only the turntable platter via a precision ground, flat rubber belt.

Elimination of warp wow. An extremely short, low mass tone arm, which weighs only 8.4 grams with cartridge, eliminates the distortion caused by warped records.
The Image of Performance

The new Lafayette LR-2200 has the look of performance many receivers try to achieve. But real performance comes from within. That's where the LR-2200 stands out.

This serious receiver performs to the highest standards with advanced circuitry, a most selective AM/FM stereo FM receiver, full music controls including two tuning meters, dual tape monitoring jacks and derived four channel matrix. The sensitive performance of the LR-2200 comes across powerfully through 27 watts per channel, minimum RMS. Both stereo channels are driven at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion.

The Lafayette audio designers performed in the creation of the LR-2200. Lafayette put the most features, the cleanest specifications, the most power for any receiver Lafayette has ever offered for this price. 299.95

Because Lafayette performed in the creation of this receiver it will perform for you. For years.

See it, hear it at a Lafayette store. It gives quite a performance.

Like to see more of the performers? Visit any of the Lafayette stores coast to coast. Or write for our free catalog.

Electronically Speaking

Who Knows Better Than

Lafayette

Radio Electronics & Shopping Centers

© Lafayette Radio Electronics Corporation 1976

CIRCLE 16 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
CM-15A: Full-Range Feedback in a Speaker


Comment: The Model CM-15A is a very unusual loudspeaker—indeed both its design philosophy and its sound. It starts out as a three-way system with a woofer, midrange driver, and dual tweeters aided by a piezoelectric supertweeter, but it has an additional feature that makes it behave in a way that is profoundly different from what one would expect. That feature is, of course, the feedback control that is applied to the system.

Negative feedback is normally used in amplifiers, where its benefits include lower distortion and lower output impedance. Seeking to minimize speaker distortion as well, the designer of the CM-15 (and the LWE designs that preceded it before CM Laboratories bought LWE's loudspeaker business) has found a way to include the speaker in the amplifier feedback loop. This arrangement (which is purely electronic, requiring no external transducers at the loudspeaker) allows the speaker to "talk" to the amplifier and tell it when the acoustic output departs from accurate correspondence with the amplifier input signal. The amplifier responds virtually instantaneously with a corrective drive to the speaker.

If the CM-15A is to be used with an amplifier not made by CM Labs, some internal modifications to the amplifier are necessary. The manufacturer informs us that all CM dealers are competent to perform the modifications. As an alternative (that, incidentally, can void no warranties) CM offers a "black box" (price $75) that makes all the connections. We tested the system with the CM-912 power amplifier, with which it is designed to work.

This speaker is equipped with some interesting controls. In addition to the usual, continuously adjustable balance knobs for the midrange and tweeters, there is a room gain control that regulates bass response to suit room dimensions. For small spaces the anechoic setting (which gives the flattest response) is recommended; for larger rooms studio and auditorium settings, each of which raises the frequency of maximum bass reinforcement, are provided. In our listening room, the anechoic position was preferred, as was a halfway setting for each of the balance controls. (This can be improved upon, as we will see later.) The lab used the same room setting with the balance controls—which can turn their drivers fully off—wide open.
Due to the special nature of this model, the test procedures used at CBS Technology Center had to be modified somewhat. It was not possible to carry out pink-noise testing below 63 Hz without damage to the woofer. This result is predictable: The feedback system increases power and attempts to maintain flat output, even in an anechoic chamber (where the testing is done). A sweep-signal check of frequency response shows a strong bass output that remains nearly flat to about 26 Hz—a result that our listening tests handily confirm.

The system is very efficient, producing reference output (94 dB at 1 meter on axis, 200 Hz to 6 kHz) for just 0.8 watt input. Yet it can accept a continuous 100-watt input (for an output of 112 dB) without excess distortion, with pulse power reaching a level of 166.5 watts average (333 watts peak—the amplifier’s limit) for an acoustic output reaching 117 dB. The dynamic range, therefore, is excellent. Moreover, the sound is so clean that we found ourselves listening at levels approaching these figures. We noted also that the recovery from high-level pulses is excellent; there is virtually no audible hangover.

Third-octave frequency response of the CM-15A as measured in the CBS anechoic chamber is smooth, but with a strongly rising high end and a moderate peak around 5 kHz. This characteristic makes white noise extremely bright and harsh. The balance controls, to our ears at least, flatten this nicely. But we got even better results by running the drivers wide open and applying tone-control equalization, which the unit accepts unusually gracefully—without the sense of strain or ancillary response peculiarities that often result from overequalization. Probably a graphic equalizer would do even better. But any such equalization must come before feedback. High-frequency dispersion is good, with tones in the neighborhood of the upper limit of hearing remaining audible to about 40 degrees off axis. Oddly enough, the system sounds slightly better off axis than dead on, such small colorations as there are becoming less noticeable as one moves to either side. This presumably contributes to the fine stereo imaging that we observed.

The impedance curve shows peaks at about 65 and 350 Hz and dips to 7.5 ohms at 110 Hz. There is a secondary trough at about 1.5 kHz, where the value approaches 4 ohms, the manufacturer’s rating of the system. The load is thus safe for just about any amplifier, though obviously there is no provision for driving extension speakers in parallel with the main ones.

This—as the dimensions indicate—is a massive loudspeaker. While it cannot easily be made inconspicuous, its appearance is sufficiently composed to allow it to blend well into its surroundings. One significant help is that the servo system, in a sense, “corrects for” the speakers’ position in the room, increasing flexibility of placement. (Be careful to allow access to the controls on the back—the CM-15A is not lightweight.)

As we have said many times before, the perfect speaker does not yet exist (if it ever will), and no one speaker is for all tastes. In this light we would characterize the sound of the CM-15A as bright and sharply etched—most suitable for the person who likes to listen to music in detail. It will reproduce almost anything you would want to hear from your system and recordings, and maybe some things that you would prefer not to hear. Putting the matter succinctly, it is an extremely accurate transducer. And for a not-too-hefty price it holds its own against some of the best speakers around.

---

**CM-15A Speaker Harmonic Distortion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Level (dB)</th>
<th>80 Hz</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% 2nd</td>
<td>% 3rd</td>
<td>% 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Distortion data are taken on all tested speakers until distortion exceeds the 10% level or the speaker produces the spurious output known as buzzing, whichever occurs first.*

---

Strange, It Doesn’t Look Like the 6-B

The SAE digital tuner shown at the head of our January Issue report on the Mk. VI-B was, in fact, a lower-priced model, the Mk. VIII. Here—with apologies to any readers who may have been confused by the differences between the front panel as described in the text and that shown in the illustration—is the real Mk. VI-B.
Technics SL-1500:

It Just Plays the Record


Comment: Electronic direct-drive turntables have been with us for some time now, and many of us are inclined to take their characteristics for granted: excellent speed regulation, low wow and flutter, practically nonexistent rumble—and a high price. With the SL-1500, "the direct-drive turntable for people who can't afford direct-drive turntables," the folks at Panasonic have come up with a significant price reduction, and they have done so by simplifying manufacture and eliminating frills rather than by compromising performance. Tests made at the CBS labs show that the SL-1500 is in the same ballpark as the SL-1100A (HF test reports, September 1973). In fact, the newcomer actually excels the earlier model in some areas.

The SL-1500 has exactly one moving part (excluding the tone arm, of course): The platter itself, which weighs in at 3 lbs. 4 oz., is the rotating part of the motor. The stator assembly is a part of the base. It's hard to see how a basic drive system could be made much simpler.

The only assistance offered to the user in handling the tone arm is a cueing lever, which is easily accessible and is smooth and well damped in its operation; there is no automatic start and no automatic shutoff. A selector switch near the arm can choose 33, 45, or off. At the left front corner of the base are two knobs (one for each speed) for fine-speed adjustment. In the lab the adjustment ranges check out at -7.4% to +7.2% at 33, -3.1% to +5.7% at 45. Just in back of these knobs is a prism that casts a strobe light on the edge of the platter, which is appropriately marked with rows of dots for both 50- and 60-Hz AC power. The unit is effectively shock-mounted and is equipped with the low-capacitance wiring and cables needed to accommodate CD-4 demodulators. The over-all styling is simple, pleasant and serene.

The SL-1500 requires a few seconds for its speed to stabilize after initial turn-on. From then on, its rotation is rock steady, a fact that the unmeasurable speed deviation recorded by the lab confirms. Flutter (ANSI/IEEE weighted) measures 0.05% average (with an instantaneous peak value of 0.1%). Rumble, measured with ARRL/CBS weighting, is -64 1/2 dB, within 3 1/2 dB of the best figure we have yet found. The tone arm is virtually without friction—a property that, in our listening tests, allowed a somewhat recalcitrant CD-4 cartridge to track with reasonable accuracy some discs on which there previously had been unacceptable sonic breakup. The 10-Hz resonance of the arm (tested with a Shure V-15 Type III cartridge) is well damped, showing a mere 1 1/2-dB rise. As the "Additional Data" chart shows, error in stylus-force settings is slight.

There is no provision for adjusting the antiskating for the type of stylus—not even a table in the instruction manual. (Elliptical styli generally develop a little more skating force than conicals, slightly less than CD-4 types.) The matter seems to be critical only for some CD-4 pickups, so the discrete-disc listener probably should experiment with antiskating compensation to achieve optimum results from his cartridge.

The antiskating mechanism itself, which allows a somewhat smaller range of compensation than we have found to be typical, delivers a force that is nearly proportional to the knob setting throughout its range.

On balance, we must credit this turntable with being outstanding in most of its performance even if it is merely good in one or two areas. Those who demand the ultimate in convenience may find it too spartan and single-minded. But if your highest priority is reproducing music from disc—rather than pampering yourself—the SL-1500 deserves serious consideration.
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Technics SL-1500 Turntable Additional Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stylus-force gauge accuracy (grams)</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Top-of-the-Line Headset from Stax

The Equipment: Stax SRX Mk.3 Ear Speakers, and electrostatic stereo headset with SRD-7 impedance-matching/switching adapter in metal case. Dimensions: (adapter unit) 4% by 2½ inches (front), 7½ inches deep plus clearance for controls and connections, with 2-foot amplifier cable; headphones have 8-foot cable that plugs into adapter. Price: $144.90. Warranty: one year parts and labor. Manufacturer: Stax Industries, Ltd., Japan; U.S. distributor: American Audioport, Inc., 317 Professional Bldg., 909 University, Columbia, Mo. 65201.

Comment: Stax electrostatic headphones have been available in Japan for some years and, though local distribution has been extremely spotty, have built a considerable reputation among the more adventurous of American audiophiles. Now, thanks to American Audioport, they should be more readily available.

The SRX Mk.3 is a new design, having a thinner diaphragm than other Stax models, a feature intended to result in fuller and more accurate bass response. The adapter, which requires a power-line connection, supplies the polarizing voltage necessary for an electrostatic headset and matches the low impedance of amplifier speaker terminals to the high input impedance of the transducers. The front panel of the adapter is fitted with two six-pin sockets to accommodate two Stax headsets. A large knob in the center of the panel switches the polarizing voltage and the audio on and off. In the off position, audio is fed to four terminals on the back of the adapter that duplicate the amplifier loudspeaker connections. Thus turning the phones on automatically disconnects the loudspeakers. A pilot light shows when the adapter is on.

The headset itself is fairly light in weight (10.5 oz.) and has earphones that are vented at the back—offering, therefore, little isolation from sounds in the room. By the same token, a person within several feet of a listener wearing these phones would have no difficulty in recognizing a familiar selection. While the earpieces are not heavily padded, they bear gently on the ears and are quite comfortable. The tradeoff for this comfort is the relative ease with which the unit can be dislodged by movements of the wearer’s head.

The sound of the SRX Mk.3 is clean and accurate, so much so that the unit is very unforgiving of faults in the program material that one might find tolerable listening via loudspeakers. FM tuner hiss and disc surface noise prove very unpleasant, but clean program material is reproduced with pristine clarity. Like other electrostatics, this model is relatively inefficient, so fairly stringent demands are made on the amplifier.

Though headphone frequency response is partly a function of the coupling between the earpieces and the particular listener’s ear, we found bass fundamentals sound clear and distinct down to about 30 Hz. At the opposite end of the spectrum, response seems flat to about 15 kHz, falling off to inaudibility at about 17 kHz. In between, there is no audible evidence of peaks or dips. Dynamic range is also very good; loud transients attack and decay gracefully except possibly in the presence of extreme high-frequency energy. And in these cases, of course, even the finest phono cartridges find themselves in extremis.

After listening for a time through the Stax we could almost forget that we were wearing a headset. The chief reminder really is the failure of material recorded for loudspeaker reproduction to blend into a convincing sonic image. But this is scarcely the fault of the SRX Mk.3—except for its merciless clarity, which makes the experience unusually frustrating. This can be coped with, at the expense of “moving back” from the music, by rolling off the treble slightly. More germane, however, is the fact that with suitable material these headphones offer an astonish-

Kenwood’s KR-9400: A Feature-Loaded Super Receiver


Comment: The KR-9400 is a high-powered receiver capable of excellent performance and loaded with features. Let’s get directly to them. The tuning dial is very wide but is not very finely calibrated (except for the ubiquitous logging scale, which in our experience most users seem to find something of a nuisance if, indeed, they use it at all). The large tuning knob at one end handles well; at the other end is a row of pilot indicators for the selected program source.
plus one to indicate whether a stereo pilot is present when FM is selected.

Below the center of the dial are two meters: one for conventional center tuning, one that can be switched to indicate signal strength, multipath, or signal deviation. (For AM tuning, only the signal-strength function operates, of course.) This adds up to an unusually comprehensive complement of functions. In the signal-strength mode the second of these meters reads full scale for even fairly weak signals—meaning that it is intended to tell you how marginal a really marginal signal is (which is useful) rather than how strong a strong one is (which matters little). In the multipath mode it can be used with an antenna rotator, tuning the antenna for maximum meter deflection. Signal deviation is essentially a measure of the station’s modulation level. The instruction manual suggests use of this mode for recording (in conjunction with your deck’s meters), but we found the calibration too difficult to read for this suggestion to be very useful.

To the left of these meters are ON/OFF pushbuttons for FM MUTING, TONE [control] DEFEAT, and FILTERS (high and low). The FM section is so sensitive and the FM muting set so low that we could find few spots in our station-crowded dial where it would mute, though we could find some fairly noisy spots where nearby channels overlapped. To the right of the meters are five more ON/OFF buttons: MULTIPATH and DEVIATION (these two referring to meter functions, of course), FM DOLBY NR, AF MUTING, and LOUDNESS. The AF (audio frequency) muting simply drops output by about 20 dB (18½ dB in our sample, as measured by CBS). The Dolby switch is an equalizer, compensating for the difference between the 75-microsecond de-emphasis built into the FM-tuner section and the 25-microsecond de-emphasis required for correct balance in Dolby broadcasts. This switch alters the sonic balance of the signal from any program source and does not switch the connections for a Dolby adapter. (More of that in a moment.)

Below the dial panel are, from left, an ON/OFF lever for AC power, a rotary speaker switch with five options (OFF/ A/B/A+B/C) for controlling the three sets of speaker connections on the back panel, and a stereo headphone jack (which is live in all positions of the speaker selector). Next are three tone controls (bass, midrange, and treble) with detented positions calibrated in 2-dB steps of cut or boost. The balance control, which is not detented, also is calibrated in nominal 2-dB steps though of course the extreme position (10) in each direction completely cuts off one of the channels. The volume control is detented and arbitrarily calibrated from 0 to 10.

The input selector has positions for AM, FM, PHONO 1, PHONO 2, MIC, and AUX. Next are four levels: MODE (STEREO/REVERSE/MONO), TAPE MONITORS (SOURCE/A/B), TAPE DUBBING (SOURCE/A-TO-B/B-TO-A), and SOUND INJECTION (ON/OFF). This last is a mixer that will combine whatever signal the selector is set for with the tape feed when the dubbing switch is in either of the dubbing (A-TO-B or B-TO-A) positions. Next to the INJECTOR switch is a MIX LEVEL knob, and below it is a mono phone jack for the mike input. Note that this is not a mike feature crudely adapted from public-address and storecasting equipment, but one with a great deal of versatility for the home recordist. If you want to use the receiver as a PA system, with a mike, you need only switch the selector to MIC and control speaker level with the volume knob. The mike signal goes through the regular preamp circuitry, reaching the tape without the special connections required on some receivers; the mixer is unusually versatile in that it can be used for any program source, not just the mike.

The back panel is surprisingly uncluttered for so feature-laden a receiver. There are the usual pin-jack pairs for inputs (PHONO 1, PHONO 2, and AUX) and for the input and output connections to handle two tape decks, plus DIN sockets for both decks. In addition, there are pin-jack pairs for the output to and return from a Dolby adapter. These jacks are supplied with jumpers, because the front panel has no quasi-tape-monitor switching to bypass the Dolby jacks when the FM-DOLBY feature is not in use. (Remember that the front-panel switch alters only effective de-emphasis.) If you do attach a Dolby box to the jacks, you would have to turn its Dolby circuit off for normal listening. If you also want to use the Dolby unit with a recorder—or are using the Dolby-FM feature built into some recorders—you can follow the instruction manual’s suggestion that these same Dolby connections be used. Then, however, you have to use the tape-monitor (or record/play) switching on the deck or Dolby adapter to choose between tape and source and must choose equipment with some sort of straight-through switching option for listening to non-Dolby sources. This makes for a rather complicated system; it is better, in our opinion, to connect the Dolby-plus-deck components to one of the tape-monitor connection sets, leaving the Dolby jumpers in place and saving those connections for use should you ever want to hook a third tape deck into the system—which could be a strong plus among avid recordists.

There are three other pin jacks on the back panel. One is an FM detector output (for a quadraphonic adapter, should a discrete FM broadcast system be adopted); the other two feed out signals for scope analysis of multipath in tuned FM signals. The antenna terminals have knurled nuts with screwdriver slots and accept bared wires or spade lugs. Either 300- or 75-ohm FM antennas can be used; there also is a terminal for an external AM antenna, though the usual ferrite loopstick is built in. A grounding screw accepts bared wires gracefully, and spade lugs can be used. The speaker connections (again, for three stereo pairs) are spring-loaded and engineered for bared leads. Switched and unswitched AC convenience outlets (one each) are provided.

The amplifier section is indeed a hefty brute. It meets its...
**Harmonic Distortion Curves**

- Left channel: <0.03%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Right channel: <0.05%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Left channel: <0.03%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Right channel: <0.038%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

**FM Sensitivity & Quieting Characteristics**

- Mono Sensitivity:
  - 1.5 μV at 90 MHz
  - 6 μV at 50 MHz
  - 15 μV at 50 MHz

- Stereo Threshold:
  - 1.7 μV at 90 MHz
  - 6 μV at 50 MHz
  - 15 μV at 106 MHz

**Response in DB**

- Mono FM Response:
  - +0.5 dB, 70 Hz to 15 kHz

- Stere FM Response:
  - Left channel: +0.5 dB, 40 Hz to 15 kHz
  - Right channel: +0.5 dB, 40 Hz to 14.3 kHz

**Channel Separation**

- Left channel: >35 dB, 30 Hz to 7.5 kHz, >25 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz
- Right channel: >35 dB, 150 Hz to 1.4 kHz, >25 dB, 20 Hz to 13 kHz

**Power Output Data**

- Channels Individually:
  - Left at clipping: 160 watts for 0.013% THD
  - Right at clipping: 160 watts for 0.014% THD
  - Left at clipping: 180 watts
  - Right at clipping: 180 watts

- Channels Simultaneously:
  - Left at clipping: 155 watts for 0.017% THD
  - Right at clipping: 155 watts for 0.017% THD

**Intermodulation Curves**

- 8-ohm load: <0.12%, 0.125 to 87 watts
- 8-ohm load: <0.11%, 0.4 to 100 watts
- 16-ohm load: <0.1%, 0.3 to 61.6 watts

**Preamp & Control Characteristics**

- RIAA Equalization: +0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Bass Boost
- Midrange Boost
- Treble Boost
- Bass Cut
- Midrange Cut
- Treble Cut
- High Filter

**Tone Controls**

- Low Filter

**Filter Settings**

- Loudness Compensation (volume control at 9 o'clock)
rating of 120 watts per channel at 0.1% harmonic distortion handily at all frequencies and at all measured power levels. With such a low distortion rating, some amplifiers fail to make it in our -20 dB (1%) power test—in this case at 1.2 watts—because of crossover distortion and/or noise. But all the CBS measurements on the KR-9400 in this test are more than 25% below the spec. And at the other extreme of the dynamic range, the receiver will pump out up to 180 watts (which is beyond clipping) before the distortion rating is exceeded. Since the lab had to drive the amp beyond clipping to reach 0.1% THD, little extra power was developed before distortion shot up to our standard 0.5% for power-bandwidth measurements. For this reason, only the central portion (around 1 kHz) of the 0.5% curve was measured.

In terms of intermodulation distortion, however, the lab data are not as impressive. Kenwood rates the KR-9400 at 0.1%, without specifying output level. Though intermodulation does stay below this figure throughout what might be considered the normal operating power range, even at 4 ohms it rises above the figure in our test sample before rated power is reached. And at 8 ohms (the impedance specified for the power rating), intermodulation rises sharply about above 100 watts. That's still plenty of power, only a fraction of a dB below the 120-watt rating, but it does raise a question about the usefulness of the rating.

The lab's noise measurements also are not quite as good as those published by Kenwood, but here the test method seems to supply the explanation. The lab measures with the volume control at its maximum setting—which, in our experience, manufacturers often do not. Presumably Kenwood has used an alternative technique. In any event the lab figures represent excellent noise performance, if not the exceptional (or, at -93 dB for the high-level inputs, almost incredible) performance suggested by the manufacturer's specs.

The FM quieting curves for both mono and stereo are excellent. Quietling of total hum, noise, and distortion is 50 dB by the time a stereo input has reached little more than 50 microvolts or by the time a mono input has reached only 2.5 microvolts. In the signal-strength range encountered in typical suburban locations, stereo quieting is around 55 dB while that of mono broadcasts approaches 60 dB. These figures, combined, mean that—for a receiver—the KR-9400's dial is unusually crowded with listenably quiet stations. Alternate-channel selectivity is excellent—as the lab measurement confirms, though it is not quite as good as Kenwood's spec. Deep-bass response of the FM section is not as flat as we would like (though of course the FCC's station performance standards themselves don't extend below 50 Hz); separation, though it does not quite meet the spec, is measurably and audibly excellent. The AM tuning section performs unexceptionably.

It should be obvious that such complaints as we have are almost exclusively with Kenwood's specs, rather than its product. We would, perhaps, have liked monitor-type switching in the Dolby connections; less-equivocal dial calibrations would have made tuning easier; high-blend noise cancellation for weak stereo FM broadcasts is conspicuous by its absence in so feature-filled a design. But these are minor points. Essentially the KR-9400 is both extremely capable and extremely versatile. The mixing feature in particular is one of the best of its type we've seen. This is a super receiver.

The Model 25, Jensen's Top Speaker


Comment: The Model 25 is the most sophisticated member of Jensen's new "optimum performance concept" line of loudspeakers. It is, not incidentally, the largest and most expensive of the line. The concept involves improvements in the drivers as well as an unusually wide range of adjustment in the balance controls for the midrange drivers and tweeter.

With its removable two-tone grille cloth, divided by a dark, slanted bar across the middle, the Model 25 is not visually reticent, but the harmonious browns in which the scheme is worked out prevent garishness. The par-
walnut. The smoked-plastic bar can be removed for access to the balance controls, which are mounted beneath it. As the dimensions indicate, this is a speaker too large for bookshelf mounting; floor placement puts the tweeters at about 8 inches below ear level for normal seating.

The Model 25 is a three-way system using two midrange drivers with a single tweeter and with crossovers at 1 and 5 kHz. As characterized by tests in the CBS anechoic chamber, the system is quite efficient, producing the standard output of 94 dB of sound pressure level, or SPL (200 to 6,000 Hz, at 1 meter on axis), for an input of 1.7 watts. A steady input of 80.6 watts at 300 Hz for an output of 111 dB is accepted by the unit without buzzing or excessive distortion. Pulse power reaches 268.7 watts average (537.3 watts peak)—the limit of the test amplifier—without excessive distortion. Maximum SPL under these conditions is 119 dB, indicating an excellent dynamic range. The measured nominal impedance is 6.7 ohms (at 90 Hz), with the impedance rising gradually with frequency. The bass-resonance impedance peak is at about 60 Hz.

In listening we found a robust bass and a somewhat distant perspective to be the dominant characteristics of this loudspeaker. Over-all the sound is warm and well blended—transients are somewhat softened, and instruments tend to merge into a homogeneous sonic structure. But the range of adjustment in the balance controls allows the listener to change the character rather markedly. That for the midrange has greatest effect (lowering output by up to about 4 dB with respect to its maximum setting) in the octave below 1 kHz but also makes some alteration in response far into the treble. The tweeter control has an adjustment spread of 5 dB or more over most of the range from 3 to 20 kHz, exceeding 15 dB at some frequencies in the CBS tests. It also has some minor influence on response as low as 500 Hz. The lab found the frequency response flattest with the midrange control set halfway and the tweeter control fully to the right.

Jensen has an ingenious color coding system for these controls to indicate their effects on the respective drivers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Level (dB)</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each driver has a surround of its representative color: blue for the woofer, yellow for the midrange, red for the tweeter. Each control is surrounded by concentric rings of blue and one other color. Thus, as the midrange control is turned from left to right blue becomes weaker and yellow stronger; for the tweeter, red grows stronger and blue weaker as the control is turned.

But, balance controls notwithstanding, frequency response of the Model 25 departs considerably from flatness. There is a peak in the lower midrange that imparts a certain guttiness to violas and cellos, followed by a trough in the upper midrange. The output has secondary peaks around 5 and 10 kHz, declining smoothly after that but still audible at 18 kHz. Toward the opposite pole, bass output holds up well to about 40 Hz, where doubling begins to take over. White noise is reproduced with a throaty weightiness, but the highs retain sufficient brightness and are well dispersed to about 40 degrees off axis, at which point some falling off is observed. The omnidirectional frequency response, as measured in the CBS anechoic chamber, remains within ±5 dB from 35 Hz to 12.5 kHz.

Like virtually any loudspeaker, the Model 25 is not equally at home with all kinds of music, nor with all kinds of listeners, for that matter. Its personality is very much in the Jensen tradition, which stretches back some quarter-century. It produces a "big" sound with no skimping in the bass. And, within limits, its controls offer more than average flexibility for tailoring that sound to your room and tastes. If these considerations are high on your priority list, by all means listen to the Model 25 and the junior members of the new Jensen line.
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Jensen Model 25 Harmonic Distortion*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Level (dB)</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Distortion data are taken on all tested speakers until distortion exceeds the 10% level or the speaker produces the spurious output known as buzzing, whichever occurs first.
"Once assembled, you can't tell the difference between the finished product and factory-assembled receivers costing at least $150 more."

AR-2020 AM/FM 4-Channel Receiver

Heathkit AR-2020 AM/FM 4-Channel Receiver

Heathkit AA-1640 Stereo Power Amplifier

Heathkit AA-1640 Stereo Power Amplifier

Heathkit AR-29 AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Heathkit AR-29 AM/FM Stereo Receiver

"Real hi-fi performance at a rock-bottom price."

AR-2020 Hi-Fi Stereo Buyer’s Guide, Fall 1974

"The electrical performance of the Heath AA-1640 makes comment superfluous. In every respect it ranks with the finest high-power amplifiers on the market. We were constantly impressed with the conservatism of its construction and ratings."

AA-1640 Stereo Review, May 1975

"The secret of Heath’s success, I think, lies in the preparation of their excellent manuals. If you follow their step-by-step instructions, you can’t go wrong, no matter how complex the end product."

Stereo, Fall 1974

Convince yourself.

Get all the details on Heath’s sophisticated design, outstanding performance, and complete line of hi-fi components, including speakers, at prices to match every budget. You’ll find it all in the new Heathkit catalog. Send for your FREE copy today.

FREE The world’s largest catalog of electronic kits.

More than 400 in all.

Send for it today!

HEATH Schlumberger

HEATH Company, Dept 8-15
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47
An examination of some

The
Many Paths to Noise Reduction

by Robert Long

Let's concede one salient fact right from the start: In the best of all possible audio worlds, noise reduction would be neither necessary nor desirable. Noise-reduction circuitry adds to the complexity and cost of our equipment; it also adds measurable (though seldom audible) distortion. In the never-never land of ideal audio, there would be no significant noise to reduce. Recording-studio air-conditioners would not rumble, nor would turntables. Tape hiss would be a supersonic whisper; all FM stations would be strong enough and all tuners good enough to deliver, say, at least 70 dB of dynamic range. Mass-produced records would retain the mirrored perfection of the lacquers from which their masters are processed; pops and clicks would be as self-healing as mosquito bites. The word "hum" would retire to its original meaning: a happy offhand vocalise.

Our real world is—and for the predictable future will continue to be—quite different. Some of the reasons are technological: Signal-to-noise ratios in some areas simply are as good as we know how to make them. Others are economic. We can reduce tape hiss, for example, by using higher transport

From the top:
Advent Model 100A, one of many Dolby B units
IAD Model B3A Dynamic Range Expander
Phase Linear Model 1000 Autocorrelator with Peak Unlimiter and Downward Expander
DBX Model 124, one of its encode/decode units
Burwen Model DNF-1201 Dynamic Noise Filter
Pioneer Model RG-1 Dynamic Processor
ingenious devices that make our sonic universe quieter

speeds or wider tracks, but that raises both tape costs and, to some extent, the cost of the transports needed to handle the bulkier tapes. And the digital audio-processing systems that, in theory, would prevent all accretion of noise and distortion in signals stored and manipulated in digital form are extremely expensive.

So we live with more noise than we would like and seek ways to reduce it. When we find those means we often discover, concurrently, some of the fascinating byways of the human psychoacoustic mechanism—perceptual quirks that alter the way we "hear" noise reduction by contrast to the way we might expect to hear it: as the simple removal of noise content. One's subjective perceptions, that is, may be quite different from the objective "fact" of mere noise reduction. Some of the subjective phenomena that we will be discussing are easily explained in terms of commonly accepted psychoacoustic law (or, perhaps, lore); others are not so easily explained. So it must be understood as you read this article that the subjective value judgments it contains are mine and that your psychoacoustic mechanisms may not behave identically.

Two particular effects—"psychoacoustic syndromes" might be an appropriate term—stand out among those that we will have cause to refer to repeatedly when we come to discuss the several noise-reduction systems. For want of better (or at least, widely recognized) terms, let's call them the Change Factor and the Expectation Factor.

The Change Factor

It is axiomatic that the ear is far more sensitive to change than it is to precise continuous values. At 10% fast, for example, a deck will make music sound almost a whole tone sharp (theoretically undetectable unless you have perfect pitch), slightly bright (which could be misconstrued as a function of the equalization in the recording), and ever so slightly rushed (normally a function of performing style, rather than reproducing equipment). The average listener, deprived of any standard of comparison, may simply feel that the sound or the performance or both are not quite as good as they might have been. But let the speed waver by as little as ±1% and even the tin-eared may find that it sounds "tinny," while the more acute listener won't tolerate the wow. The ear, it seems, is some ten times (or more) as perceptive of speed change as it is of speed inaccuracy.

Our perceptions of noise behave much the same way. The steady hiss of tape or FM can be "tuned out," while disc or AM "crackling" even at the same absolute sound level, tends to distract attention from the music. Take another example, from a lower frequency range: How often have you suddenly realized, while sitting in your kitchen, that the refrigerator motor has just turned off? You didn't hear the motor running at all—not consciously—but you felt a sense of relief when it stopped. So it is with much of the steady-state noise that is both measurable and audible in high fidelity. We may notice rumble (which can come from the disc as well as your turntable, of course) only when the stylus is removed from the disc or when it has just settled into the groove, though we ignore it throughout the music—and even between cuts on the disc where there's no music to mask the rumble.

The moral of this story should be obvious: Noise that is only temporarily removed may be more apparent than noise that is not removed at all, particularly if noise levels are inherently high. This is what is often called "breathing" (a term that is particularly appropriate where high-frequency noise, such as hiss, is varying in level) or "pumping." Dynamic devices that alter level—in at least part of the frequency range—in response to changes in program content do indeed "pump" the gain of the system up or down in one respect or another. The trick is to do this in a way that will not permit the ear to hear it as pumping. But, because change is involved and because the ear is so sensitive to change, this is a difficult trick to pull off.

The Expectation Factor

If noise comes and goes precisely with the signal—or almost so—it tends to sound like part of the signal. We expect it to be part of the signal and perceive it as such because of its simultaneity. Hiss that is "synced" to a flute solo, for example, may be perceived as a breathiness of tone on the part of
the flutist; if the hiss were constant, the ear would find it much easier to ignore. For this reason I find flute solos to be a particularly stringent test for dynamic devices. Similarly, the human voice can take on all sorts of peculiar edgy, grating, or even strangling qualities if certain types of noise are gated to synchronize with the singer.

These examples represent the simultaneous operation of what we are calling the Expectation Factor and the Change Factor; but aural expectations can produce unexpected effects even when there is no change. Let's say that you apply a noise-reduction device to reduce hiss (which obviously is the most intrusive form of noise with most program sources) and that you find the program content now sounds rather wanting in highs. This does not mean, necessarily, that you have filtered out some of the music's overtone range along with the noise. You may have "heard" overtones under the hiss simply because you expected them to be there.

The most dramatic demonstration of this phenomenon I've heard was set up some years ago by the Advent people when they first offered Dolby equipment to the consumer market. They had a relatively noise-free signal source plus a hiss source that could be switched in and out. With the hiss turned on there actually seemed to be more highs and even a little more "space" in the recording; when it was switched off, the music suddenly sounded rather lackluster. It's as though the ear, knowing all the little high-frequency noises and so on that attend musical (or extramusical) sounds, listens for them and, because it finds a "signal" (actually noise) at those frequencies, believes it is hearing them. I have no idea how the mechanism actually works—I only know that it does work.

The fact that we do, subjectively, "hear" overtones in high-frequency noise, and feel deprived of those overtones when the noise is removed, raises a fine philosophical point: If listening experience A is more satisfying than listening experience B, does it really matter if B is technically the more correct? Does it matter, in other words, whether the overtones we hear are in the recording or in the listening, as long as we feel they are necessary for best possible reproduction of the recording?
Hum and hiss—the most common forms of noise—can, of course, be filtered. The technique is crude by today's standards, perhaps, but it can be effective if the noise you are seeking to eliminate is beyond the frequency range of the music, if your filter has a steep enough response "skirt" to suppress the noise without impinging on the music, and if the nominal cutoff frequency is between the music and the noise.

Those "ifs" put a premium on flexibility of controls, of course. Most receivers today offer few options in this respect, and many have quite gentle (often 6 dB per octave) skirt slopes. One reason, surely, is that in general the steeper the slope, the greater the phase distortion introduced by the filter. One might contend that the average listener, particularly with a modest system, will find rumble, hum, and hiss more audible than phase distortion. But the fact remains that the garden-variety filters of much current componentry are not very useful.

The fancier the component, the higher the likelihood of really useful filters. Graphic equalizers of one sort or another often can be used for this purpose, and there are some highly effective separate filter units on the professional market. (See, for example, the Crown VFX-2 crossover/filter; HF test reports, October 1975.) The primary limitation of any of the more sophisticated filtration devices lies not in their design, but in the wide frequency range of modern signal sources. If the noise you're seeking to filter out is audible, sooner or later you will find wanted signal at the same frequency, and the filter will therefore become undesirable. To solve this dilemma we must turn to other means.

**Dynamic Filters**

A not-so-modern mutation of simple filtering is what Scott (some twenty-five years ago) called the Dynaural Noise Suppressor. It would begin to roll off the highs (and hence the high-frequency noise) only when program levels fell below a preset threshold at which the music no longer was loud enough to mask the noise. If crudely managed,
such devices are given to severe breathing and therefore have never gained widespread popularity. But two modern—and effective—derivatives are available in consumer equipment.

One is Dynamic Noise Limiting, introduced some years ago by Philips specifically to reduce audible noise in cassettes. DNL is a nonadjustable system whose values are carefully chosen to reduce cassette hiss by just enough to achieve an appreciable improvement but not by enough to cause serious unwanted side effects. It was incorporated into cassette decks (see IF test report on the Norelco 2100, February 1973) from several manufacturers and has been available in Europe as a separate add-on unit. It has almost disappeared from the American market, though it is included—along with Dolby B—in the Nakamichi 1000 deck (test reports, August 1973).

Unlike DNL, which was conceived as a single-purpose device, the Burwen Dynamic Noise Filter is highly flexible. (See the HF test report on the Model 1201, April 1975.) Three basic variables can be controlled in one way or another: sensitivity, bandwidth, and time characteristics.

Sensitivity, of course, refers to the program level below which filtration begins. The bandwidth of the remaining signal obviously is the measure of the frequency range over which the filtration operates—the size of the "bite" it takes out of the highs. Time characteristics refer to the speed with which the bandwidth closes down in quiet passages and opens up once again when program levels rise.

Generally a very fast "rise" is desirable in any dynamic device of this sort so that sharp transients in the program will not be dulled. An equally fast decay is not equally desirable. Too fast a decay can do peculiar things with such phenomena as the natural decay or reverberance in the music, producing an unnatural effect. And in a dynamic filter such as the Burwen, the greater the degree of filtration, the greater the chance of audible side effects for a given decay time. By increasing the decay time, the Burwen's "78" setting gives its severe filtration a more gradual closing-down as levels drop than the gentler settings and hence keeps audible side effects under control.

The Encode/Decode Systems

So far, we've been talking about units intended to get rid of—or at least ameliorate—noise that already exists in the program source. But an important group of so-called noise-reduction devices might better be called noise preventives. These are all systems that involve some sort of compression, to keep signals up away from noise that may be expected to creep in, and later expansion to return the signal to its original form, pushing the noise that has been picked up while the signal was in its encoded form "out of the way" (by reducing its level) at the same time.

The best known of these devices, surely, is the Dolby B circuit. (The A circuit is used exclusively in professional work.) It encodes (compresses) only the upper end of the frequency range and hence is a preventive only for high-frequency noise like tape and FM hiss. It delivers, subjectively, very close to the nominal 10 dB of improvement.

JVC's Automatic Noise Reduction System is very similar. While some advantages are claimed for ANRS over Dolby B, the two are interchangeable to the extent that program material encoded by one system can be decoded by the other with little, if any, audible "mismatch." The reason that ANRS has not been widely adopted outside JVC's own products appears to be its propriety—Why should a competing manufacturer adopt the JVC system when it can use one from Dolby Laboratories, which—since it manufactures no products—is not a competitor?

At this writing, JVC has just introduced a new version of ANRS—Super ANRS. It has an additional switch (specifically the Super feature) that adds even more high-frequency compression in recording and expansion in playback. The purpose is not to keep low-level highs even farther above the noise, but to keep high-level highs farther away from tape overload (see the feature article on recording in the February issue), allowing higher recording levels with music that (like much of rock) is unusually rich in high-frequency content.

The DBX system differs from Dolby B in that it uses much more compression and expansion (2:1— that is, a 60-dB dynamic range is compressed to 30 dB, then re-expanded to 60 dB) and in that it manipulates the entire frequency range—not just the highs. Originally intended for tape recording (Teac now offers it built into tape decks), it also has been applied to disc recordings to deliver a potential dynamic range of something like 100 dB—in other words, a range approaching that of the human ear. The catch for discs is that they must be encoded during recording, and then they can be played satisfactorily only via the DBX decoder. Still, a few discs cut this way are available.

In taping, too, the DBX system offers considerably greater potential dynamic range than Dolby B. By the same token, it puts a greater premium on the operation of the tape system in one respect. A dropout in the tape or a momentary loss of good tape-to-head contact will, with Dolby B, result in a loss in highs; with DBX it will result in a more severe loss in level across the entire frequency range. Obviously DBX is not recommended for use with cheap tapes and poor transport designs; in good company, however, it can yield excellent results.
And, unlike the Dolby system, it does not require critical adjustment of levels. Dolby is designed to begin compression—and expansion—below a predetermined signal level (Dolby reference level). If the levels are not correctly aligned with Dolby B, the highs can sound overbright or dull, depending on the “direction” of the misalignment, because of under- or over-expansion and because the remainder of the frequency range is not affected by the processing. Since DBX treats all frequencies at all levels to the same, reciprocal compression and expansion, the actual signal levels at the DBX processor are immaterial as long as they are above its inherent electronic noise and below its inherent electronic overload.

(Incidentally, DBX styles itself dbx. We use capital letters, however, to make clear the proprietary nature of the trade name—just as we do with any proper name.)

The Autocorrelator

This brings us to a unit that is, at present, unique: the Phase Linear Autocorrelator. It is available in two forms—built into the Model 4000 preamp and on its own as the Model 1000. It is the only unit that seeks electronic means of distinguishing between noise and signal in the same frequency bands and at or near the same loudness levels. In theory, the circuit can make the distinction and reduce the level of the noise component while reproducing the signal component unaltered. In practice, its ability to do so is far from absolute, yet audibly greater (to my ear) than that of any other noise-remover on the market.

The clue to its operation is in its name. Noise characteristically is uncorrelated; that is, it is totally random. Not all noise—a scratch on a disc, for example, reproduces as a transient in which all frequencies theoretically appear simultaneously and are therefore correlated to that extent. Music and other organized sounds characteristically are correlated in terms of repeating waveforms and harmonic interrelationships.

There are two controls for the Model 1000’s Autocorrelator: one for high-frequency noise reduction, the other for removing rumble. That for the highs has by far the greatest audible effect, though the rumble portion is capable of up to 15 dB of noise suppression at 20 Hz, while hiss can be lowered by only 10 dB—albeit in a frequency range to which the ear is particularly sensitive, of course.

The knobs vary the frequency range over which noise is removed. The instructions tell you to turn each until the noise in its frequency band is gone but the music unimpaired. And if the noise is random enough, that’s just about the way it works. As you begin turning down the knob for the highs, for example, any hiss becomes progressively more muted. Sooner or later (and assuming that there are highs in your program source), the music too will begin to sound muted.

Since crackle is less random than hiss, it is more difficult to suppress. The sound of cymbals lightly touched with wire brushes, being less coherent than that of, say, violins, is more difficult to preserve. And in trying to find the optimum setting the ear can easily believe it’s losing program highs when it’s losing only noise. If this phenomenon leads you to set the control too high in the presence of fairly loud noise, the noise can be gated with the signal to produce an effect approaching the breathing of conventional dynamic filters.

This appears to be, at least in part, a function of a particularly ingenious circuit feature of the Autocorrelator. It is designed to “predict” where the overtone structure of a given, sensed fundamental should fall and to open up the bandpass to let the predicted harmonics through. It is as though the circuitry is examining each little bundle of energy to determine whether it should be suppressed by 10 dB or left as it is and, as you rotate the knob, is becoming progressively more critical in making its decisions. Too high a setting
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will give the noise the benefit of the doubt; too low a setting will "condemn" all but the most unequivocal of music components.

The bass control operates similarly but for frequency range. Often it will remove low-level, low-frequency "garbage" that you weren't particularly aware of before, but that—once it's gone—you realize had materially compromised the realism of the sound and added to listening fatigue. With some recordings, the improvement is quite astonishing.

Expanding Audio

The other main feature of the Phase Linear Model 1000, while unique, generically is one of a rapidly growing group of audio circuits that may be called program expanders. Phase Linear's bears two names, specifying two interrelated functions. The first is the Downward Expander (DE). It reduces the level of very-low-level passages, counteracting the compression that was used in recording (or broadcasting) to keep quiet sounds "out of the mud." Maximum expansion is 3 dB; that is, it can add 3 dB to the bottom of the program's dynamic range.

The Peak Unlimited (PU) works similarly at the top of the dynamic range and is intended to undo the peak-limiting type of compression that is most commonplace in broadcasting, where it is used to prevent overmodulation of the station's carrier. Above a threshold point (set by a large knob—symmetrical to the treble Autocorrelator knob on the 1000—which shifts the thresholds of all expander functions simultaneously upward or downward within the dynamic range), the Peak Unlimited adds upward expansion. A light-emitting diode below the control knob flashes when peaks are going beyond the threshold. Below the threshold,

---

IF YOU WANT AN EXPANDER . . .

As the accompanying article makes plain, I'm not exactly enthusiastic about the potential of program expanders for noise reduction, but they obviously do have a place in a modern stereo system for restoring the dynamic range compromised by compression in the recording and broadcast studios.

The Pioneer is less complex in its operation at any particular setting than the PU/DE circuitry of the Phase Linear, but its operation is variable for different total expansion factors: 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 dB. I generally end up with the 8- or 10-DB setting, though I avoid the FM stations that compress heavily—the sort of thing for which the higher settings are designed. Thanks partly to a very efficient control circuit and partly to a release characteristic that is initially fast and then slows down considerably, the action of the unit is extremely difficult to hear. On moderately noisy program material you can hear it, however. At the 8-DB setting it compares very roughly with the Phase Linear in this respect, if you use the Autocorrelator. (With the Autocorrelator switched off the PU/DE action is easier to hear because of pumping in the noise.)

The IAD is also adjustable—a continuous control varies expansion from zero to some 20 dB (!), with a row of LEDs, displaying the expansion actually at work, in steps of approximately 2 dB. That is, if the third LED from the left lights on peaks, you presumably are getting some 6 dB of expansion. (The IAD presents one minor practical annoyance, incidentally. There is no on/off switch; IAD's instructions are to plug the three-prong AC cord into a switched outlet on your preamp. But offhand I can't think of a single component fitted with grounding AC convenience outlets.) The release time on the IAD is unusually slow, a subject of some debate. I tend to favor a slow release time because it minimizes the possibility that the expander will exaggerate dynamic changes within individual musical phrases; some listeners prefer a faster release because it allows expansion of sudden transients without undue upward shifts in the audible level of accompanying instruments. And when a sudden accent comes along in noisy programs, the IAD will shift the noise level sharply upward behind the transient, then slowly taper the noise off again. This does not sound like true breathing and is less annoying to my ear, but it can be distracting.

The Phase Linear PU/DE circuit does the best job of restoring the "punch" softened by peak limiting in FM broadcasts (the Pioneer is my second choice), but with the Autocorrelator switched off it produces the most audible noise modulation in noisy programs.

But some caveats are in order. Any expander can, at best, undo with precision only one sort of compression: whatever sort is exactly reciprocal to the expander. Where the expansion is inexact related to the compression, audible (if subtle) peculiarities begin to creep into the sound. And the expanders—particularly the adjustable ones—easily can be overused. Though the extra vividness they lend the music may seem attractive at first listening, the rule is that, if you can hear the expansion as such, you soon will tire of its unnaturalness. A corollary of this statement should be obvious: Music of limited dynamic range (chamber music, for example) that therefore has not been compressed will not benefit from an expander. (Also, matrixed-quad fans should beware of expanders that control the two channels individually, which makes hash of the encoding. Both the IAD and the Peak Unlimiter appear to control both channels in tandem.)

But where the music has audibly been compressed, as so much of our program material is these days, an expander can help to restore it. And even if the restoration is demonstrably "unnatural" in some minor points, its effect can be more convincing—and more exciting—over-all than program material with no expansion.
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there's another expander at work, stretching each 10 dB of level variation in the program to about 11 dB, for a maximum of about 3 dB total increase.

This, plus the maximum of 1 1/2 dB added at the top by the PU, plus the 3 dB of the DE, adds up to a 7 1/2 dB maximum increase in the dynamic range available from this portion of the Model 1000. If you add in the 10 dB of high-frequency noise suppression offered by the Autocorrelator, you get a total increase of 17 1/2 dB.

At least one manufacturer has made the point that, since program expansion alone increases dynamic range, it is to that extent a form of noise reduction. When noise is severe enough to demand reduction, however, it also is severe enough to fluctuate somewhat with the expansion and draw attention to itself because of what I've called the Change Factor. That is, an expander can make a serious noise problem worse—not better.

But if the noise is down far enough so that you don't hear it except in the quietest passages, use of an expander does indeed increase dynamic range. And any significant increase in level tends to mask the noise so that—although the expander is raising it on an absolute basis (along with the signal)—you aren't aware of its fluctuations. But to buy an expander on the expectation that it will remove noise is, to my way of thinking, a mistake.

So What Works Best?

Let's begin with the preventive systems: DBX, Dolby B, and ANRS. I have heard complaints about them on the ground that they "do" things to the signals processed through them. But I have yet to hear any artificial quality in their processed signals that can be ascribed to the systems. I can't prove that every transient comes out exactly as it went in; but I can hear no difference, and that's enough for me.

In terms of raw available dynamic range, DBX is the clear winner. If a good cassette deck with Dolby or ANRS will deliver something like 60 dB, the same deck with DBX should deliver 80 dB or more, even allowing for the fact that its compression forces the signal's high frequencies tighter against the tape's overload limit and therefore forces you to keep peaks (as read by the recorder's meters) at lower levels. (DBX recommends maximum meter readings of -3 VU with most open-reel decks, -7 VU with most cassette units.) With a good open-reel deck, a dynamic range of 100 dB might not be an unreasonable expectation.

DBX also has a significant advantage in being uncritical of levels for correct operation. But Dolby B has several clear advantages. It already delivers approximately the dynamic range one might need for commonly available signal sources (e.g., the 60 dB cited above, which presupposes the use of chrome or SA tape), to that extent making moot the question of whether any extra dynamic range is desirable. It is less disastrously affected by significant level fluctuations (say, due to poor tape-to-head contact) in related equipment. It already has been adopted for prerecorded tapes and FM broadcasting—neither of which is likely to adopt DBX because undecoded DBX is unlistenable, while undecoded Dolby is merely somewhat shrill.

So it looks as though Dolby B (with ANRS as an alternative) will remain the noise-prevention system of choice for most consumer purposes, with many amateur recordists choosing DBX for its extreme dynamic range, which can pay off in live recording. DBX is widely used by professionals already, and for this very reason.

Among the noise-removal devices, I find the Autocorrelator both the most fascinating and the most effective, though no denoiser (including the Autocorrelator) is a cure-all. It can only improve the apparent noise, and—like competing devices—it will do so only if used judiciously. It is at its best where rumble and hiss are barely audible. In this situation, pressing the Autocorrelator button is like removing a veil from the sound.

As rumble increases, the Autocorrelator continues to do an excellent job in the bass. The treble is more problematical. If the Autocorrelator is set so that it just takes out objectionable hiss with low program levels, higher levels can allow the hiss back in (presumably mistaking it for overtones) with a resultant instability in noise content. The effect is not as obvious as pumping in conventional dynamic devices, but it lends a curious coarseness to the resulting sound. If the Autocorrelator is readjusted for more aggressive noise removal, program highs may appear to suffer—though here we can easily run afoul of the Expectation Factor. But to repeat, even allowing for all that, and even with fairly high noise levels, I find the Autocorrelator over-all the most satisfactory of the noise removers.

Of the general-purpose dynamic filters I've used, the Burwen strikes me as the best. Again, it will attack only so much noise without audible side effects, but it too can effectively remove the veil in already-good signals. So can DNL, but since it is engineered specifically for cassettes its range of capabilities is sharply limited.

To repeat, noise-free program material is preferable to even the best of denoisers—if only one could find truly noise-free programs. Nonadjustable denoisers (like DNL) or nondynamic denoisers (like filters) have limited capabilities; the remainder must be used with discretion if their best potential is to be realized. But that potential is considerable, given a reasonably good signal source. They are, so to speak, great for shining up the apple; just don't expect them to remove worms and bruises.
EVERY SECOND of our lives, we are bombarded by wave energy. We swim in it, half consciously, like fish in the ocean. Its gross currents—which are variations in atmospheric pressure—come to us as sound, and human ears can get a reading on a good portion of its spectrum. But electromagnetic energy is something else. We are equipped to detect some of its wave activity with skin (check your sunburn) and with the eyes. Yet the known electromagnetic spectrum from direct current through light to cosmic rays contains 60 octaves, and our eyes respond to but one octave at around $10^{19}$ (1 quadrillion) hertz. Clearly there is a lot going on that we don’t know about.

Broadcast energy—people making waves, so to speak—is a powerful current in our neighborhood of the ocean. Of course it has a job to do and does it, but sometimes it also lets us hear peculiar things: disembodied voices, strange whistles, heavenly music—and when heavenly music has a commercial tagging along, we naturally become suspicious about its provenance. The current has swept us into the little-charted sea called radio frequency interference, or RFI in the textbooks. The following are some scenarios of confrontations with its terrors.

First scenario: You are sitting in your living room trying to hear broadcast information (a string quartet), and another signal source (an automobile ignition system) expresses itself through your loudspeaker. We call that noise since we don’t like it, but this is an arbitrary definition. (Dandelions may be weeds to you; to Euell Gibbons they were food.) The automobile can’t work without those pulses. The tuner doesn’t understand the difference and is just obeying orders.

In scenario No. 2, the original broadcast energy itself is defined as noise when it trespasses upon the wrong circuits. They may or may not be audio
If your stereo system picks up signals it shouldn’t, there may be simple ways of eliminating them.

RX for RF Interference

circuits. For example, a few years back, an Air Force radar installation near Willingboro, New Jersey, lowered its sights from satellite tracking to look for sea-launched ballistic missiles and was immediately accused of interfering with local radio, television, stereo sets, hearing aids—and heart pacemakers.

Scenario No. 3, the spookiest, can make you want to take up Eastern philosophy in your spare time. Broadcast information can turn up in places where it is not only unwanted, but unlikely, and not as inarticulate noise, but as a fully translated audio program—maybe a string quartet, but more likely Elton John. Frederic B. Jeuneman, a scientist writing in Industrial Research magazine for October 1971, told this tale: “When he was a boy, a friend of mine lay on his iron bedstead and upon touching the frame heard a local radio station. His parents, not believing the story, had no interest in observing the phenomenon.”

I was happy to read that from a proper authority, because when I was a kid nobody believed my story either. I was befriended by a musical telephone pole. It had a big old transformer on top, and it was located along my morning newspaper route on New York State Highway 7, a good half mile from any human habitation. When I parked my bike and climbed over the guardrail and stood up close, I could hear an FM station from Binghamton, fifteen miles away.

The explanation of these phenomena can be quick and almost painless. The components of a simple AM radio receiver are common enough: a detector followed by an amplifier, followed by a transducer. Start with the fact that any diode can serve as a detector, passing an alternating current in one direction only and so rectifying it. A poor electrical connection can behave as an imperfect diode, and some rectification may occur at the junction. The rest, frequently, is a matter of resonance. If coupling exists with any vibrating body, there is your potential transducer. If the RF signal is strong enough, amplification may be unnecessary. A child touching a bed can serve as an antenna or may tune the welded seams of his strange receiver. A telephone pole has miles of wire acting as an antenna to pick up the initial RF; its transformer coil generates a magnetic field, which conceivably could be modulated to produce mechanical vibrations at audio frequencies in the metal casing. If you are so inclined, you can spend a free evening or more cataloguing the combinations that can add up to accidental radio.

The point is that it is naive to think that the components of a radio receiver occur only when assembled willfully and with intent to receive. Thinking that radio comes only from tuners is like a city kid thinking that milk comes only from plastic cartons. People have picked up radio programs with the fillings in their teeth. I know of a Boston recording studio that had to rebuild its entire mixing console because audio from a nearby FM rock station showed up in everything it put on tape. An elaborate PA system, moved from a past Newport Jazz Festival to the ballroom of a Miami hotel, not only reproduced the tape-recorded music it was supposed to play, but included sotto voce the continuous patter of a disc jockey working half a mile away. In the Toronto CBC studio where he creates his radio productions, Glenn Gould had to have
every piece of audio equipment “debugged.” Any audio engineer will have his own RFI war stories to tell.

Of course the same thing can happen in your home audio installation, where it is no fun at all, and exercising the spurious voices can be a lot of trouble. There are three ways to deal with RFI. You can try social action, you can putter around with your installation, or you can construct corrective circuitry. This last approach is beyond the scope of this article, but a lot can still be done with the first two.

Social Action. If your RFI is from a ham radio operator, listen for his call letters and use them to get his name and phone number from the Federal Communications Commission. Call him. Be friendly. Explain your problem. He has taken an oath to be nice. He should be able to share his knowledge of electronics to help solve the problem and may even be willing to look at your setup and lend a hand.

If your RFI is from a commercial radio station, you may get some help from its chief engineer. Some chief engineers are harassed and crotchety. Others are downright talkative and full of good ideas. It’s worth a phone call to find out.

Except for rare cases of unlicensed or just plain sloppy operation, the offending transmitter is approved by the FCC, and nothing is going to change that fact, so RFI has to be corrected in your own equipment, not in the transmitter. Some high fidelity components are more thoughtfully designed than others, and two amplifiers (or turntables, etc.) of otherwise equal quality may differ in RFI susceptibility. If you live near a broadcast tower (or a ham or a taxi dispatcher), this is something to think about before you make a decision to buy equipment.

Puttering. Frequently RFI can be eliminated by making minor changes in wiring or even by rearranging a high fidelity installation. RFI is such a skittish thing that almost anything you do will work sometimes. But as with any ghost, there is no one thing that will work every time.

Here is what will almost always not work: (1) Turning the AC plug around (except on rare occasions with very cheap amps that have no input power transformer). (2) Moving parallel wires so they are no longer parallel (if your wiring is the main culprit, they are acting as an antenna—and length is a bigger factor than position). (3) Cleaning, dusting, and lubricating plugs and other contact points (usually these actions won’t affect the physical gap in which rectification is taking place).

It seems that RFI often eludes pure logic, so the rational procedure is to take the simplest corrective actions first.

☐ Cut leads. Begin by turning the preamp volume control (or whatever volume controls are available) down to zero. If the level of the unwanted program is unaffected, you can usually assume that the RFI is entering after that point in your system. There is a good chance that it is at the output end of the amplifier. Since virtually all high fidelity amplifiers have feedback from the output stage, the speaker leads can act as an antenna, feeding the signal in at the output. One simple course of action is to shorten or lengthen the speaker wires a few inches at a time and look for improvement. If the wires are acting as a resonant antenna, altering the length should detune the circuit. But don’t go too far—you may simply establish a new resonance.

☐ Tighten contacts. This measure, next in order of simplicity, can be accomplished with the teeth—but a pair of pliers is better. Remembering that rectification often occurs at a poor contact point (a pseudo-diode), approach the phono plugs (RCA plugs) in your installation one at a time and compress the ground tabs so they will make tighter contact.

☐ Rearrange components. In theory, you can localize the RFI rectification point to a particular component—preamp, phono cartridge, etc.—by unplugging each piece of equipment, exclusive of amplifier and speakers, one at a time. Do so with the volume at zero. If the RFI disappears when you unplug the turntable, you may think you have isolated it in the turntable or phono cartridge, but this may not be true.

You can test the first hypothesis (rectification in the phono cartridge) by tightening the contacts on the cartridge output leads, or by substituting an-
Everything you hear is true.

It has all the power you need (at the lowest achievable level of distortion) 100 watts per channel, minimum RMS (both channels driven at 8 ohms, 30-30,000 Hz; with total harmonic distortion no more than 0.1%). The componentry used to achieve this reflects features exceptional stability characteristics; a paralleled OCL direct-coupled output configuration...Twelve, 15,000 µF filter capacitors...and a center-tapped secondary power supply. It has all the controls you need for fully flexible centralized operation: 5-position Mode switch, 6-position Selector switch, 8-position Speaker switch, Two Tape Monitor circuits (with a two-way, inter-deck dubbing capability), Front-panel Mic Input and Mixing, with a frequency response suitable for use with a professional caliber microphone. And a Main-In/Pre-Out switch, which allows independent usage of the main amplifier section. You can operate two speaker groupings, two frontals, three tape decks and any auxiliary equipment—without any discernible noise. It has State-of-the-Art tuner specs, an IF/FM Sensitivity rating of 5.9 dB (1.7 uV) Four-ganged tuning featuring a dual-gate MOS FET's provide superior image rejection and spurious response rejection; with minimal cross modulation. The digital detector introduces absolutely no distortion to the signal, and never requires alignment. The Ceramic FM IF Filters are matched for optimal phase linearity. The Phase Lock Loop integrated circuitry in the multiplex decoder improves separation and SCA rejection, while limiting distortion. It has all the features you need for the purist sound: Loudness Compensation and Hi-Filter switches, separate detented Bass, Midrange and Treble controls (with exceptional variance characteristics), and a master Tone Defeat switch, for instant reference to flat response. FM Stereo Only and FM Mutting devices, Dual tuning meters. And a Postfune indicator light, which visually signals perfect tuning. It has switchable FM deemphasis-ing to 5% a sec. and 7.5 sec. 1 to accommodate an outboard noise reduction unit. A built-in Ambience Retrieval System, which allows much of the extra coloration you get with true 4-channel sound. And a 4-channel adaptor circuit, which makes it easy to convert to the real thing. It has plug-in boards to facilitate servicing, which feature a single package differential amplifier, for stable operation regardless of temperature fluctuations. It has only speaker protection circuitry, which automatically disengages your speakers, if a potentially damaging situation arises. It has everything we've mentioned; it has some features we haven't mentioned. It has a price of less than $650. * Your Sherwood Dealer will have it on his shelf soon(12) if you're impatient, get all the facts sooner, by writing to us at the address below. Either way, it's worth waiting for.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories
4310 North California Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618

SHERWOOD
Everything you hear is true.
An Interview with Alexander Kipnis

by James Drake and Joseph Tempesita

When Mary Garden began a lecture tour of the United States after she had retired from the operatic stage, she was asked by a New York Times interviewer which male vocalist she considered the greatest interpreter of Debussy. "It is not a Frenchman, but a Russian," she answered. "It is Alexander Kipnis." Now eighty-five and a well-respected voice teacher, the successor to Chaliapin in the Russian repertoire and the master of French, German, and Italian opera is enjoying a renewed appreciation on long-playing records. A soprano musician whose career spanned three continents, Kipnis in the last three decades of his life has retired from his long recordings, his recordings, his books, and the legend dary singers with whom he performed.

In it true, Mr. Kipnis, that the rich voices you possessed would be of more value if they were used today? It seems to be a trick of nature that most top soprano eventually become rasputing, while the best baritones allow to become tenors. I had a high soprano, a boy, and I saw him diagnose and trained.

As to your voice in the Ukraine, it was greatly influenced by Russian folk music and especially by the music of the Russian peasants, although it was not in my own.

Dr. Drake, administrator of music education and administrator of the National Music Camp, has written a book of that same name. Here, however, let us focus on the voice of which I speak. The classical, both vocal and instrumental music, I would hear them sing at twilight when they would play and sing for themselves, and by the time I was four or five years old I had learned most of their songs.

After retirement, or another career? But these measures are becoming complicated, as the role of the conductor leads to the second hypertrophy. Reciprocities may not be occurring in the photo component quite as much.

The fact that a dominant tuning may depend on the proper arrangement of two components, and the audio cable missing between them may function correctly. The simplest action is the trial-

and-error type: More the turning, or prepa, or a group of times, every component you might have to rearrange for the by a composer into the counterpoint of each other. Nothing that ever may easily be found in a neatly arranged-

crown cemetery. Even if you do not succeed in isolating a contribution point precisely, with a little luck it is sometimes possible to bypass it: If you have a separate prepa and amplifier, try

building an independent wire and connecting the one takes from ground to ground. You can also try a wire that makes certain that the ground (the center of the voice) of the ears is not directly related to the grounded wire. (If these tactics are successful, the HF may stay there but you will have simply removed it around the unintended rectifying circuit.) Of course you may also have pulled upon a sense of hum in the presence by forming ground loops, in which case you should discontinue the sense of hum wire or try another approach.

In any case, rectifying the shielding on the audio cables (patch cable may be inadequate for rectifiers) and the patch cables are not made of shielded cable, replace them with cords that are as close as possible to the grounded wire (theoretically, you would definitely know which is in which case you should also be able to detect the same thing at the one side, sure the inescutability of our electronic vision is most interesting. Some exceptions, for example, were too early to obtain human broadcast information. A friend of mine, who used to frequent a fried-chicken restaurant (not at a new-old car show) received part of the radio signal at night by bending a loop of wire, and it was finally defined as being from the old brick chimney. There was nothing on the show; at midnight, the building had a little the same wall. Occasionally, it disappeared, as Alice might have put it.

“...for a comment. The device still plays a differential (from-wire) signal from AC, but will interpret a common-mode signal, one that is identical equally on both terminals and is traveling in the same direc-

tion on both. The HF is a common-mode signal, and you can hope that you will eventually find a cable or card on which the wrapping procedure makes the HF disappear.

If you are not going to improve the transmission system, how about a high fidelity everything, and get out your checkbook and practice writing large numbers within this area.

But be philosophical. Papering and soldering will add to the inescutability of our electronic memory is most interesting. Some exceptions, for example, were too early to obtain human broadcast information. A friend of mine, who used to frequent a fried-chicken restaurant (not at a new-old car show) received part of the radio signal at night by bending a loop of wire, and it was finally defined as being from the old brick chimney. There was nothing on the show; at midnight, the building had a little the same wall. Occasionally, it disappeared, as Alice might have put it.

The word is out.

A preview of the new Sherwood S910.
What prompted you to make singing your own career?

I first studied music for a single, practical reason—I wanted to avoid becoming an ordinary Russian soldier. In Russia, a man who knew music could become a military bandmaster and upon being drafted would immediately become an officer. . . . And so I began my career with the full intention of becoming a bandmaster. I had to study two instruments, one brass and the other string, and so I learned the trombone and the double bass. This was . . . quite before I was aware that I had a voice.

My vocal studies began rather accidentally at the Warsaw Conservatory, where I was graduated as a conductor. Like most others, the Conservatory had a choir and students were required to sing in it as part of their musical training. The chorus master took me aside and told me that I had a better voice than the others, and he urged me to develop it. So I took some lessons from an Italian teacher there, and I went as often as I could to the opera. I became very involved with singing, and like every young musician and young singer I thought I knew everything about the voice. I realized later on that, in spite of the fact that I had heard many great singers, I knew very little about vocal production.

Which of the singers you heard as a young artist made the deepest impression upon you?

Unquestionably, Mattia Battistini made the most profound impression on me then, and I heard him in his prime. He had the kind of voice that made the voices of the other cast members sound like tin in comparison to a golden bell. And of course the size and phrasing he brought to an aria—he was not a good-looking man, but what a singer! Believe me, when he would appear in Ballo in maschera or Quo vadis, the audience would sit in awe of him, wondering how a man could possibly sing that wonderfully. For me, hearing Battistini was almost disastrous, because I thought to myself, “What’s the use?” I could never sing like that! But, fortunately, the drive that a young singer has and that lets him continue after a disappointment kept me trying and trying again.

The French basso Marcel Journet also impressed me. I must say. His range was so colossal that he could sing both the baritone and the basso roles. I heard his Escamillo and his Méphistophéles when I was singing in Wiesbaden—this was just after the close of World War I. The first performance I heard Journet in was Faust, and part of it was unintentionally comical.

If you know the opera, you’ll know that Méphistophéles’ first line in the opera is “Me voici” (“I am here”), which he sings after he has been summoned by the weary philosopher Faust. Staging Méphistophéles entrance is a bit of a problem, because his entrance has to be dramatic and magical, and so typically the staging calls for an entrance from below the stage, by way of an elevator. The stagehands wait for Faust’s lines summoning the Devil, and then they start the elevator so that Méphistophéles can utter his “Me voici” in time.

Except in this performance. Here I was, sitting in the opera house eagerly awaiting Journet’s appearance as the Devil, and at the appointed moment the tenor, as Faust, sang “Satan, appear,” and then came a tremendous crescendo—but no Marcel Journet! Suddenly, we heard “Me voici” coming from beneath the stage! He sang almost two pages of the score before they finally started the elevator. You see, the whole cast was singing in German, except for the tenor and for Marcel Journet, who sang their parts in French. But the stagehands, who spoke only German, were waiting for a German cue from their French Faust!

But once he finally got on-stage, he sang incredibly. To tell you about his range—I will never forget his “Le veau d’or” in Faust. He took a high G in it, and he sang it like the best baritones. Imagine that!

Both of these great singers are considered part of the “Golden Age.” Do you believe in a Golden Age?

Each generation has its share of great voices, though I don’t think it is wise to speak of them as members of a Golden Age. When I was a young singer in Bayreuth, I remember a group of us sitting and talking with Siegfried Wagner. Someone in the group asked him, “What do you think of today’s singers compared to those of the past?” He replied by saying that, while the singers of the past were indeed great artists, we had as great artists in the present. During the course of his answer he paid me a great compliment by saying that I sang the role of Gurnemanz in Parsifal as well as an earlier basso had . . .

Many critics consider your Gurnemanz in Parsifal to have been your greatest role. Would you agree with them?

Gurnemanz requires a beautiful voice, and it makes extreme legato demands of the singer. I feel that I gave my best to that role, and so vocally speaking I would agree that Gurnemanz was my best part. But vocally and dramatically, my best role was Boris Godunov. I have rather strong views about Boris, because it is a distinctly Russian opera involving a distinctly Russian character. In spite of the success that some singers have had in the role, I really don’t believe that a singer can perform it well unless he is Russian by birth and speaks the language natively. Ezio Pinza, at least in my judgment, is a good illustration of my
point. While his Boris was in many ways well received, in my opinion it was absolutely the wrong part for him. He had no knowledge of the character and absolutely no knowledge of the Russian language. In my case, the music seemed to fit my own character—and, of course, I had a natural advantage in knowing the language.

You sang Varlaam to Chaliapin’s Boris early in your career. Did you incorporate much of his characterization into your own?

Perhaps dramatically I might have, but not vocally. When I sang with him his voice was already shattered, even though he was not very old. I had not heard him prior to [that], ... though I think he was principally a great actor more than a great singer. During that particular performance, I and the other cast members sang in Italian, while Chaliapin sang in Russian. Many years later I also sang the part in Russian to an Italian cast.

At that stage in your career, what other roles would have been in your repertoire?

It would have included, among others, the role of Titurel as well as Gurnemanz in Parsifal, since in Bayreuth and then in Wiesbaden, where I sang for five years in my early career. I had to agree to alternate the two roles with a colleague. I also sang Colline in La Bohème, Bartolo in The Marriage of Figaro, Kečal in The Bartered Bride, Ferrando in Il Trovatore, Sparafulcile and Monterone in Rigoletto, and Ramfis in Aida.

What tenors might have sung Radamès to your Ramfis in Aida then?

I sang with Giovanni Martinelli, whom I admired greatly as a person and as a singing actor, although the bloom of his voice was already gone by the time I sang with him. I also sang with Beniamino Gigli and Giacomo Lauri-Volpi in Aida, and of the two I found Gigli’s voice more suited to the role. I felt that Lauri-Volpi’s voice was somewhat too lyrical in timbre for Aida. But I admired them all.

You certainly gathered the admiration of your own fellow artists, not the least of which was Mary Garden’s admiration for you. What roles would you have sung with her?

I sang with her in several operas, among them Le Jongleur de Notre Dame, Thaïs, Sapho, and Pelléas et Mélisande. She had what I would call an almost “sexless” voice, which is the way the voice of a Mélisande should be. I think her characterization of the boy juggler in Le Jongleur was so convincing because of this sexless quality in her vocal production. She was definitely a better actress than a singer, and though she could color her voice in a number of ways she did not have the voice for Salome. That is a role that requires, first of all, a very sexy voice and one that has an enormous top to enable the singer to rise above the waves of the Strauss orchestration. But somehow she managed it.

As an actress she was totally involved in her parts. I will never forget the first performance of Pelléas et Mélisande we sang together. In the segment of the opera in which Arkel sings “Si j’étais Dieu ...” (“If I were God, I would take pity upon the hearts of men”), she fell into my chest and cried so hard that even after the curtain had rung down she was still weeping. And in the last act, in which as Arkel I showed her child to her, I was startled to see real tears in her eyes. Afterward she wrote me a letter and in it paid me a very great compliment, saying that she had never seen or heard anything like my Arkel.

You are credited with the discovery of undoubtedly the most famous of all Wagnerian sopranos, Kirsten Flagstad. How did this come about?

I first met her in Oslo and sang with her there, only to find that she had never sung outside Scandinavia. When I first tried to speak with her she didn’t understand me, either in German, Russian, or French. She spoke only Norwegian at the time, and the mezzo-soprano in the company served as our translator. I asked Flagstad if she would like to sing outside the Scandinavian countries. And when she said that she would I recommended her to the general manager of the Berlin State Opera, and he invited her to sing some small parts in Bayreuth. I also recommended her in Brussels, and she was engaged to sing Sieglinde there. This was her first appearance outside Scandinavia, and from there, of course, her career was simply one success following the other.

Flagstad’s repertoire, at least in her prime years, was Wagnerian, while your repertoire was remarkably diverse. Do you consider the great Wagnerian roles more difficult than, say, the Verdi or Mozart roles you sang?

I sang a number of Wagnerian roles, including Wotan, Hagen, and Pogner in Die Meistersinger, in addition to the two Parsifal roles I mentioned earlier. If I may use Wotan as an example here, it is a typically Wagnerian role, and the difficulty with it is that it is too high for a bass and too low for a baritone. It is essentially a dramatic baritone part, and like most other Wagnerian roles it is very long and requires the singer to make certain vocal adjustments in order to meet its demands. And the demands, naturally, are different from those in the Mozartean or Verdiian repertoire.
Of the Wagnerian parts I sang, Pogner seemed in demand wherever I appeared, and in fact my first appearance in the United States was as Pogner. It got to the point that when I was offered my Metropolitan contract I asked that Pogner be excluded from my repertoire. I had sung it so much that I no longer had a proper artistic interest in it. Of the Wagnerian roles in general, and in comparison to those in other repertoires, I am of the opinion that in the past one didn’t have to be, shall we say, a great singer in order to be successful in the Wagnerian parts. The problem with most Wagnerian singers, even those today, is that if the Wagnerian scores are taken away from them they simply do not sing well. In the Wagnerian operas the orchestral score indicates everything—even the acting. Wagner indicated almost every gesture, every step in the score. So a singer doesn’t create a Wagnerian part in the sense that he or she creates a part in, say, Faust or Don Giovanni.

Curiously, Hans Sachs did not form a part of your repertoire, even though it is considered a brilliant dramatic role.

It is a brilliant dramatic role, unquestionably. But I refused to sing the part, and I did so solely on political grounds. I refused it at a time when Adolf Hitler’s propaganda forces were nearing their zenith, and I wanted no part in any of it. I was not German by birth, and hence I did not feel myself possessed of Germanic blood or to be a member of some elite German race. I was singing in Bayreuth at the time, and I discovered that Hitler was a member of the audience during several of my performances there. He was the guest of Winifred Wagner.

Were you ever introduced to him?

I tactfully refused an introduction to him. During the 1933 season at Bayreuth, Mrs. Kipnis and I were staying in an apartment that the conductor Karl Muck had formerly occupied, and one day, quite unexpectedly, Winifred Wagner personally asked me if I should like to meet Hitler... He would be her guest, and I should attend accordingly. The very thought of meeting Hitler actually made me ill—I can’t tell you how I felt. But I felt as if I were somehow trapped. I would not accept, for obvious reasons, and yet having signed my contract well before 1933 I could hardly refuse coldly an invitation from Winifred Wagner directly. Too, the invitation was sudden, and I had no other social obligations that could justify my not accepting her own invitation.

I was growing more desperate as time wore on, and so my wife and I went for a walk near where we were living. We happened to meet the Ernest Newmans on the street, and, as we had wanted to spend an evening with them during our stay in Bayreuth, we asked whether or not they had plans for that evening. To our relief they had no definite plans, and so we immediately extended an invitation to them. What would have been the horror of having to meet Hitler therefore became one of the happiest times I can recall. That evening we talked and laughed and played and sang, we dined well and drank our shares of fine red wine—from seven in the evening till three in the morning.

Fortunately for all of us, you recorded almost all of the parts you performed. Do you recall your first sessions in a recording studio?

Very well. My first recordings were made for the German Odeon company, after World War I—these were acoustical recordings, as were all phonograph records until the mid-1920s. I was not happy with my acoustical recordings, and I don’t think it is possible to judge any artist who made records by that process solely on the basis of what the records contain. The process itself placed certain limitations on the singer. Typically, the studios in which these recordings were made were not very large, and either from an opening in one wall of the studio or else from a boothlike structure in the room a large horn would project, into which the singer was supposed to focus the voice.

What made recording difficult in the acoustical process was that the most powerful tones in the voice, the fortissimo a score might call for, could not be recorded fully without ruining the master record. As singers, we were instructed to move away from the horn when a fortissimo approached and then move very close to it when the soft tones, or pianissimi, were called for. This made the whole matter of making an acoustical record a rather unnatural feat. Too, everything one sang had to be made to fit the four minutes of which records of that time were capable of playing. This often meant that tempi had to be accelerated, or in some way altered, to make the aria fit the record-
During a master class at the Berkshire Music Center in Tanglewood, Kipnis makes a point for a young soprano who has just sung Schubert's Erlkönig.

ing. And then in the end the final recordings captured only a part of the singer's timbre and certainly not the full resonant tones a member of an opera house audience would hear.

The first electrical recordings were an improvement, but mainly in that more of the voice's timbre could be captured on the master recording. Still, everything had to be made to fit the four-minute playing time. . . . And even in the first electrical recordings, the fortissimo was still difficult to record satisfactorily. I remember asking one of the engineers I happened to be working with during one of my early electrical sessions whether or not I should sing a certain note as forcefully as the score called for. He told me that if I did he could record it, but that after ten or so times the record would no longer be playable.

I made both acoustical and electrical recordings for the British HMV company by virtue of their connection with the German Electrola company, which was organized by Deutsche Grammophon, with whom I made recordings after I left the Odeon company. Because of the link between HMV and Victor at the time, I recorded for Victor when I came to the United States. And later on I also recorded for Columbia.

Do you have definite preferences among your recordings?

Again, I would not consider the acoustical recordings I made representative of what my voice was like at the time they were made. The interpretation I brought to the arias is evident in the records, but the timbre of my voice was not completely captured on them. Among the electrical records I made, I was the happiest with my recordings of Brahms songs, which I did with Victor, and with my Hugo Wolf Society recordings and finally with my Boris Godunov records. As far as the actual sound quality of my records is concerned, I generally prefer those I made for the HMV company to those I made for Victor.

Seraphim has now re-released many of your recordings. Are you pleased with the reissues?

In every sense, yes. Seraphim has re-released them with my consent, and we mutually selected which ones would be issued. They asked me if I might be interested in writing the album notes, which I did, and I am very much impressed with the actual fidelity of the re-recordings. I have been fortunate because most of my records (except for the Victor Brahms songs, which RCA reissued many years ago) have been reissued in recent years either in Europe on the Austrian Preiser label or in this country on the Seraphim, Victrola, and Columbia labels. I gave my best to each of my recordings, and it gives me a great sense of pleasure to know that my records are being heard by people I did not have the privilege of singing for in an opera house.

This may be an unfair question, but we'll ask it anyway. If you could magically surround yourself with the greatest singers in your own lifetime—all the vocal ranges included—who would be some of the singers you would choose to sing with you?

It is not an unfair question, but it is a difficult one to answer. It would depend upon the repertoire
partly. But I can at least tell you some of the singers I greatly admired during my career, although I'm sure that I may not remember to mention many that I would otherwise, if I had a great deal of time to compile a list.

If I had to choose among tenors I could sing with, my choices would be Lauritz Melchior in the Wagnerian repertoire and Jussi Björling in French and Italian roles. I sang with both of them many, many times, and Melchior and I were very close friends. His voice was, to my thinking, unique in this century—he had not only volume, but warmth as well. If you listen, for instance, to the last act of his Tristan, where acting is inconsequential and the voice alone matters, his is superb. And Björling—well, anyone who has listened to any of his recordings knows what a great tenor he was, and, of all the Italian tenors I personally sang with, I consider him the greatest. After Caruso, he had the finest tenor voice of our century. But Caruso is still the crowning achievement in singing. He is what any singer would hope to be. He was a dream that may never again be realized, and it would have been a privilege to have sung with him.

I would also choose Jacques Uruls, as well as Alfred Piccaver, the fine English tenor, and Giovanni Martinelli, Beniamino Gigli, and Leo Slezak. I sang with all of them, and in their own ways each was a great tenor, a great artist. Among baritones, I would choose those I was much impressed with when I heard them or sang with them. Battistini would be at the very top—there were no other baritone voices like his. And I would also want Titta Ruffo, Leonard Warren, Michael Bohnen, Lawrence Tibbett, and Giuseppe de Luca. De Luca was in a class by himself, one of the greatest singing actors of our time. I was also very much impressed by the baritone George Baklanoff, especially in Rigoletto and in Tosca. He was a superb actor, and he treated the character Scarpia in Tosca the way he should be treated. With Baklanoff in the character, you could watch Scarpia gradually evolve from the nobleman he first was to the savage character he became. Too many baritones ignore the fact that this is a nobleman, this Baron Scarpia, and from the moment he makes his entrance they treat him as if he were Mephistopheles.

Sopranos would be very difficult to choose among, because there were so many great ones. I admired both Lotte Lehmann and Kirsten Flagstad in the Wagnerian roles, and I would choose them first. And in the Italian repertoire, my first choice would be Zinka Milanov, who I think possessed one of the greatest voices of our century. I sang with her many, many times, both early in her career and then later on, and we did a number of recitals together. And my choices would surely include Rosa Ponselle, Elisabeth Rethberg, Geraldine Farrar, and Amelia Galli-Curci. And one immediate preference I would have among mezzo-sopranos would be Louise Homer—she could sing as high as the finest dramatic soprano, and she was a beautiful woman as well.

Bassos would be very, very difficult for me to choose among, both because there were—and are—many great ones and because my own conception of the basso voice leads me not to prefer certain singers that are perfectly fine artists in their own right. I would choose Marcel Journet, for instance, but I would not choose Pol Plançon—he was just not my sort of voice. I would choose Nicolai Ghiaurov, but perhaps I would not immediately choose Cesare Siepi—only because our styles are different. But Cesare Siepi is a very fine, very highly respected artist, and that is as it should be. I am only speaking about my own concept of singing here, and so I would not want to be taken as suggesting that Siepi today or Plançon in the past are anything less than great singers.

And Ezio Pinza?

I had an artistic regard for Pinza's singing. He had a fine voice, he worked very, very hard in those roles he sang, although he was not a profound musician by any means. But if you happened to sing in the same clef that he did, and if you happened to sing well, you could not count on being a friend of Pinza's. I say this out of personal experience, having sung with him in Don Giovanni where I, as Leporello, had to imitate the Don's voice. Pinza had a rapid vibrato in his voice, and over-all his voice was lighter in timbre than mine was. So, at the appointed time in the opera, I did a vocal caricature of Pinza as the Don, making my voice lighter and adding a tremolo to it. He stood in the wings hating the laughter I got from the audience, and, when he had his turn to do a similar caricature of me, the audience did not react so favorably because he could not make his voice dark enough or his vibrato even enough to make a convincing vocal imitation of my Leporello. From then on we were not friends, and by his own choice.

A last question: You are scheduled to sing an 8 p.m. performance, let us say. What would you do during that day to prepare for the performance?

I had a very definite routine that I followed during my singing career. After eating lunch I would usually lie down for a time, sleeping for perhaps an hour or so. Then I would go for a long walk, possibly two miles. Later I would have one or two cups of tea and two pieces of dry toast. Then, about an hour before the performance, I would be in my dressing room putting on makeup and getting into costume, vocalizing a little bit for myself, always starting lightly, and then slowly, gradually, I would be in full voice. Then I was ready.
OPERATING out of a small storefront in the Polish section of Chicago, the Polish Record Center of America shares unprepossessing quarters with a travel agency and lures as few as fifteen retail customers a week into its lair. But the importer does a $100,000-a-year business, supplying ethnic retailers in North America with Muza, Pronit, and Veriton records, all products of Polskie Nagrania, the Polish state record company. The demand used to come mainly from Poles in search of the popular tunes of their youth in their homeland; now the classics are the big money-maker.

Muza, the classical label, has more than 600 records in its catalogue, many of them recordings of music available from no other source. Into this category fall the current best-selling composers of the PRC: Bacewicz, Karlowicz, Paderewski, Penderecki, and Szymanowski, all of the twentieth century, and none, with the exception of Penderecki, well known in the West. Paderewski (the best-known name, although not as a composer) wrote the work that has been the PRC's top seller for several months: The epic, sprawling Polonia Symphony (Muza SXL 0968) initially sold out in a day and sold out promptly each time it was re-ordered.

Who is buying these recordings, and how are they finding out what's available? PRC's manager Jozef Zielinski (also a conductor) says that most of his business is with retailers around the country who stock imports, especially classics. He also sells Muzas to Peters International, the largest of the record importers, and to independent wholesale-retail dealers like August Rojas of Los Angeles, who specializes in classics for the connoisseur. Rojas, in fact, influences the purchase orders that go to Poland. "If Rojas orders a particular thing," Zielinski says, "I know I will have to have twenty times more of it than some other thing."

Mail-order customers, another large group of buyers, were introduced to Muzas through the PRC's ads in nationally distributed music magazines and catalogues. Unless released on Philips, Deutsche Grammophon, or some domestic label like Mace or Bruno, Polish recordings are seldom reviewed, so these intrepid music lovers must usually order their Muzas without foreknowledge, a risky method of buying records, especially when names like Rozyczki, Noskowski, Zarebski, Kurpinski, and Szabelski are involved. (Interested readers may write for records and a catalogue to the PRC, 3055 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60618.)

Not everything offered by the PRC is esoteric, of course. Among its most popular items are thirty-four discs encompassing the complete works of Chopin played by such Polish artists as Witold...
Malczynski and Regina Smendzianka. Wieniawski played by violinists Bronislaw Gimpel and Wanda Wilkomirska, and the operas of Poland's scarcely noticed nineteenth-century composer Stanislaw Moniuszko, whose Halka is the country's national opera.

More than anything else, buyers seem to focus on what has been and is being done in this century. Among Polish composers, one name stands out above all others: Karol Szymanowski (1883-1937). He is a shadowy cosmopolitan figure among early twentieth-century European composers, although lately some interest in his large output has been awakened in this country. Dense in texture and impressionistic, almost a synthesis (if one is imaginable) of Reger, Strauss, Scriabin, and Debussy, Szymanowski's music has never really caught on outside Poland, even when championed by such eminent and influential interpreters as Arthur Rubinstein and David Oistrakh. His creative value hasn't yet been widely assessed; but if he probably deserves a place next to Frederick Delius in the musical pantheon.

Muza offers a good sampling of Szymanowski's oeuvre, mostly in stereo. The newest releases from the PRC are his Second Symphony (SXL 0981), a collection of songs (SXL 0980), and the Piano Sonata No. 3 (SXL 0973), dating from 1917 but sounding of more modern vintage. Earlier releases of interest are the opera King Roger (SXL 250/51) and the two violin concertos (SXL 0383) played—one each—by Wilkomirska and Charles Treger, winner of Poland's Wieniawski International Violin Competition in 1962.

A four-record survey of Szymanowski's orchestral, instrumental, vocal, and chamber music is offered in acceptable mono as well. Practically everything in this set is also available in more modern recordings; the most notable exception is the most attractive item, the Symphonic Concertante for Piano with Orchestra (once recorded by Arthur Rubinstein). For good measure, a seven-inch 45 of the composer playing two of his mazurkas is included.

A good introduction to Szymanowski's style is the ballet-pantomime Harnasie (SXL 0249). The overside is devoted to music from the opera Pan Twardowski (1921) by Ludomir Rozyczki (1884-1953), who after Szymanowski is the best-known member of the "Young Poland" movement that was formed in 1905 by Polish composers then studying in Berlin.

Mieczyslaw Karlowicz (1876-1909) was a short-lived contemporary of Szymanowski from whom much had been expected. His output (fourteen opus numbers plus some unpublished manuscripts) is almost entirely orchestral, symphonic poems predominating. None of the diffuseness that characterizes Szymanowski's music is heard here; Karlowicz is always clear and straight-forward without being blatantly obvious or simple. His command of orchestral forces is impressive, as is his sense of form, which never falters even in long rhapsodic works. What makes his premature death all the more regrettable is that his music possesses real individuality. If he had lived out a normal life span, there can be no doubt that the name Karlowicz would have been an important one in twentieth-century music.

Judging by sales at the PRC, however, he has been discovered by many Americans. His violin concerto (XL 0179) is his best-known work (though not his best) and has been issued domestically several times. The Muza recording, in mono, offers Wilkomirska in top form, backed by Witold Rowicki and the Warsaw Philharmonic. As a filler, Muza offers one of Karlowicz' last works, the symphonic poem The Sorrowful Tale. Three other symphonic poems and an orchestral rhapsody are available on two discs (XL 0269 and XL 0290) performed by the Warsaw Philharmonic under Stanislaw Wislocki, the leading champion of Karlowicz' music. A recent Muza issue (SXL 0862) features some lovely unpublished songs by the youthful Karlowicz sung by baritone Andrzej Holski.

His celebrated minuet aside, Jan Paderewski (1860-1941) is usually thought of not as a composer, but as a great pianist or famous politician. Yet his catalogue of compositions is lengthy—an opera, a cantata, a symphony, several works for piano and orchestra, an unfinished violin concerto, and numerous piano solos and songs.

With the advent of the so-called Romantic revival, American recording companies have paid
some attention to Paderewski, particularly the flashy virtuoso vehicles for piano and orchestra. These works are undoubtedly calculated to spotlight Paderewski the Pianist rather than Paderewski the Composer. His Symphony in B minor, the _Polonia_, is a purely orchestral work and as such is a better example of his music: It is closely related in mood and style to Rachmaninoff's Second Symphony. Especially interesting is the Muza recording of Variations and Fugue in E-flat minor, Op. 23 (SXL 0570), which is coupled with the sonata in the same key, Op. 21. Both of these works for solo piano were written in 1903, a year that the busy virtuoso set aside solely for composing. "I think this is my best piano composition," he wrote in his Memoires of the Variations and Fugue. His masterly handling of the four-part concluding fugue displays an originality of conception and execution that is not a hallmark of his eclectic style, a style that at the same time never lacks personality.

Scarce knowledge in the West, the redoubtable Grazyna Bacewicz (1913–69) has been called "the world's greatest woman composer" and has remained a Western cosmopolite throughout her remarkably fecund career, counter to the nationalist trends of between-the-wars Poland and the Socialist realism dictates of the Communist regime. Her forte is structural unity, a skill possibly developed under the tutelage of Nadia Boulanger when Bacewicz studied with that great pedagogue in prewar Paris. The pervading influence upon her, however, was Béla Bartók, although the ghost of Szymanowski often hovers in the background, as it does with most Polish composers of her generation. In any event, Bacewicz' music never gives the slightest indication that it was written by a Pole—or a woman.

Though Muza doesn't list any of her four symphonies or seven violin concertos, she is nevertheless well represented, and practically all recordings of her works are available from the PRC. Three recent issues feature five mature large-scale works. The two piano quintets on SXL 0608 span thirteen years (1952–65) and give a good sampling of her style while demonstrating her mastery of form and consummate skill in writing for strings. (She was a concert violinist and a skilled pianist.) The First Piano Quintet is a powerful work echoing Bartók and Shostakovich; the Second evinces a mild flirtation with serialism, superimposed on her earlier style, that characterizes the last period of her creativity. The Viola Concerto of 1968 (SXL 0837) continues this vein; to a lesser extent, so does the Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra of the same time. A most interesting work is her Second Piano Sonata (SXL 0977), which, more than any other, shows her indebtedness to Szymanowski, notably that composer's Third Piano Sonata. A good introduction to Bacewicz is Muza XL 0274, which contains four symphonic works dating from 1953 through 1965.

The reputation of Krzysztof Penderecki is well established in the West, and most Muza recordings of his work have been released in this country by Philips and Mace. Inexplicably, the PRC continues to receive a heavy demand for his music, even when the recordings are duplicated on more readily available labels. The same is true for Witold Lutoslawski. Several interesting items by this composer are offered by the PRC, notably the First and Second Symphonies (XL 237 and SXL 0453, respectively).

Despite increased sales of Polish classics, the over-all volume of Polskie Nagrania sales for 1974–75 in this country was down appreciably from 1972–73. When I asked about the immediate future of Polish record sales in the U.S., Zieliński replied: "In this business, you have to be doing fifteen things to stay alive. Selling records counts as just one thing. Sales are down except for the classics, but this doesn't reflect diminished interest in Polish music. It's entirely the economy. If it comes down to eating or buying a recording of some Polish composer you've never heard of and whose name you can't pronounce, most people will buy something they can eat. Still, the popularity of the classics seems to grow every month."
A Song Team for Schoenberg and Schubert

Jan DeGaetani and Gilbert Kalish bring idiomatic ease to Schoenberg's subtly erotic Hanging Gardens and fresh insight to Schubert songs.

by David Hamilton

Although both sides of Nonesuch's new release by the team of Jan DeGaetani and Gilbert Kalish are enthralling, pride of place must go to Schoenberg's Book of the Hanging Gardens, of which we have not had a convincing recording for some eight years—that is, since Son-Nova 2 disappeared from the catalogue. That performance by Bethany Beardslee and Robert Helps captured to near-perfection the intensity and mystery of these subtly erotic songs, and it was recorded with still-startling presence and clarity.

DeGaetani and Kalish bring comparable expertise to their rendition. Like Beardslee and Helps, they have no difficulty with the idiom: The asymmetrical rhythms, the wide-ranging, irregular vocal line, and the dynamic extremes are uttered with even more security and conviction than most singers muster in, say, Mozart. As a result, we listeners don't have to wrestle with the sense of uncertainty, even discomfort, that marks the two other currently available recordings of the cycle. However different from all previous songs, in these performances Schoenberg's George settings are unmistakably songs—lyrical expressions—rather than strenuous mechanical tasks to be accomplished only with considerable strain.

Schoenberg didn't specify a vocal category: the score merely says "voice and piano," and the vocal part, written in the treble clef, ranges from A flat below middle C up to the A two octaves higher, with extended phrases, rather than occasional isolated notes, at both extremes. (The first performance was sung by Martha Winternitz-Dorda, a coloratura soprano who specialized in operatic roles like the Queen of the Night.) For DeGaetani's mezzo, this involves a certain strain in the high-lying passages—in contrast to Beardslee's expansive freedom—but also a greater warmth and variety of color in the lower registers. Aside from the sheer physical intensity of the top notes, this is a cooler, more withdrawn performance than Beardslee's, with a somewhat less de-
Schoenberg's "cabaret songs" (Breitl-Lieder) actually antedate his brief direct association with Ernst von Wolzogen's Berlin literary cabaret, the Ueberbrett, in late 1901. Three of them use poems from Deutsche Chansons, a 1900 anthology including the work of Bierbaum, Dehmel, Falke, Liliencron, W. de la Crôche, and other young writers who sought to reach a wider audience—and certainly did, for the book sold thirty thousand copies in its first year. During 1901, Schoenberg also set several other poems in similar style, but it was "Nachtwandler" from Deutsche Chansons that impressed Wolzogen. This seems to have been the only one of the songs actually performed, although without much success. Scored for the oddly balanced combination of piccolo, trumpet, snare drum, and piano, it tells of a nocturnal carouse in much-military terms; the idiom is fundamentally close to Brahms (particularly that of the Zigeunertänzer), unrelated to the military songs that Mahler had written in the 1880s.

The other songs, in more conventionally popular styles, are accompanied only by piano. They never lack characteristic touches of elaboration and subtlety. Marni Nixon sings them with a flair that will pleasantly surprise those who remember her deadpan Webern performances in the Robert Craft complete set. The voice isn't quite so pure as it was, but the fiction is vastly more idiomatic, the entertainer's gusto very palpable.

On the other side of the disc, she and the admirable Leonard Stein (director of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute) turn to more serious matters, nine Schoenberg songs from the decade 1893-1903. Only one of these has been published so far: "Gedanken," also recorded by Helen Vanni and Glenn Gould on Columbia M 31312. There are some attractive songs here (the influence of Hugo Wolf is distinctly audible, along with that of Brahms), including an expressive setting of Hofmannthal's "Die Beiden." If Nixon is occasionally impelled to demand of her voice a tonal weight greater than it naturally commands, these honest and musical performances are still a good introduction to this literature.

Good sound, and an authoritative commentary by Stein, running from the back liner into a four-page insert that also contains complete texts and English translations.

D.H.
it does recognize the clearly propulsive intent of the piano part and the vocal rhythm, raising it to the nth degree of exuberance—and it does rather make everybody else’s performance sound just a bit stodgy.

 Tradition is often a fine thing, but it deserves to be re-examined now and then. That’s what I like about these performances. They are not willful or eccentric, but proceed from the musical text and from a desire to present the music and the words as directly and clearly—and coherently—as possible. The singing is always true, the diction almost impeccable (the "almost" referring to DeGaetani’s u, which tends to acquire about half an umlaut even when none is called for), the piano playing superior in its steadiness and tonal shading. Even when I disagree with the results, I have learned from this record; at its best, it makes most other Lieder singing sound fussy.

Nonesuch’s thoughtful packaging includes valuable notes by Robert Erich Wolf and fine translations: for Schubert, by Stephen Ledbetter; for the Schoenberg, by Wolf, who again (as in his Pierrat la-noire for Nonesuch) brilliantly evokes in English the steamy elegance of Jugendstil poetry.

Bernard Herrmann and the Subliminal Pulse of Violence

Superb new recordings mark stages in a composing career: from the soft-hued Ghost and Mrs. Muir to the brutal Psycho.

by Royal S. Brown

Two outstanding new recordings, released just before Bernard Herrmann’s death last Christmas Eve, represent very different phases of the film composer’s career. Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s warm and bittersweet The Ghost and Mrs. Muir (1947) was only the seventh film Herrmann had written for. And although the soft-hued, beautifully orchestrated score (one of his personal favorites) ranks among his best, it has never attracted a great deal of attention. Psycho, composed in January and February of 1960, was Herrmann’s thirtieth feature-film score and his sixth in succession for director Alfred Hitchcock. The brutally obsessive, string-orchestra-only music has come to be considered one of the classic examples of the immense emotional dimension a score can add to its film.

The film Psycho has more importance on many different levels than almost any movie made in the U.S. since Citizen Kane, which Herrmann also scored. For though the American cinema had produced its share of horror pictures and of films that have chipped away at the solid facade of well-ordered American causality, none brought out so vividly, so unrelentingly, just how close the elements that would destroy this facade lay beneath the surface of everyday reality. Always a master at transforming the basic decor of Americana into absurdist objects in a Kafka-esque labyrinth, Hitchcock turned the ordinary bathroom shower into a gruesome trap.
Herrmann’s style in Psycho, as has been pointed out often enough, broke with several sacrosanct tenets of film scoring, notably by largely avoiding themes per se and by limiting the instrumentation to a string orchestra. Particularly intriguing is the harmonic technique: Much of the music is shaped around a single seventh chord—also used in the prelude to Hitchcock’s Vertigo (1959)—heard at the outset of the prelude. (The final chord of the score, however, expands to a multiflatted ninth.) Because of this essentially chordal orientation. Herrmann is able to avoid the aural relief of harmonic resolution, and the listener is no more able to latch onto a comfortable resting place in the music than he is in the film.

A tension is created between the indefiniteness of the harmonic language and the exaggerated definiteness of the rhythmic idiom, which in many places is so relentless, so heavily accented that the listener is aware not so much of temporal divisions as of a subliminal pulse suggesting primordial violence. Furthermore, at least in the prelude and its reappearances, Herrmann allows what might be the music’s tendency to excess by introducing, from time to time, a short, descending-descending motive that seems to draw everything slightly back toward reality, bleak as it might be.

But there is no alleviation when it comes to the murder scenes (and the “Discovery” sequence). Hitchcock had at first wanted no music here, and it was only at the composer’s insistence that the director, dissatisfied with his nonscored efforts, relented. The result is one of the most remarkable segments in the history of film music: a series of slashing, shrieking strokes starting in the high violins, descending in superimposed, open minor ninths, and repeated with the addition of one of the most macabre of all musical effects, the glissando. One is reminded of Thomas Mann’s description of the glissando as “a naturalistic atavism, a barbaric rudiment from premusical days” used by the fictitious composer in Dr. Faustus to create “images of terror” in his musical vision of the apocalypse. Throughout the score Herrmann uses the string orchestra as if its resources were anything but limited: for instance, the pizzicato tremolo preceding the second (Arbogast’s) murder sequence.

It should go without saying that, if ever a soundtrack recording was needed, it was for Psycho. It is astonishing that none was issued at the time of the film, and it was almost ten years before that omission was ever partly remedied, with the appearance of the London Phase-4 “Music from the Great Movie Thrillers”—read Hitchcock films—(SP 44126), which includes a fifteen-minute “Narrative for Orchestra” based on the Psycho music.

But a complete version was needed, and Unicorn has now provided that, allowing one to follow the progressions and accumulations of the music’s cells. Among the sequences revealed here and not heard on the Phase-4 release are the nervous, monochromatic snippets of “Temptation”: the extended bit of converging contrary motion as Sam and Lila come closer to the “Discovery” in “The Hill”: and the combination of bitter nostalgia and horror-suspense in “Bedroom” and “Toys.”

Herrmann’s tempos are quite similar to those on the earlier recording. The prelude in both is taken at almost exactly the same pace, which is to say some twenty beats per minutes slower than on the soundtrack. In fact, now that I’m used to the slower tempos of the Unicorn performance, I find the Phase-4 version quite acceptable, especially with its amazing present sound. But the new prelude is more subtle, more dynamically varied. The murder sequences are much more effective here, thanks to Unicorn’s more reverberant recording.

Herrmann and the string players of London’s National Philharmonic are obviously deeply involved in a performance that, while not always mirroring what is heard in the film, brings back with overwhelming effectiveness Psycho’s sleigh-hammer impact and reveals the staggeringly wide-range accomplishment of a musician working within a self-imposed system of restraints. In a word, the disc is invaluable.

Were it not for the moody harmonies—much more tradi than Psycho’s but nonetheless characteristic—the Ghost and Mrs. Muir score would almost seem not to be by the same composer. Yet first and foremost one is struck, as in Psycho, by the thorough appropriateness of the music for the film, one of the many outstanding efforts by Mankiewicz, who has shown particular skill in film adaptations of theatrical works (Julius Caesar, Suddenly Last Summer, Sleuth). There is, for instance, a marvelous title theme whose starkly swell (suggesting the locale) melts wistfully into a typically rich, nonthematic chordal progression in the high strings.

Here, too, one has the chance to appreciate the exquisite subtlety of a master orchestrator. In addition to the lovely transparency created by the frequent winds-and-harps combinations, the score is filled with unexpected, emotion-stirring shifts in instrumentation, often in the middle of a melodic phrase. And, yes, even though some of the score tends toward the nonthematic, The Ghost and Mrs. Muir contains some strikingly beautiful melodies, the most haunting of which belongs not to the ghost of Captain Gregg (Rex Harrison), but to Lucy Muir (Gene Tierney).

I was greatly impressed both by Elmer Bernstein’s interpretation of the score and by the airyly spacious and clear recorded sound, which greatly enhances the tatterwork textures of the instrumentation. Bernstein’s disc also features an exceptionally imaginative use of directionality—the two harps, for instance, are divided between the speakers, and the movement from one to the other adds a nice touch to a seascape that momentarily takes your breath away.

For once, the liner notes accompanying both releases (Fred Steiner for Ghost, Christopher Palmer and Steiner for Psycho) provide fairly complete information on the films (a full list of credits would have been nice, though) and an extremely useful breakdown of the various cues, with some often fascinating additional commentary.

**PSYCHO.** Original film score by Bernard Herrmann, National Philharmonic Orchestra, Bernard Herrmann, cond. [Christopher Palmer, prod.] UNICORN RMS 336, $7.98.

**THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR:** Original film score by Bernard Herrmann, Elmer Bernstein, cond. and prod. Film Music Collection Album 4, $8.00 plus 60c handling to members only (annual membership $10; Elmer Bernstein’s Film Music Collection, Box 261, Calabasas, Calif. 91302).
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(Op. 46, Nos. 1, 5, and 6; Op. 72, No. 1). Such simple
descriptions, furthermore, will just not do; most of
these moods—and others too—appear at least fleet-
ingly in each piece.

Although the dances are charming and touching in
the four-hand-piano originals, the composer's or-
chestration adds much more in dazzling and
resourcefully applied color. In either format, the lis-
tener will quickly come to appreciate the flawless
proportion, not only within each number, but within
each set of eight. Each sequence nicely balances tem-
pos, keys, dynamic scales, and ethnic sources. (The
melodic material is original, but Dvořák drew on at
least ten different dance types from various Eastern
European countries.) One must approach each set as
an eight-movement work, and fortunately we now
have an ample selection of recordings that treat the
music that way.

For several years, Václav Neumann's three-disc
Telefunken set (36.35075, filled out with the three
Slavonic Rhapsodies, the Czech Suite, and The
Wood Dove) has had that field to itself in this coun-
try. Though I am second to none in my admiration
for the Czech Philharmonic (which had previously
recorded the music under Václav Talich and Karel
Sejna), I find the Telefunken performances sopori-
fic—inexorably uninflected in pacing and phrasing,
with distant and overly generalized sonics.

Far more to my taste is the approach of George
Szell in his two integral recordings with the Cleveland
Orchestra: a superb mid-Fifties mono set (with
his own transcription of the Smetana E minor Quar-
et as a filler) and a stereo remake that Columbia has
issued in various guises, most recently "complete" on
a single disc—a format made possible by chopping
out all the repeats!

Now Columbia has restored these performances,
in their entirety, on Odyssey. Szell and his orchestra
brought to this music an individualized profile, an in-
tensity, and a dynamism that in my view have not
been matched by the composer's countrymen: the
blazing fury of Op. 46, No. 8; the proud grandeur
of Op. 46, No. 6; the boldly crooning trumpets in the trio
of Op. 46, No. 3; the sweep and lift of Op. 72, No. 2; the
steeply controlled rubato in the central section of
Op. 72, No. 3; the tempestuous splendor of Op. 72, No.
7; the almost Beethovenian compassion of Op. 72, No.
8, which can so easily border on the maudlin. (One
persistent mystery in Szell's performance of this fi-
nal dance: Why eviscerate the pair of tutti chords at
the end by reducing the scoring to winds and pizzi-
cato strings and dropping the dynamics?) The Odys-
sey transfer has retained the solidity and detail of the
original uncut Columbia.

By coincidence, Antal Dorati's new Turnabout
recording of the Slavonic Dances with the Bamberg
Symphony follows hard on the heels of Mercury's
Golden Import reissue of the set he made near the
end of his Minneapolis Symphony tenure. Neither
ensemble is on a par with the Cleveland Orchestra or
even the Czech Philharmonic, but both are under
crisp control here, delivering the pulsating drive that
characterizes Dorati's approach to the music. For the
most part the interpretation hasn't changed much: a
broad and swaggering Op. 46, No. 4; a heroic, driving
Op. 46, No. 8 (comparable to Szell's); a perky and
buoyant Op. 46, No. 7. In both accounts Dorati takes
a brisk and tough-minded view of Op. 72, Nos. 2, 4,
and 8, as if he were uncomfortable with their emo-
tional content. There are minor interpretive changes:
The Minneapolis performances contained a min-
imum of rubato, even by the Szell standard; the Bam-
berg discs reveal subtle Luftpausen at transitional
passages and moderate slowdowns for the central

The Mercury engineering is closer and drier, with
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brighter winds and tighter bass transients. In two-channel playback, the Turnabout QS-encoded discs sound more resonant but also less transparent. The differences are marginal, and individual systems and ears will be more comfortable with one or the other.

Rafael Kubelik too made an earlier recording of the Slavonic Dances, but his Vienna Philharmonic mono version is easily superseded by his new pair of DG discs. Though the Bavarian Radio Symphony is even less tidy than either of Dorati's orchestras, it more than compensates with its bravura zest, plasticity, and sparkle, to say nothing of the consistently limpid and expressive solo woodwind work. The open and airy sonics, the tricky rhythmic articulation of the timpani, and the clarity of doubled winds and strings are all joyous assets.

Although Kubelik's Op. 46 is well-paced, flexibly molded, and thoroughly enjoyable, it is in Op. 72 that he sheds new light. The rubato of No. 2 is the most voluptuous in any of the complete sets, without lapsing into the heavy bathos of Stokowski's single version (a flier on the recently issued London SPC 21117). Kubelik is puckishly jovial in the trio of No. 6, yet makes No. 4 an atmospheric nocturne of almost unbearable poignancy (No. 8 too is deeply felt). This is the most freely expressive, lightest, and most gracious Op. 72 we have had.

One might characterize the Kubelik and Dorati approaches as, respectively, "poet and peasant." (Stell's more abstrace symphonic approach is something else again.) It is helpful that the Turnabout and DG editions have been issued as pairs of single discs, thus allowing a puracher to complement Kubelik's illuminating Op. 72 with Dorati's Op. 46. The Szell and Dorati/Minneapolis sets can be had only as a whole, and neither starts Op. 72 at the beginning of a side. (Odyssey's automatic sequencing is especially inconvenient.)

The full price of the Mercury and DG editions is partly offset by their more generous fillers. Turnabout offers none at all; Odyssey has Szell's Carnival Overture, one of the half-dozen or so best on records—he whips up the outer sections brilliantly but brings more relief to the middle section than most conductors do. Dorati/Mercury offers a side's worth of the familiar Bartered Bride orchestral excerpts in a reading as taut and incisive as one could ask, though shy on sly and folksy humor. Each Kubelik disc has a filler. The Scherzo capriccioso, with Op. 46, gets a flowing and affectionate reading, less precise and martial than the Neumann/Czech Philharmonic (Nonesuch H 71271) but with great point and wit in the solo playing; Kubelik's customary lateral division of first and second violins pays even handsomer dividends here than in the inances. The Op. 72 filler, My Home, is not top-drawer Dvořák, but Kubelik's leisurely reading makes a better case for it than the crisper and more ferocious Kertész version (London CS 6511 or CS 6746) or the bigger and more bombastic Rowicki (Philips 6500 287).

The complete Dvořák collector, as well as piano-duet hobbyists, will want the keyboard format of the Slavonic Dances, and, of the recordings available, only the new Supraphon consistently keeps the music above the pleasant salon level. Vlastimil Lejsek and Věra Lejsková, a Brno-based husband-and-wife team, probe deeply into cross-rhythms and inner voices (note Op. 72, No. 1) and have a grand time with the shifts of rhythm and the play of light and shade in these scores. Gruffness and tenderness are projected with equal authority, and the dynamic changes are explosive. Brendel/Klein (Turnabout TV-S 34060) and Eden/Tamir (London CS 6618) Op. 72 only, with ten Brahms Hungarian Dances) play well and stylishly, but Lejsek and Lejsková bring out such color and detail that, briefly, one may not miss the orchestra. Turnabout's single budget-priced disc (at the cost of some omitted repeats) does have a considerable price advantage, and the pleasant, clean Turnabout sound is superior to the rather shallow-toned Supraphon.

The Lejsek/Lejsková set is filled out with four of the ten Op. 59 Legends, like the Slavonic Dances originally written for piano duet but better known in the later orchestral form. (Beecham was fond of No. 3, certainly the catchiest of the Legends.) Here, however, the orchestra seems to me all but essential, and I am pleased that Supraphon has concurrently released a new recording of all the Legends conducted by Jiří Pinkas.

The melodic appeal of the Legends may not quite match that of the Slavonic Dances, but at its best this is prime Dvořák, and there is ample poetry and warmth, with modest but effective use of the orchestra. In mono days, Supraphon made a superb recording of the Legends with Sejna conducting the Czech Philharmonic, but in recent years we have had to make do with the 1972 version by Raymond Leppard and the London Philharmonic (Phillips 6500 188). Serviceable as that recording has been, in this case a second-rank Czech orchestra proves preferable to a first-rank foreign one. The Brno State Philharmonic has its rough edges, but its sheer robustness and limpid expressivity in this music puts the rather "uptight" London Philharmonic in the shade. Some sputtery surfaces aside, the Supraphon pressing is smooth, the sonic ambience rich and detailed.
Much of Johannes Somary's recorded work has left me with a feeling of cool respect; it has taken his Bach finally to turn me on. Last year's B minor Mass (Vanguard VSD 71190/2, March 1975) had not only disciplined and clear-textured choral work (not unknown in his Handel oratorios), but also original and cogent ideas about tempos and ornamentation. In the Brandenburgs, there are fewer surprises but a dominant vigor; well-built expressive line (within what is acceptable in a modern framework), and alert and confident execution.

In No. 1, brisk tempos are the rule, even for the Menuet—an idea that may have originated on records with Boyd Neel, though Somary misses Neel's rollicking treatment of the Polonaise. Like so many conductors, Somary understates the poignant tragedy inherent in the Adagio, a movement I confess preferring to hear in the "anachronistic" style of Casals (especially in his earlier, long-deleted Prades set). Carl Pini here plays a genuine violin piccolo, and the rendition includes apt embellishments. No. 2 is moderately lively throughout, with a secure, if not roof-raising, performance of the clarino trumpet part by John Wilbraham.

Somary's solution to the phantom-middle-movement problem of No. 3 is a brief harpsichord cadenza from Harold Lester. The rhythmic and dynamic characterization of the two outer movements is excellent, with superb clarity and stereo separation of the respective trios of violins, violas, and cellos. David Munrow and John Turner are the recorder soloists in No. 4. Unless you're heretical enough to want flutes in this work (I do), there's nothing to complain of here.

In No. 5, Lester's harpsichord cadenza is delivered with real ferocity, and the ensuing tutti attack will jolt you right out of your chair. Also notable in the first movement is the smooth blend of flute and violin. The slow movement includes an expressive cello reinforcement of the lower keyboard voice, which I have not encountered often. No. 6 is not memorably expressive, but Somary has chosen his instrumentation wisely: Gambas are used instead of cellos to help differentiate the lower "concertino" voices from the continuo, which here substitutes a *violone for double bass.

Somary provides good liner notes, and the engineering is warmer and mellower than usually provided him. While nobody could ever declare one set of the Brandenburgs the best for all time and tastes, the new one adds a serious contender to the elite group. It is less than a year since Vanguard issued the Davison/Virtuosi of England set, on Everyman (SRV 313/4 SD, September 1975), and that is a hard act to follow. That Somary's account is no anticlimax speaks volumes of praise.

A.C.
quence), one hears these sublime and inventive works interpreted as "Beethoven" rather than "early Beethoven." In place of the customary, and certainly appropriate, sense of wide-eyed, youthful wonderment, the Végh strives for a grander emotional scale. In the second and fourth measures of the scherzo of Op. 18, No. 1, the cello's eighth notes are stressed in such a way as to point up that movement's unaccustomedness and, for me previously unsuspected—resemblance to the second movement of Op. 130. The thematic resemblance between the opening of Op. 18, No. 2, and the second scherzo of Op. 131 is intensified by the Végh's treatment. The tough, organic, yet highly expressive third movement of Op. 18, No. 5, anticipates the variation movements of Opp. 127 and 131 (not to mention those of the Opp. 109 and 111 Piano Sonatas). Such details—and countless others in all six performances—are subtly pointed out and, however unusual, always in the context of uncommon attentiveness to the letter of the score.

The Budapest Quartet took a similarly ripe view in its stereo Op. 18, but the result verged on italicized overinflation and lacked brio, notably in the heavy opening movements of Nos. 5 and 6. The Budapest's more straightforward 1951 set remains preferable. The Végh, by contrast, always delights with sprightly, well-scanned rhythm. My only half-qualiffe is with the finale of No. 1; it is brilliantly headlong and well-articulated, but the idiosyncratic structural pointing is a trifle arbitrary. Unhesitatingly calling the Végh's accomplishment the best Op. 18 we have had, and Op. 18 has always been uncommonly well treated on records, with excellent sets currently available from the Budapest (the 1951 performances, Odyssey 32 36 0023), the Hungarian (Saraphim SIC 6005), the Juilliard (Columbia M 300084), and the Bar-tok (Hungaroton SLPX 11423/5).

With the release of the three "Rasumovsky" quartets, the Quattroto Italiano's Philips cycle lacks only Op. 18, Nos. 2 and 4. The Italiano's Op. 59 is analogous to Claudio Arrau's well-known approach to many of Beethoven's piano sonatas: rich in tone; rather broad; lyrically, and often rhetorically, inflected.

Through the broadly paced opening movement of Op. 59, No. 1, has a bit too much exaggeration of detail for my taste. The scherzo is beautifully sprung rhythmically and clear as a bell texturally. The rich Adagio is eloquently songful, and the "Russian theme" finale, while on the sedate side, is convincingly dancelike. In the quasi-cadenza that leads to the finale, the first violin is rather spread in tone and overly careful in its phrasing.

The Italiano's performance of Op. 59, No. 2, does not seem to me ideally appropriate to this very different work, with its pistol-shot opening and Eroico-like terseness. Right at the outset, the quartet lets the air out of the sails with ritardandos on the sixteenth-note figurations of bars 4 and 7 that nullify the breathless impact of the silent bars 5 and 8. At several points in this movement the Italiano does work up to the requisite speed and tautness, only to dissipate the admirably accumulating momentum with a rhetorical effect. The Molto adagio second movement is expressive, but again a bit soft and bland; rhythmic details tend to be generalized and smoothed away. Though the Allegretto is not slow, the rhythm is on the slack side, especially in the trio. The Presto finale goes at a good clip and is helped by the strong presence of the lower voices, but it comes too late to save the performance.

Op. 59, No. 3, is admirable in every way—a reading full of thrust and impact. The tempos are middle-of-the-road (no attempt to rival the New Music Quartet's in following Beethoven's metronome markings), but nonetheless rhythmic and exciting. One of the best performances in the Philips cycle.

Both the Végh and the Italiano are generous but not compulsive about repeats. Philips' sound is rather similar to Telefunken's in the welcome prominence of the lower voices, and the Philips pressings too are superb.

H.G.

BIRTWISTLE: The Triumph of Time; Chronometer; BBC Symphony Orchestra: Pierre Boulez, cond.**, tape realization by Peter Chinovtch.** ANT CD 790, $6.98.

It's marvelous how a properly chosen visual image can color and direct one's reaction to a piece of music. One can't hear Hindemith's Concert of the Angels without seeing Mathis Grunewald's celestial musicians flying about; similarly, Pieter Brueghel's engraving called The Triumph of Time, well reproduced on the sleeve for this record, dominates one's feelings about Harrison Birtwistle's magnificent score.

In his notes, Birtwistle says the musical ideas he employs here had already crystallized before he saw the picture, and he paraphrases Beethoven's "more an expression of feeling than tone painting." Nevertheless, he goes on to draw parallels between his work and Brueghel's, especially in their slow, measured march. That sounds romantic and obvious, more like Mahler than Birtwistle, but the music doesn't; it sounds like Birtwistle and him alone.

The engraving is a very complicated allegory. Time rides in a cart pulled by the horses of day and night, calmly devouring one of his own children and surrounded by every conceivable symbol of impermanence, destruction, decay, oblivion. Birtwistle speaks of his work as suggesting "the over-all image of the procession: a freeze-frame; only a sample of an event already in motion; parts of the procession must already have gone by, others are surely to come; a procession made up of a (necessarily) linked chain of material objects that have no necessary connections with each other."**

The music grips one's attention from the first note and holds it through a symphonic fabric as bitterly magnificent and as devoid of sentimentality, good nature, or affirmative escape as Brueghel's colossal print. The performance by Pierre Boulez and the BBC Symphony is as fine as the score, with that perfect clarity, that see quality that is so characteristic of Boulez.

Chromometer, on the other side, is a tape
piece based on the sounds of all manner of clocks and clock-bells, some of them clearly identifiable in terms of their sources, some completely transformed.

The record reminds me a little of those percussion pieces put out in the early days of stereo to amaze us with the fidelity of the sound and with the fact that it could be made to come now from one speaker and now from the other. And several times during the course of Chronometer the sound seems to project itself free of the speakers and to exist in space before you. But this is no audio trickster’s piece of jugglery. If The Triumph of Time sounds like Pieter Brueghel, Chronometer sounds like Hieronymus Bosch: those creaks and croaks and shrieks and gallopings could come only from the great Flemish artist’s depiction of hell. A.F.

BORODIN: Quartet for Strings, No. 1, in A. Borodin Quartet. ODYSSEY/MELODIA Y 33827, $3.98.

The work that the Russian music specialist M. D. Calvocoressi hailed as the earliest first-rate example of chamber music by a Russian composer was not the well-known Tchaikovsky First Quartet of 1871 or the Borodin Second (famous for its Notturno slow movement) of a decade later, but the now practically forgotten Borodin First of 1875-79. That quartet once enjoyed considerable esteem, and Borodin himself, only a month or two before his untimely death, relished the news that it had been fully performed overseas, in Buffalo, New York. Yet when has it been played recently in this country? I wonder how many discophiles own one of the only two recordings I can trace, both by the Vienna Konzerthaus Quartet for Westminster: first a 1950 mono LP, then a 1963 stereo disc that apparently won scant attention although it didn’t go out of print until 1971.

It’s a joy to report that the present reissue of this unjustly neglected work, appropriately carried out by the Russian ensemble named after the composer, eloquently demonstrates not only Boro-

---

**Bringing the Fifteenth Century to Life**

by Susan T. Sommer

Reviewing early music can be a disheartening task; so often the repertoire or the performances are undistinguished. In Archiv’s new collection of Dufay and Dunstable motets, we now have a recording that reveals the sheer musicality of these major works of the fifteenth century on their own terms. The combination of magnificent music and superb performance makes this one of the most beautiful records I have ever heard.

The isorhythmic motet is a triumph of musical organization, a structure of hierarchic rhythm patterns reflecting an organic unity and proportion that, according to the medieval mind, mirrors the proportions governing the universe. It is easy to describe isorhythmic techniques in forbidding intellectual language; intricate repetitive patterns lend themselves to intricate repetitive prose, too often irresistible to the theorist or the historian. It is more difficult to recall that these motets were written by musicians, and it takes a human performance to remind us of the humanity of their creators.

There are four isorhythmic motets on this disc: the splendidly elegant *Supremum est mortaliabis* and the early Italianate *Vasillisara ergo gauda* by Guillaume Dufay, and *Preco prohominencie* and *Veni Sancte Spiritus* by his great English contemporary, John Dunstable. The uncompromising structure of the Dunstable works, which bring together pre-chosen melodic, rhythmic, and symbolic patterns in a dazzling set of combinations, makes them potentially even more forbidding than the Dufay motets. Interpersed among these monumental creations are five songlike motets—no less wonderful, but warmer and sweeter in their effect on the listener. One recalls the brilliant fan vaulting of a late Gothic cathedral, the glow of a Van Eyck altarpiece.

But cathedrals are there for the looking, at least for those who can afford the trip. Music, on the other hand, is dependent on the performance, and performance of early music has had to wait for a good deal of scholarly spadework and instrumental training before even the outlines of the art facts began to appear. The late quartercentury has seen an explosion of musicians who specialize in the prebaroque styles. But technique, even virtuoso technique, is not enough to make a truly great musician. Great music speaks through the heart as well as the body, and it must be absorbed into the heart in congenial surroundings. Even the greatest performers need to live with a piece or a style before they can share its life and communicate it to others. With this record, masterpieces of early music have finally been united with the technique to perform it and the understanding to bring it to life after centuries of oblivion.

What is it about Bruno Turner and the Pro Cantione Antiqua’s performance that leads me to such unaccustomed rhapsody? Although the group is relatively new, I have not always enjoyed its recordings. Occasionally it is too austere in its sound and too unrelenting in its tempos for my taste. In the Dufay and Dunstable motets, however, a small ensemble made up of the very best singers of this music makes a sound that is clear but never cold, beautifully molded to the subtle contours of the melodic curves yet bright and forthright when the music calls for precise definition. The instrumental support of the rebecs and winds, when it is used, underscores the lines without obscuring the essentially vocal nature of the music. The lyrical performances of Dufay’s exquisite *Flusorum* and Alma Redemptoris Moter by Paul Esswood and James Bowman respectively can only be matched for beauty of sound and subtlety of dynamics by the trio of lower voices, Ian Partridge, James Griffett, and David Thomas, in Dunstable’s warm but spacious *Solve Regina*.

The isorhythmic structures are so delicately balanced that only when they move at the right speed in their own atmosphere can all the pieces fall into place. In this set, the tempos are ideal. Suddenly the ear can perceive the complex but logical and completely satisfying way in which separate and distinct melodic and rhythmic lines interrelate. It is a breathtaking experience.

Now it is all available for anyone with $8.00 on this fine Archiv disc. The sound is of high quality throughout; texts and translations are provided, and the trilingual notes by Turner are interesting enough to inform and perhaps encourage listeners to learn more on their own.


**Dufay:** *Supremum est mortaliabis*; *Flusorum*; *Ave virgo quae de caelestis.* *Vasillisara ergo gauda,* Alma Redemptoris Moter. Dunstable: *Veni Sancte Spiritus,* Solve Regina, Beata Mater; *Preco prohominencie.*
Bin's generally acknowledged inventive powers, but formal and contrapuntal skills extraordinary for an amateur and self-taught musician, as the chemical engineer was presumed to be. And even if the work itself were less immediately delectable than it unmistakably proves to be, this disc still would be a "must" for the infectious enjoyment and (at times almost too much) enthusiasm with which it is played—a radiance fully captured in the glowingly warm Melodiya recording. Add Boris Schwarz's helpfully informative jacket notes and a budget price to make up a truly best buy! R.D.D.

**BRAHMS: Violin and Viola Sonatas, Pinchas Zukerman, violin and viola; Daniel Barenboim, piano. [Gunther Breest, prod.]**

**DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2709 058, $23.94**

(three discs, manual sequence)


The Brahms violin sonatas have always been handsomely represented on records, with a discography that includes such memorable performances as those of Busch/Serkin (Nos. 1, 2), Szegiti/Horowitz (No. 2), Szegiti/Petri (No. 3), Kocian/Rubinstein (No. 3), De Vito/Fischer (Nos. 1, 3), and Goldberg/Balsam (Nos. 1-3). Even so, there is always room for a new edition as passionate and resplendently reproduced as the new Zukerman/Barenboim set, which is fully competitive with the best.

As might be expected, Zukerman and Barenboim treat the music in all-out emotional fashion. Their tempos are for the most part leisurely, with a good deal of expressive leeway. Zukerman's vibrato is lavish, but his sound is so potent and intense that one gladly accepts the excesses when they come. Barenboim plays with enormous sweep and energy; yet in the violin passages, at least, he never covers his partner. His is rugged, bass-oriented Brahms playing—heeding finer details, but mostly pursuing a grand line and quasi-chamber contrasts and sonorities. He achieves considerable textural contrasts, even though his is not a particularly colorful style. Best of all, one senses an unflagging continuity and architecture despite the momentary indulgences. The sound, from New York's Manhattan Center, is rich and sonorous.

There was no logical reason for making this a three-record set, for the three violin sonatas and the early "FAE" Scherzo are accommodated neatly on the first four sides. I suspect that many will regret that the third disc, with the two viola sonatas, was included, for the performances are far less persuasive. The most serious problem is faulty balance, probably the result of several factors.

First, I would guess that Zukerman is less secure on the viola than on the violin, which he has been playing brilliantly most of his life. His viola playing here is not exceptional: The sound has nowhere near the soaring projection of his violin playing. (The tone is rather scrappy and uneven, with an irregular vibrato and fractionally unreliable intonation.) Second, Zukerman puts himself at a further disadvantage by adhering to Brahms's own frequently gauche transcription from the clarinet-sonata originals, a case of absurdly misplaced purism. The composer doesn't seem to have fully comprehended the viola's possibilities as a solo instrument, and viola technique has improved immensely since his day; as a result, certain adjustments must be made for the music to sound proper. While Brahms's octave lowering occasionally provides a luscious sonority that the clarinet could not duplicate, much of the time the downward transposition makes no sense at all (except to accommodate less-skilled players), and in that register much of the passagework is simply covered by the piano. Twice in the first movement of the E flat Sonata Brahms begins a descending line in the viola's "comfortable" middle register and then, in midphrase, has to shift upward when he runs out of notes!

Even granting that handicap, Zukerman's musical grasp of the viola sonatas seems far less imaginative than in the violin sonatas, and Barenboim too sounds far less at home. The keyboard rendering alternates between excessive preciosity (the drooping tempos and languishing reverse accents in much of the E flat Sonata) and boorish inconsiderateness (the contrived rubato when the piano takes the main theme near the beginning of the first movement of the F minor Sonata).

Unlike the violin sonatas, the viola sonatas have not been well treated on disc. There are exceptions: The Primrose/Firnbusch coupling (Seraphim 60013) has plenty of temperament and dash, not to mention the sheer beauty of Primrose's sound; Primrose also uses a judiciously edited version of the solo part (his own?) that keeps much of what is good in Brahms's arrangement but affords the viola greater brilliance when needed. For my taste, however, the slightly placid performances by Georg Schmid and Magda Rusy (MHS 691) come closest to conveying the true character of these elusive works, in particular the E flat Sonata. Although Schmid, like Zukerman, uses Brahms's text, he gets better balance from his pianist and recording engineers.

H.G.

**BRITTEN: Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra—See Prokofiev: Cinderella.**

**CARTER: Double Concerto for Harpsichord and Piano with Two Chamber Orchestras**: Duo for Violin and Piano.

**Paul Jacobs, harpsichord; Gilbert Kalish, piano; Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Arthur Wesberg, cond.** Paul Zukofsky, violin; Gilbert Kalish, piano. *[Helmut Kolbe* and Joahna Nickrenz**, prod.]* Nonesuch H 71314, $3.96.

The condition of dichotomy is fundamental in much of Elliott Carter's recent music, and the present coupling brings together two intriguingly different manifestations of the principle. In each case, the tonal contrast between two instruments is the germinal force of the piece, with all the musical dimensions aligned to dramatize that basic opposition of sonic character. The Double Concerto (1961) surrounds each of the keyboard instruments—the harpsichord with its plucked strings, the piano with its struck strings—with a chamber ensemble that develops its material from the character of its respective solo instrument. Between the first rustlings of the me-
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DEBUSSY: Piano Works. Aldo Ciccolini, piano. SERAPHIM 5 50253, $3.98
Suite bergamasque; Pour le piano; Deux Arabesques; Rêverie; Ballade.

Ciccolini rightly plays these works in a "romantic" rather than "impressionistic" style. He has plenty of color and nuanced delicacy but is not loath to accent boldly and take rhythmic license: His controlled yet swashbuckling treatment does wonders with the Preludes of Pour le piano and the Suite bergamasque. Ciccolini's estimato playing is remarkable in the Menurit and Passepied of the Suite bergamasque, while sensuality and formless considerations are ideally blended in songfully meditative pieces like "Clair de lune" from the Suite and the Sarabande of Pour le piano, Rêve-rie, and Ballade.

The rippling figuration of the two Arabesques doesn't preclude attention to larger brass structure—note how Ciccolini adroitly builds the chordal superstructure behind No. 2's scintillant figurations. The superbly vital, symphonic, and angular statement of the Danses reminds the listener of the rhythmic innovations that prompted the work's original success. With all its Tartinierness, the spirited little piece could scarcely sound more orchestral, even in Ravel's 1925 orchestration.

An irresistible bargain, with a distinct plus in the sharply etched yet impactively atmospheric reproduction.

H.G.

Dvořák: Slavonic Dances; Legends; et al. For an essay review, see page 77.

FAURE: Barcarolles (13). Jean-Philippe Collard, piano. CONNOISSEUR SOCIETY CS 2078, $6.98

Like so many musical terms, "barcarolle" can be applied to a broad variety of styles: about all that is expected is a mildly rocking 6/8 or 12/8 rhythmic flow. Faure's thirteen barcarolles, composed between 1883 and 1921, range in genre from the sicilienne (No. 4 in A flat, Op. 44) to the nocturne (No. 10 in A minor, Op. 104; No. 2 in G, Op. 41; and at least the openings of several others). For all that variety, the barcarolle remained especially suited to Faure's unparalleled gift for writing lovely keyboard figuration. The supple filigree continually weaving its way in short ripples back to the point of departure beautifully enhances the essential barcarolle lift. In addition to the stylistic variety, Faure's harmonic language ranges from a Chopinesque fullness in the early barcarolles to an almost inscrutable vagueness in the later ones. In No. 7 in D minor, Op. 90, the occasional appearance of some rather Debussyesque chords leading to unexpectedly romantic resolutions creates some startlingly rich effects.

Unless you want the complete Faure piano music, in which case Evelyne Crochet's sets on Vox (SVBX 5423 and 5424) are recommended, Collard's recording of the bar- carolles is a must. These are much warmer, more resonant performances than Jean Du- vén's on Musical Heritage (MILS 1772, Sep- tember 1974), made so by Collard's fluid pedaling and his beautifully rounded tone definition. One or two pieces with minor flubs might have been redone, and the sound quality is not brilliant, but these are minimal drawbacks in an otherwise exceptional album.

R.S.B.
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Leonard Bernstein conducts
Columbia's Record of the Month.

Leonard Bernstein's fine sensitivity for Russian romantic music makes this the definitive performance of Tchaikovsky's 4th symphony. And there will never be a better time to add this classic recording to your library: as Columbia's Record of the Month, it's available for a limited time at a very special low price. Plus:

- Also available on tape.
- Also available on quadraphonic records and tapes.

On Columbia Records and Tapes.
**The $750 alternative.**

Whether one considers duplications the bane or the glory of today's enormous discographic treasure house, it's not too often that we can profitably compare two versions of the same work that are both first-rate in distinctively different, wholly complementary ways. Back in June 1972 I wrote a rave review of the incandescent recorded performance by Ormandy of the apotheosis of symphonic romanticism, Glère's Ilya Murometz Symphony. That achievement still sounds as thrilling as ever, but now whatever it may have lacked is supplied by the new Melodiya recording, and its every merit is paralleled by comparable (or even superior) yet markedly contrasting merits.

Most significantly, at least to purists, the new version is complete—the first such full-score recording since the Scherchen/Westminster mono set of 1953. It runs a bit over fifteen minutes longer than Ormandy's moderately cut, almost exactly hour-long reading (although Rakhlín's often slower, indeed often nobly deliberate tempos account for part of the longer duration), and it's almost twice as long as the cruelly abbreviated 1958 Stokowski/Capitol edition currently available in a Seraphim reissue.

Rakhlín—who hasn't been heard on records, as far as I know, for a good many years—proves that in the interval he has grown into a truly magisterial conductor able to provide a reading of impressive epic breadth, virile dramatic impact, and rhadamanthine sonority. Where Ormandy is sensuously poetic and his Philadelphians tonally opulent, Rakhlín is spellbindingly baric and his Moscow orchestra tonally darker and rougher but muscullly gripping. The recording techniques, too, are no less polarized: RCA's glowing, lucid, softly focused; Melodiya's more sharply focused, more vividly realistic, and boldly "ringing."

For many home listeners nowadays the musical adventure of the mythical bagatelle Ilya Murometz may seem too highly romanticized as well as far too long even in Ormandy's trimmed-down version. But, although they may fear that the still longer and far more grimly "Russian" Rakhlín version may be more than they can stand, they are sure to be jolted if not transfixed by its potent basilisk fascination (or at the very least by programmatic evocations and sonic scene painting that put the best Hollywood film scores to shame). If for nothing else, this release is surely unique for the incomparably sustained intensity of many of its passages and for the almost imperceptible rise in its monumentally long crescendos.

At the reduced price of this two-disc set, there can be no complaint over the fact that the third side contains no more than the eight-minute Scherzo, especially since this enables the symphony's fourth movements to be distributed unbroken, one to a side. 

R.D.D.

---


Battle Cry of Freedom, O. 62; Berceuse, O. 27; Mazurk in F sharp minor, O. 298; Grand Scherzo, O. 114; Polka in B flat, O. 278; Tournament Galop, O. 264; Columbia, O. 61; Murgueritte, O. 158; La Galina, O. 101; Ballade, O. 271; O. ma charmente, spargnez-moi, O. 182; Suis-moi, O. 253.

Unlike most sequels, this one (to Angel S 36077, March 1975) proffers just as brilliant playing and recording and even more imaginative and rewarding programming. At least half of the twelve selections here are to the best of my knowledge, recorded firsts: the irresistibly toe-tickling, flashily virtuoso grande valse brillante, Margareta, and three little pieces rediscovered only recently and published last year by the New York Public Library—the now sparkling, now nostalgically songful Mazurk, the amusingly insouciant if old-fashioned Polka, and the gentle, disarmingly simple Ballade.

But if the rest of the program is not brand-new, it is exceptionally well varied—from the jingoistic Battle Cry of Freedom through such catchy diversions as La Gallina, Suis-moi, and the Tournament Galop to the truly charming O. ma charmente and the salonish Berceuse. And all is topped by two of the composer's masterpieces: the truly grand Grand Scherzo and the fascinating jaunty Columbia rhapsody on Foster's "My Old Kentucky Home."

As in his earlier program, Pennario plays with obvious relish and dazzling bravura—lacking only the more relaxed and lilting grace of the best Gottschalk performances by Eugene List, just as the glittering sonics lack only a warmer acoustical ambience. 

R.D.D.

**HANDEL: Organ Concertos (12). Herbert Tachezi, organ; Vienna Concertus Musices, Nikolaus Hanoncourt, cond. TELEFUNKEN 36-35252, $20.94 (three discs, manual sequence).**

**HANDEL: Organ Concertos (16). E. Power Biggs, organ; London Philharmonic Orchestra, Adrian Boult, cond. COLUMBIA D3M 33716, $13.98 (three discs) from K2S 602, 1958, and M2S 604, 1959.**

The Handel organ concertos, most of which were written for performance between acts of the composer's oratorios, are one of the high points of baroque chamber music. They raise particularly difficult performance questions—and not only those of ornamentation, always a problem area in baroque music. Handel's notation here is especially sketchy: For example, not only are the cadenzas left to be improvised by the organist, but frequently, also, lengthy passages within the main body of the movements and even entire movements. In this and other regards, these two sets of recordings provide a fascinating, instructive comparison.

The Columbia release, a bargain reissue of the Biggs/Boult version originally issued in separate two-discs sets, takes an essentially "traditional" position. Although a baroque organ is used (one apparently often played by Handel himself), the orchestral instruments are modern. Ornamentation is kept to a minimum; the improvisations, especially to a revised section, when included at all, tend to be short in length and tame in conception. Several of the movements to be entirely improvised are simply omitted, and in one of these,
marked Adagio e Fuga (in Op. 7, No. 3), only the Adagio appears. Dynamics remain essentially constant for given musical segments, producing the well-known baroque "terraced" effect, and tempos are on the slow, safe side. Herbert Tachezi and the Vienna Concentus Musicus present a very different picture of this music. A hallmark of the group is the use of authentic instruments, and this holds here both for the organ and the orchestral instruments. (Another difference is the use of harpsichord as a continuo instrument.) As a result, the ensemble balance is quite different: The organ is better able to hold its own in tutti passages, where it is completely inaudible in the Columbia version—indeed, I suspect it usually is not playing at all; and the woodwinds (mainly a pair of oboes, almost always playing in unison with the first and second violins) have a much more telling effect on the overall sonority. But beyond such specific matters, the sound is in general much less homogeneous than is the case with modern instruments, not only when various instruments play simultaneously, but also within the playing of an instrument alone, where timbre varies considerably depending upon register, dynamic level, or both.

This last point is related to another important matter: Tachezi, Harnoncourt, and the Concentus Musicus do not accept the absence of dynamic detail in Handel's score as an indication that constant levels are to be maintained within each musical segment. Rather, they take this as an invitation to inject their own performing personalities into the score, an accepted practice in baroque times. This lends their playing a higher degree of variety, particularly evident in the use of dynamic swells over short groups of notes.

Perhaps the most noticeable difference, however, is the vastly more adventurous attitude toward ornamentation and elaboration. Handel's basic two-part organ writing is more consistently filled out with inner voices, and the ornamentation is both freer and more extensive. Moreover, repeated sections (always taken, another significant distinction) are normally treated as opportunities for variation and elaboration. The cadenzas, improvised sections, and improvised movements are longer and musically more developed. Finally, the whole approach to the baroque style is much more aggressive and sharply focused: Tempos are brisk, trills begin off the principal note (Biggs usually ignores this generally accepted baroque practice), and individual voices are differentiated in articulation.

In fairness it should be said that the Biggs/Boulton set is certainly successful within the framework of its assumptions. But after hearing the new recording it is impossible not to be struck by the relative lifelessness and, above all, the lack of surface color of the older one. This is not to say that the Harnoncourt version is entirely without problems. Details of articulation are often slavishly adhered to in the larger ensemble, so that frequent recurrences of material—as in the opening movement of Op. 4, No. 1—result in a certain stiffness. Also, tempos are occasionally so flexible that continuity is lost, as happens in the first movement of Op. 7, No. 5, where the slower tempo of the sections for organ alone repeatedly inter-

rupts the forward motion and produces a mannered effect.

Despite these minor reservations, the Telefunken set provides a wonderful example of how fresh baroque music can sound when approached in a spirit of recreation. (It is ironic that the "old"—i.e., original—approach to this music seems to create a much livelier and more "up-to-date" quality.) The Columbia reissue is admittedly a bargain. And even with the crowding of four discs onto three, the sound remains remarkably clean. (It should be noted that nothing from the original sets has been lost in the transfer. Repeats are frequently omitted and in one case—the second Menuet of Op. 7, No. 3—a complete movement is missing, but these were missing before.)

One also gets four additional concertos (published without opus number and based largely on other music by the composer). But the over-all superiority of the newer set seems evident.

R.P.M.


Hans Werner Henze used to be the contemporary composer best—or perhaps, with Benjamin Britten, equal best—represented on records; their works were recorded almost as fast as they were written. What
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Decca/London did for Britten, Deutsche Grammophon did for Henze. But now Deutsche Grammophon has struck the whole of its extensive Henze series from the British catalogue; in this country, only three of the DG records remain. The Decca/London group has come to Henze’s rescue, with this new Oiseau-Lyre release and, on its Headline label, Composer and the Second Violin Concerto (to be reviewed next month).

Kammermusik, as it seems to be called now, was originally entitled Kammermusik 1958, with the subtitle “über die Hymne ‘In lieblicher Bläue’ von Friedrich Hölderlin.”
It belongs in time and in spirit with Henze’s Kleist opera Der Prinz von Homburg (also composed in 1958), in which a romantic German prince is lost in classical dreams, amid a world of Prussian militarism. And it precedes the outpouring of love music in the early Sixties: Ariosi, Being Beauteous, the Cantata della fiaba estrema. It is another manifestation of that encounter that seems to be the inspiration of so much German art from Goethe onward—between the German poet/painter/composer and Mediterranean antiquity. As Henze puts it:

This time it is an encounter between Germany and Greece in the vision of a poet whose mind is clouded with madness, who stammers in fragments with beautiful, apparently incoherent phrases. I can feel and understand this link to the ancient world. In our eyes, our landscapes alter and take on Hellenic features.

Hölderlin’s translations of Antigone and Oedipus Rex have been set by Carl Orff. Britten has composed a Hölderlin cycle. Hölderlin (1770-1843), like Goethe and Schiller, looked to ancient Greece as a Golden Age but mingled his dreams of antiquity with an aridor for the restoration of that age. His writings, in the words of the Encyclopaedia Britannico, “are the production of a beautiful and sensitive mind” but it was also a mind increasingly disturbed: from 1807 he was in an asylum. What once seemed mad came in time to seem modern; Stefan George and Rilke are his disciples.

The beautiful text of In lieblicher Bläue is furnished with the record, and also— but not in parallel, not even on the same page—an English translation. Henze’s Kammermusik—and this is nowhere made plain—is not simply a setting of it, but a series of twelve movements. Three movements are for the instrumental octet (cornet, horn, bassoon, and string quintet), three are for tenor and guitar, three are for tenor and the instruments, and three are “tentos” for the guitar solo. (Is “tento” a form of the Spanish tiento, a kind of ricercar?) These Three Tentos have been recorded separately by Julian Bream, on RCA LSC 2694. In the score, each is titled by a phrase from one of the songs.

So Kammermusik is at once a setting of and meditations and improvisations upon the Hölderlin text. It was begun in Greece, composed to a coda from the Hamburg Radio, first performed there and then soon afterward in England, where I heard it with its own soloists, Peter Pears and Julian Bream. Philip Langridge sings it very ably but without matching Pears’s sensitivity to words, line, and tone; he is clear and steady, but there is not much sense of rapture.

Timothy Walker’s playing of the guitar solos seems to me highly accomplished; I have not made a direct comparison with the Bream version. The London Sinfonietta instrumentalists are excellent—especially the clarinet of Antony Pay. The recording, in excellent balance, produces an effect of intimacy without cramping.

In 1963 Henze added an epilogue to the piece, for the octet—an Adagio to mark the sixtieth birthday of Josef Rufer. It includes a “semi-quotations” from Schoenberg’s First Chamber Symphony. It is played here, and it is a beautiful piece of music.

In Memoriam: Die Weisse Rose is a double fugue for seven winds and strings, written for the Congress of European Resistance Movements held in Bologna in 1965. “The White Rose” was an anti-Nazi student group that formed in Munich in 1942; its founders were executed a year later. The piece, a moving one, is mainly elegiac, with some dramatic incident. It is composed in the spirit of Bach’s Musical Offering.

I have never been, or wanted to be, a person who listens to and judges music “absolutely,” uncolored by associations—in this case those brought to a hearing of Kammermusik by my own romantic feelings about Hölderlin, Greece, and the German-Greek encounter that has produced so much art I value. The allusive artists—Berlioz, Tippett, Henze, Crumb are examples who spring to mind—illumine, reinterpret, and enrich my imaginative world. Kammermusik can be analyzed and shown to be an excellent piece of construction. (So I discovered when working carefully through two movements to be sure of this; a study score is published by Schott/Belwin-Mills.) More simply, I would commend it as a romantic vision, “the production of a beautiful and sensitive mind.”

AP.

MARTINU: Concertos for Violin and Orchestra, Nos. 1–2. Josef Suk, violin; Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Václav Neumann, cond. [Eduard Herzog, prod.]. SUPRAPHON 110 1535, $6.98.

The contrast between Bohuslav Martinů’s two violin concertos is all the more striking because both works immediately signal their composer. The First (1932-34) strikes out in directions that recall Albert Roussel, in the rather brittle vigor of the churning rhythmical language, and on occasion the Stravinsky violin concerto, in the sometimes acid keenness of the harmonic and instrumental textures and the manner in which the violin soars above them. The Second (1943) moves into a universe of much deeper emotivity, opening with the broad, dark, and calmly tragic lyricism of the first movement; clearing the clouds in the subtly giocoso, highly syncopated second movement; and ultimately bursting, as so often happens in the composer’s music, into a hazy Brahms-cum-Dvořák sunlight in which the brooding overtones announced in the first movement have almost vanished.

Both works have immense appeal. I have always found the Second Concerto (which I knew via an old Artia recording with Bruno Belcicik, also conducted by Václav Neumann) one of Martinů’s most moving com-
positions, in spite of some awkwardness caused, it seems to me, by indecision as to which emotional direction to pursue. But the earlier work comes as something of a revelation. In addition to the neoclassical spaciousness and energy, there is intriguing use of instrumental effect, particularly striking in the strings/woodwinds/violin interplay opening the charmingly ingenious second movement.

Both concertos put the violinist through quite a workout, demanding almost non-stop playing and frequent shifts from wide-range, leaping passagework to bursts of broad, linear ones. But Josef Suk obviously has this music in his bones; even the occasionally harsh bowing adds a not unwelcome coarseness here and there. Suk's is a highly Slavic style, with a rich vibrato and a soulful tendency to swell in the midst of the most meaningful notes of certain melodic passages, and there is no question that it perfectly suits the composer's aims.

Neumann keeps the orchestra under excellent control—no small feat, as Martinů tends to treat the solo violin as almost its equal. With Supraphon's decent, if unexciting, recorded sound, this record should attract listeners of all musical persuasions.

R.S.B.


This recording of four works by William Mathias introduces the young Welsh composer to American audiences.

Three of the works are short and fill one side of the disc. The Dance Overture is one of those brilliant, happy, breezy, folk-tune-type pieces that are an English specialty: Vaughan Williams used to run up three of them every morning before breakfast. Mathias is no Vaughan Williams, but the composition is nevertheless a pleasing example of its tradition. In the Invocation and Dance the style takes on a slow introduction and develops a big climax: this is actually a short, one-movement symphony that should do marvelously on the semi-pop concert circuit. Ave Rex is a delightful cycle of five carols for chorus and orchestra. It is much more rugged and brilliant than such things usually are but has a superlatively lovely slow movement to balance its vigor.

A harp concerto by a Welsh composer and with a soloist named Osian ought to be the last word in baric weep-strain, laugh-strain, and glory-strain. But Mathias' work is rather pokey and academic, except in its Adagio appassionato, wherein it at least hints at its potentialities.

A.F.

**MOZART: Piano Works, Claudio Arrau, piano**: EMI, E.0505 782, $7.98. Fantasia in D minor, K. 397; Fantasy/Sonata in C minor, K. 475/457; Rondo in A minor, K. 511.

Arrau has of late played strangely little Mozart for a pianist who plays so much Beethoven. This disc includes just those sections one might have expected to appeal to so "serious" an artist, perpetually in search of musical profundities. All four works are in a minor key and are either strongly influenced by Bach (the prelude-like introduction to the K. 397 Fantasy, the highly contrapuntal K. 457 Sonata) or permeated by a vein of somber emotionalism. The C minor Fantasy, K. 475, gets a compelling statement. Arrau's tone—solid, velvety, varicolored—is monumentally impressive, and he uses it with excellent taste in a moderately paced interpretation full of clarity and acumen. The rhythm is notably well sprung, and the phrase scansion is unfailingly logical. The Alberti bass at the beginning moves ahead at just the right measured clip, neither too ruminative nor too pushed. One constantly feels the important distinction between downbeats and secondary accents, and the many little personal touches never disrupt the metric progress. A truly three-dimensional performance.

The ensuing C minor Sonata, K. 457, I find less satisfying. This logical, impersonal view of tragedy makes its greatest impact in a sort of noninterpretation that merely unfolds the phrases and formal dimensions with patrician, compassionate impersonality. Arrau tries to humanize the music by reading between the lines, and I don't think the lines can take it. Too often the rhythm becomes overloaded by little caesuras and adjustments, and the powerful gravity of the music is thus compromised. To cite just
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one unsettling detail: Arrau executes the trills at the beginning of the first movement directly after the upward appoggiato, so that they begin, or appear to begin, a fraction too soon.

The D minor Fantasy, K. 397, begins with a lot of caressing rubato and an unusually big sonority. At one point in the final D major allegretto section, Arrau takes a long appoggiatura in the left hand that strikes me as a shade willful and studied. Otherwise this is a relatively uncontroversial reading—robust and full-throated. "Full-throated" also describes Arrau’s treatment of the highly vocal A minor Rondo, K. 511. His tempo is rather broad, his handling of the aria-like passage always ready to yield to some inflection or expressive device. A near-Chopinesque account, almost the opposite of Schnabel’s severe, but equally perceptive, performance (Seraphim 60115).

Try to hear this record for yourself. The pianism is exceptional in its articulation and voicing, even with Arrau’s liberal pedaling. The interpretations are distinguished too, though except in the K. 475 Fantasia, they lack some of the symmetry and spontaneity I want in Mozart. The technical work is up to Philips’ usual superlative standard.

OCEKHEM: Maria Metots. Prague Madrigalists, Miroslav Venhoda, cond. TELEFUNKEN 6.41876, $6.98.

An admirable selection of beautiful motets by one of the master composers of the Renaissance. Texts celebrating the Virgin Mary inspired Ocekheim to some of his finest works, among them settings of the famous Marian antiphons. Salve Regina, Ave Maria, and Alma redemptoris Mater, and a most elegant motet, Gaude Maria.

The performances by the Prague Madrigalists, the well-known Czech vocal and instrumental ensemble conducted by Miroslav Venhoda, are both expressive and vital. Still, they are occasionally marred by intrusive doublings and other instrumental hokum. Attractive, but perhaps not for purists.


Comparison—Cinderella (complete): Rozhdestvensky/Moscow Radio Sym. Mel. Ang. SRB 4102

This is the Columbia-label debut of the up-and-coming young British conductor who won the musical directorship of the Toronto Symphony last fall. And, since I’ve heard him on records before only as a concert player, it’s my first chance to realize how impressive his credentials are as a potential super-virtuoso.

Barely into his thirty’s, Davis already commands remarkable self-assurance, a sure, taut grip on his players, and genuine powers of personality projection. Here he gives high-voltage performances of such disparate materials as thirteen of the fifty items in Prokofiev’s Cinderella ballet and Britten’s famous orchestral Young Person’s Guide. (The Guide is done, as in the composer’s 1964 London recording, without didactic narration. The latter was fine for the original sound-film presentation and in recorded versions for school or self-educational use but rapidly becomes superfluous in home listening.)

Both performances are appropriately recorded with comparable forcefulness and vivid presence. But while this disc is likely to appreciate in value as a historical documentation of a world-famous conductor’s early career achievements, I must qualify my commendation of it to aficionados of either Prokofiev or Britten in general or of these particular works. For Davis’ (undoubtedly temporary) weakness is his present propensity for overt intensity, needlessly emphatic, and even a suggestion of arrogation. As a consequence, his Cinderella excerpts lack the warmth and lyrical grace of the 1967 Rozhdestvensky/Prokofiev complete set (or of the 1962 Ansermet/London disc of mostly the same selections), and his Young Person’s Guide, electricifying as it is, lacks the more relaxed verve and humor with which the composer himself infuses this showpiece. Of course Davis’ faults are characteristic of those of an uncommonly gifted youngster, and he is still well worth hearing—and watching out for in the future.

Puccini: Mass in A. William Johns, tenor; Philippe Hutenchloër, bass; Gulbenkian Foundation Chorus and Orchestra, Lisbon, Michel Corboz, cond. RCA RED SEAL FR 1-5890, $6.98. Quadraphonic: FRD 1-5890 (Quadradisc), $7.98.

Puccini’s Mass, a youthful work dating from 1880, remained unpublished—though not, as RCA’s liner notes claim, unknown—until 1951. Father Dante del Fiorentino, who instigated the work’s publication, called it Messa di Gloria, though its original title is simply Mass for Four Voices and Orchestra—the four voices being tenor, baritone, bass, and mixed chorus. There is no soprano solo.

In the twenty-five years that have followed the work’s resuscitation, Puccini’s Mass has hardly become a familiar repertory piece. The composer himself considered it to oblivion and ransacked it for subsequent compositions. The opening of the Kyrie found its way into Edgard, and the charming, dancelike Agnus Dei became the madrigal sung at Manon Lescaut’s Act II levee. Nevertheless, though it is unlikely that the Mass will ever make a wide appeal to concerгоers, one can only welcome a new recording of this charming and lyrical piece and say that, quite apart from its interest to Puccianists, it is at the very least easy to listen to. Hardly any of this music bespeaks religious conviction, but a great deal of it reveals the musical fluency—if not yet the quality, the sheer vigor, the sweep—that marks Puccini’s mature operas.

Michel Corboz’ performance, a little slack and easy-going, is disarmingly affectionate. Chorus, orchestra, and soloists are capable, I assume that Philippe Hutenchloër, listed as a bass, takes on both the basso and baritone roles. Though the recording is resonant, no text is supplied, and no notes on the performers. D.S.H.


Album 1: Bolero; Rapsodie espagnole; La Valse; Schéhérazade; Ouverture de l’opéra d’Alzire; Album d’après Schéhérazade; Chloé (complete ballet; with Paris Opera Chorus)

The most novel item in the initial installments of Jean Martinon’s Ravels is the previously unrecorded Schéhérazade Overture, composed in 1898 for an opera Ravel never wrote. As it turns out, the overture, though not without a certain Oriental-flavored charm, has more fluff than substance. Its excessive motivic repetitions and whole-tonisms give the impression of Debussy viewed through Dukas-colored bi-noculavers. Furthermore, although the performances of the short works on Album 1 are fully competent, especially in the multi-hued Bolero, I had the feeling that conductor and orchestra were not always in perfect sync.

But the Daphnis et Chloé! Of all the recordings of the complete ballet made so far, this is certainly the most satisfactory over-all. Martinon shows exceptional sensitivity in delineating the horizontal progression of the work’s many episodes, almost sneaking up on its frequent shifts in direction before the listener is aware of them, so that the sense of ballet, as well as musical, flow develops in amazingly subtle waves. In addition, within the vertical structures he creates more depth of instrumental color than any other conductor, including the vertically oriented Pierre Boulez (Columbia M 33523, December 1975).

Martinon obviously revels in Ravel’s breathtaking tonal spectrum, which leads him to open the ballet in a manner some may find excessive. I can’t help have I heard the glorious instrumental expanse leading the spectator into Daphnis shaped with such richness. And throughout, the multiplicity of orchestral nuances enhances all of the ballet’s other elements—in particular the harmonies, which take on an uncanny fullness. The whole rendition lacks...
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A fiddle fancier's delight from the pen of a famed New Yorker author who delves into all aspects of the violin, including the fascinating business of buying, selling...and cheating. $8.95

No. 562. GLENN MILLER AND HIS ORCHESTRA. George T. Simon.

A portrait of a complex musician, based on interviews with friends and colleagues who discuss Miller's faults as well as his strengths. $10.00

No. 452. MARTHA GRAHAM: A BIOGRAPHY. Don McDonagh.

The first full-length biography of a dominant figure in American dance whose influence in her own field has been equated with that of Picasso and Stravinsky in theirs. $10.95

No. 581. THE TENORS. Edited by Herbert H. Breslin.

A collection of essays by five writers, dealing with Pavarotti, Vickers, Tucker, Corelli, and Domingo. $8.95

No. 591. THE SELECTED WRITINGS OF ZOLTAN KODALY.

The first English translation of the Hungarian composer and educator's essays on four subjects: folk music; his predecessors and contemporaries (Bartok, Debussy, et al); music education; and himself and his works. $9.50

No. 593. TO SING IN ENGLISH. A Guide to Improved Diction. Dorothy Ursi.

Guidance in pronunciation for singers and teachers, with practice examples selected from contemporary song literature. Paperbound. $6.95

No. 594. CATHERINE & IGOR STRAVINSKY. A Family Album. Theodore Stravinsky.

A beautifully designed, moving photographic memoir by Stravinsky's oldest son, with introductory recollections in English, French, and German. $30.00

No. 582. REVERBERATIONS: INTERVIEWS WITH THE WORLD'S LEADING MUSICIANS. Robert Jacobson.

A collection of interviews by the editor of Opera News, most of which appeared in the Lincoln Center program booklet at the time the artists appeared there. $8.95

No. 592. THE GREAT MASTERS SERIES. Various authors.
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No. 596. HOW TO READ A SCORE. Gordon Jacob.

An enormously handy little booklet that sets the reader on his way toward playing orchestral scores at the keyboard. Paperbound. $2.50
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only a more energetic “Bacchanale” and a less sour flute solo toward the end of the “Pantomime” to make it definitive.

The recorded sound has a certain mellowness that characterizes a number of quadrophonic recordings I have heard in stereo. But there is no lack of brilliance and depth here, and, if Angel’s sound does not match Columbia’s in the hair-raising up-front sonics given Boulez, it does seem perfectly molded around Martinon’s conception of the work. And I must say that the mellowness of sound has a particularly good effect on the brass, which Martinon rounds out with special care throughout both of these records. Unfortunately the surfaces of my copies were less than great, and the Daphnis was also pressed badly off-center. R.S.B.

SCHOENBERG: Das Buch der hängenden Gärten; Brettli-Lieder; Early Songs. For an essay review, see page 73.

SCHUBERT: Sonata for Piano, In B flat, D. 960. Gabriel Chodos, piano. (Given Cornfield, prod.) ORIS 75179 $8.98.

Chodos’ interpretation of the Schubert B flat Sonata, one of the high points of the classical repertory, is planned along heroic lines, with elaborately pointed detail, grandiose tempos, and yet a pervasive directness and simplicity that I find quite touching.

Chodos repeats the first-movement exposition, and I approve wholeheartedly: the dramatic first ending, as I have previously noted, transforms a dreamy nocturne into a commanding edifice. The second tempo rightly heads the qualifying “sostenuto” more than the basic “andante”; the requisite flow is always present, but the music takes on a meditative seriousness that carries the listener hypnotically through all the magnificent changes of tonality. The scherzo, like Schnabel’s, is moderately paced, yet delicacy is never seriously slighted in this precise, rhythmically reliable reading. The finale, while not overly fast, always moves with impetus.

Chodos’ account of the sonata ranks with Curzon’s (London CS 6801) and Michele Boegner’s (MHS 1942) as the finest currently available. The piano sound could do with more richness and space around it, and my pressing was noisy.

H.G.

SCHUBERT: Songs. Ely Ameling, soprano; Dalton Baldwin, piano. PHILIPS 6500 704, $7.98.

Im Abendrot; Die Sterne; Nacht und Träume; Der liebliche Stern; Rosemunde; Romance; Der Einsame; Schlummerlied; An Sylvia; Das Mädchen; Minnelied; Die Liebe hat gelogen; Du liebest mich nicht; An die Laute; Der Blumenbrief; Die Männer sind mechant; Seligkeit.

This is another excellent recital from what must surely be the finest Lieder partnership today. “An die Laute,” with its perfect accord between rippling accompaniment and lighthearted vocal line, is a good example of the rapport between Ely Ameling and Dalton Baldwin—and also of the extraordinary quality each artist achieves: the pianist with his sublety of rhythm and certainty of touch, the soprano with her delicacy of manner and purity of style.

There is not a song here that they fail to bring to life. For example, “Der Einsame,” that marvelously affectionate portrait of self-satisfaction, is as vivid as any version I know. By the time we get back to the cricket in the final stanza we have experienced an entire life-style. And, as always, Ameling never sacrifices the music for dramatic effect. The small but telling emphasis she gives to “bang” (anxious) in the first stanza of “Der liebliche Stern” is enough to mark her as an uncommon artist.

It ought to be mentioned that in the first part of Side 1, Ameling’s voice does not sound as tonally pure as it usually does. Whatever the reason, a couple of songs that call for sustained tone, like “Im Abendrot” and “Nacht und Träume,” are marked by a tone that is both cloudy and flickering. By the middle of the side all is well, and thereafter there is no impediment to pleasure. The last song of all, “Seligkeit,” is, in fact, as perfect a Lieder performance as I know.

The recording is a little close. There are texts (not always in agreement with what Ameling sings) and translations (some literal, some for singing).

D.S.H.

SCHUBERT: Songs. For an essay review, see page 73.

SMETANA: The Bartered Bride (in German).

Teresa Stratis (s) Janet Pardy (s) Ludmila Hala Hans Wenzel
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Bavarian Radio Chorus and Orchestra, Jaroslav Krombholc, cond., [Hans Richard Stracke, Oscar Waideck, and Theodor Holzinger, prod.] EuroDisc 89 036 XGR, $23.94 (three SO-encoded discs, manual sequence; distributed by German News Co., 218 E. 86th St., New York, N.Y. 10028).

Comparison:
Lorenz, Wunderlich, Kempe

Anyone interested in acquiring an authentic Bartered Bride will have to search in specialty shops for one of the Supraphon versions that at various times have circulated in this country—either the 1960 Chabala set or, better yet, the 1954 Vogel. The present recording is, of course, inauthentic. Though the difference between Prodaná Nevšetí and Die verkaufte Braut is largely a matter of vocal coloration and rhythmic stress, there is no doubt in my mind that the original Czech imparts a greater vigor and liveliness to Smetana than can ever be achieved in translation. Nevertheless, even Die verkaufte Braut the opera
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Smetana: The Bartered Bride: orchestral excerpts. For a review, see page 77.


No historically minded discophile is likely to find any recording that surpasses this one in documenting the changes in audio technology that have taken place since 1964, when Ormandy and the Philadelphians first recorded Zarathustra for Columbia. The earlier version was hailed as something of a sonic landmark in its own day (and indeed it still sounds mightily impressive), but the new one is—even in stereo only—a super-spectacular of the mid-Seventies.

If that's what you want in a Zarathustra, fine. If, however, you're more interested in the musical performance than its recording, you'll find no comparable interpretative group in Ormandy's previous reading is just as episodic, even more mannered (the violin-solo passages are much more saccharine), and generally more overtly sensationalized than before.

I find no real challenge here to such orthodoxy, portentously dramatic readings as the recent one by Susskind for Turnabout (QTV-S 34584), much less the transcendentally poetic one by Haitink for Philips, which for me continues to reign supreme. Technically, the latter masterpiece also is far closer to what a fine orchestra actually sounds like in a fine hall, but I must concede that what is scarcely as hair-raisingly thrilling as some of the out-of-this-world sonics of this new RCA disc. R.D.D.

Stravinsky: Concerto for Piano and Winds;* Ebony Concerto;* Symphonies of Wind Instruments; Octet. Theo Bruins, piano; George Pieterzon, clarinet; Netherlands Wind Ensemble. Edo de Waart, cond. PHILIPS 6500 841. $7.98.

Stravinsky: Octet; Pastoral; Ragtime; Septet; Concertino. Boston Symphony Chamber Players. [Thomas Morley, prod.] DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530 551, $7.98. Comparison: Stravinsky Col. M 30579, MS 7054

Here are two substantial helpings of Stravinsky, primarily from the middle period, including several works not currently available save in the composer's own versions. First, let me offer almost unreserved praise for the Netherlands Wind Ensemble disc; in intonation, unanimity, balance, and dynamic precision, it pretty consistently surpasses earlier recordings. Chord successions are clearly and logically voiced, textural overlaps and augmentations are seamlessly achieved, and the phrasing never fails of sensitivity and (where appropriate) wit. I like the way Theo Bruins's piano chords match the weight of the wind sonorities, the feathery staccatos that George Pieterzon achieves in the Ebony Concerto's last movement, the impulse and verve of all the playing, and the clean, natural recorded sound. I'll still hang on to the Stravinsky versions—they have a certain angular elegance, even at their most un Kemp— but this Philips disc now takes pride of place for these four works.

The Boston disc doesn't reach quite the same exalted level but should prove useful nevertheless, for it supersedes some of Stravinsky's least satisfactory recordings. Notably among those is the Pastoral, in which the Columbia disc offers a limp oboist and a flat violinist. The Columbia Septet, which banishes the important piano part to the rank of distant accompaniment,
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is also of limited value, and here we have no trouble discerning the work of Gilbert Kalish (who seems to be on just about every record I review these days—a happy circumstance). Bagtime may have more swagger at the composer's hands, but the new one is certainly neater. Honors are more even in the other two pieces, but this is certainly a record for Stravinskians to consider seriously.

D.H.

**STRAVINSKY:** Sonata for Piano, in F sharp minor. **Tchaikovsky:** Sonata for Piano, No. 3, in G, Op. 37. Paul Crossley, piano. PHILIPS 6500 884, $7.98.

The late Igor Stravinsky believed his early (1903–4) piano sonata to have been lost, but the manuscript was in fact preserved in the Leningrad State Public Library and (along with a 1902 Scherzo for piano) has recently been edited by Eric Walter White and published by Faber Music. Now the earliest Stravinsky work on records (it predates the Symphony in E flat), it is something less than a prefiguration of future genius.

Like the symphony, and in some ways like the Tchaikovsky sonata with which Paul Crossley has ingeniously chosen to conclude it, the Stravinsky sonata proceeds with a rather baleful squareness of phrasing, relying on repetitions and sequences to fill out its leisurely approximation of classical procedures. Neither of these sonatas is closely or concisely argued in the Beethovenian sense, or pregnantly, allusively discursive in the manner of the German Romantics, although Stravinsky surely aims higher in terms of emotional weight, and none of his movements is as insubstantial as Tchaikovsky's fluffy Scherzo. Less than a decade from here to The Rite of Spring—that's a long way, and this record will let you measure the distance aurally.

Crossley strikes me as an admirable advocate, a clean and straightforward player who doesn't force the music beyond its expressive capabilities. I suspect that the showier bits of the Tchaikovsky could be still more effectively flanged (perhaps Richter does that, on a Monitor record that I wasn't able to lay hands on in time), but that is no great matter. Philips's sound is gorgeously natural, and the surfaces are impeccable.

D.H.

**VIVALDI:** Juditha triumphans.

Vegaues; Juditha triumphans. Elly Ameling (s); Birgit Finnila (ms); Julia Hamari (ms); Ingemar Springer (ms); Annelies Bumstead (ms).

Jeffrey Tate, harpsichord; Berlin Radio Soloists' Ensemble; Berlin Chamber Orchestra, Vittorio Negri, cond. PHILIPS 6747 173, $23.94 (three discs, manual sequence).

Vivaldi, his name a household word today, was a discovery of the twentieth century; we might even say that real appreciation of that eighteenth-century composer is no more than a generation old. At the opening of our century music began to wonder who this fellow was whose concertos Bach found good enough to transcribe for his own purposes. In 1903, when the German musicologist Arnold Schering published his important history of the instrumental concerto, the musical world suddenly became aware of the existence of a major composer hitherto unrecognized; then in 1945 Marc Pincherle's fine study and thematic index of Vivaldi's concertos made it clear that here was a key figure of baroque music.

Yet our picture is still incomplete, because with the exception of Corelli, who never wrote vocal music, most major composers of the Italian high baroque made their reputation with operas and church music, and all we know of Vivaldi are comparatively few of his hundreds of concertos and the Gloria. Vivaldi research is still groping, made inordinately difficult by his more than usual baroque self-borrowings, a lack of information about his activities before 1705, and the absence of reliable dating of his works. Surely "Op. 1," appearing when he was twenty-seven, could not have been the first work of this incredibly productive composer. The real unknown, however, is the operista, Vivaldi the dramatic composer. We must always remember the great influence opera exerted, from Monteverdi to Wagner, on all branches and genres of music, and Vivaldi was indeed a prolific composer of operas and concerted sacred music; one theater in Venice alone produced eighteen of his operas.

This was an age in which opera, oratorio, and cantata formed one large family of dramatic music. Even Carissimi, who composed oratorios but no opera, is a pure music-dramatist, and the Italian oratorio, in which the role of the chorus is minimal, can hardly be distinguished from opera. This recording of one of Vivaldi's two Latin oratorios is therefore most welcome as a representative specimen of a totally unfamiliar portion of his oeuvre. Since performance and recording are both excellent, and the conductor is also a musicologist who has closely to the original manuscript from which the recording was made, we get a good and authentic glimpse of Vivaldi the dramatist.

While Bach had to struggle at the Thomasschule with a largely inadequate musical establishment, Vivaldi, at the Pietà, the great orphanage-conservatory in Venice where he was resident music master for decades (though there were some interruptions), had at his disposal superbly trained instrumentalists and singers. Reliable contemporary observers repeatedly stated that the orphaned-girls' orchestra was superior even to the famous Paris opera orchestra. So Vivaldi could experiment to his heart's content with a veritable laboratory. The consumption of music at the Pietà was enormous, and most of it was furnished by the resident maestro.

As we listen to Juditha triumphans, composed in 1716, we soon realize that Vivaldi's style is a union of the two genres that were the epoch-making contribution of Italy to musical history: opera and the concerto. Opera furnished new means of expression to instrumental music, while the concerto endowed opera with orchestral organization, also creating such sub-species as the aria concerto, i.e., arias with an obligato solo instrument. A glance at Bach's arias in his cantatas and Passions will immediately confirm this. Recent research discloses that it was not only Vivaldi's exciting new genre, the concerto, that fascinated the Ger-
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Man cantor, but his vocal music too; even the B minor Mass shows this influence.

Vivaldi was called the "Red Priest," but he was a red head in more than one sense. His impetuousity (which at times led him to sloppiness and mere sequencing) is vividly present in this oratorio, and without its adverse features. The first aria in moderate tempo is No. 15; then we continue with unabated sputtiness, the violins dancing around the voices at top speed, until No. 27, and the next restrained piece is No. 46; but there is not one real adagio or largo in the entire work.

Vivaldi's coloristic imagination, unprecedented for his time, is present everywhere. In the rousing opening and final scenes, the trumpets and drums create a festive and triumphant clangor; in No. 15 a viola d'amore solo with the accompaniment of long strings conjures up most unusual sounds; other solo-with-string combinations—clarinet, trumpet, oboe with organ, etc.—are equally original and surprising. One aria is accompanied by four large lutes and harpsichord, still another has a mandolin concerto with pizzicato strings—the variety is endless and the fine extended ritornells offer ever new sonorities.

The arias are of the da capo variety. The writing is idiomatically vocal, though very demanding, as there are many extremely virtuosic coloratura passages—some of Vivaldi's girls must have been young Tetrazzinis. We have here a large work filled with prevailingly captivating music, but there are some features that considerably diminish our enjoyment of this splendor of color, good tunes, and rich imagination. This is an oratorio in which not one male voice is heard. Judith having been composed for the girls of the Pietà, this is understandable, nor was the Italian public of the early eighteenth century disturbed by sopranos and altos in men's roles; there were some opera trumpets consisting largely or entirely of women and castratos. Still, to us it is disconcerting to hear Holofernes sing exactly in the same range as Judith. In fact, in our recording, since the two impersonators of these roles are both altos (Julia Hamari is billed as a mezzo, but her voice is dark as the night) and have very similar voices, it is difficult to distinguish them without the libretto before us. The exclusively high tessitura does eventually create aural fatigue. Also, Vivaldi's almost unrelied propulsive pace, which at first is exhilarating, makes one long for a little variety. It is quite possible that the secco recitatives, which are excellent and full of meaty music, do supply this variety, but if so the harpsichordist effectively cancels it (about which more in a minute).

The performance is very impressive. The sultry-voiced altos, Birgit Finnilä (Juditha) and Julia Hamari (Holofernes), are both secure and sonorous; Ingeborg Springer (Abra), a mezzo, and Annelies Burmeister (Oxias), the third alto, are also good, though at times the latter sounds like a countertenor. But the star is Elly Ameling, the lone soprano (Vagaus). She has everything: voice, musicality, temperament, and agility. Her delivery of the magnificent and extremely agitated aria, No. 51, is spectacular; the coloratura rolls off effortlessly and the high tones sound like glöckenspiel bells.

One must add that the bevy of altos is not a bit fazed by the coloratura either, but all of them have a little difficulty with the trills. The chorus is first-class, the orchestra crisp and accurate. Conductor Vittorio Negri is entirely at home in the style, matches Vivaldi's fast pace with gusto, and keeps excellent balance between voices and instruments. He deserves an extra compliment for not permitting silly embellishments in the da capo; whatever is done is discreet and in good taste. Unfortunately, he did permit the harpsichordist to get out of hand, the one blot on the performance.

Jeffrey Tate, the harpsichordist, is a solid musician. His "straight" accompaniments in the fast pieces are admirable and unusually well recorded, but whenever there is the slightest opportunity he concertizes. In the area of the da capo he uses his instrument like a harp, arpeggiating through the whole length of the keyboard. There is never a respite, and even the final cadences are made into productions. Tate actually converts the "dry" recitative into an undated one. Imaginative continuo playing was part and parcel of the baroque style, but all theorists caution the accompanist never to interfere with the composer; here the torrent of additional music completely changes the character of these carefully composed recitatives, palpably preventing the singers from singing free and expressively. Too bad, but because otherwise this is a distinguished recording and the sound is remarkably and consistently good. P.H.L.
the redundant, often decadently embellished, passagework indigenous to this literature. Like Moriz Rosenthal's disciple Robert Goldsand, he doesn't merely play the notes in literal—or quasi—"expressive"—manner; he invests the idiom with craftsmanship, coloristic inner-voice detail, and a vocally derived eb and flow. In his hands, this old-fashioned collection of tidbits makes a compelling, if ephemeral, case for itself.

Hofmann's own performance of Koleidoskop can be heard in the International Piano Archives' issue of his April 1938 Casimir Hall recital (IPA 5007/8, reviewed this month). Cherkassky's account is admirably fleet and, of course, incomparably better reproduced, but it lacks his onetime mentor's robust flair and forward drive. In the Schubert-Godowsky F minor: Moment musical, also contained in that Hofmann album, the comparison is all to Cherkassky's advantage; his phrasing is more continent, less pulled-about than Hofmann's, and he minimizes those gaudy inner voices and vulgar counterpoints.

Elsewhere, too, one notes that Cherkassky's phrasing is as tasteful and symmetrical as it is freewheeling. His finely spun legato and prismatic (kaleidoscopic?) nuance rarely degenerate into the simper self-indulgence all too often encountered in "idiomatic" performances of this repertory. Rubinstein's Melody is for once a melody, and not a gob of goo: the Tchaikovsky C sharp minor Nocturne—almost too aristocratic a work for such a collection—has real breeding in this sophisticated, poetic reading. Cherkassky deals admirably with the repeated notes of the Moszkowski Caprice espagnol and gives the Strauss-Godowsky Wine, Women, and Song its sparse, intellectualized due. (How different Godowsky's arrangement is, in its caustic, modernistic style, from the typical turn-of-the-century Strauss-waltz arrangements of Tausig and Schulz-Ever.) In fact, some enthusiasts might find these accounts of the Saint-Saëns-Godowsky "Swan" and the Albéniz-Godowsky Tango too reserved and straitlaced.

This is not a record for constant replaying, but in moderate dosage it can give real pleasure. If one must do these things, this is the way to do them.

H.

NICOLAI GHAUROV: The Volga Boatmen and Other Russian Favorites, Nicolai Ghiaurov, bass; Kaval Balalaika Orchestra and Chorus, Atanas Margaritov, cond. [James Mallinson, prod.]. LONDON CS 26398, $6.98
The Cliff Song of the Volga Boatmen; The Little Oak Cudgel; Bandurs; "Styéna'ka Razin"; Along Petersburg Street; in the Dark Eyes; Dear Little Night; The Twelve Brigands; Farewell, Joy.

As this recital shows, Russian folksongs, still too little known in the West, are capable of expressing a wide range of emotions and moods: passion ("Dark Eyes"), melancholy ("Dear Little Night"), solemnity ("The Twelve Brigands"), jollity ("Along Petersburg Street"). Some of them, especially those that incline toward sadness, are deeply affecting, like "Farewell, Joy" or, for that matter, the familiar "Song of the Volga Boatmen."

As the latter song reminds one, in this field any bass is bound to invite comparison with Chaliapin, though in point of fact Chaliapin recorded only a few of the titles heard here. But where a direct comparison can be made, one finds that Ghiaurov has avoided imitation. In "Styéna'ka Razin" and in "The Little Oak Cudgel" (or "Dubinushka," as it is more familiarly known), Chaliapin is incomparably more vivid and dramatic, indulging in all of his famous vocal specialities, like the use of parlando and of protracted pianissimos such as the one that concludes his version of "Styéna'ka Razin." Ghiaurov is much more restrained, more lyrical, more smooth. His approach strikes me as no less valid than his predecessor's. Certainly, the effect he produces in a song like "The Twelve Brigands," which deals with the conversion to Christianity of a cruel Cossack, is both beautiful and powerful.

Here and elsewhere the Kaval Chorus gives fine support, especially in the bass line, where, as one might expect, it is particularly strong. It also sounds very good in the one item for chorus alone, "In the Dark Forest." The balalaika playing is colorful. (Chaliapin had to make do with piano in his "Styéna'ka Razin," and the result is much less effective.) The recording, made in the Sofiensaal, Vienna, is deep and rich. Translations of the Russian texts and translations are enclosed. D.S.H.

This is not a record for constant replaying, but in moderate dosage it can give real pleasure. If one must do these things, this is the way to do them.

H.

JOSEF HOFMANN: Casimir Hall Recital. Josef Hofmann, piano. INTERNATIONAL PIANO ARCHIVES IPS 5007/8, $15 (two discs, mono) [recorded in concert, April 7, 1938] (International Piano Archives, 331 W. 71st St., New York, N.Y. 10023).


This year is Josef Hofmann's centenary, and his pitifully few commercial recordings (even though he died as late as 1957) make impossible any tribute like the five-album series RCA issued for Rachmaninoff in 1973.

Hofmann's recorded legacy has been substantially augmented by the International Piano Archives (formerly Library), by way of live recitals and broadcasts. IPA president Gregor Benko (who also helped prepare RCA's Rachmaninoff series) was instrumental in getting RCA to issue its unpublished 1935 Hofmann sides on (Virtuola VIC 1590, filled out with recital material from the IPL's collection). IPA itself has issued Hofmann performances of both Chopin concertos (the F minor on IPA 501, the E minor on IPA 502; both with Barbirolli and the New York Philharmonic); a coupling of the Beethoven G major (with Ormandy and the Philadelphia) and the Rubinstein Fourth Concerto (with Karl Kruger and the Detroit Symphony) on IPA 503; the 1923 Brunswick acoustical recordings (IPA 103).

Enjoy the piano glories of Artur Rubinstein and Van Cliburn on their latest records.
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High Fidelity Magazine
sentimentality best suited to cocktail music. I doubt whether even Hofmann's staunch devotees would contend that he was a greater musician than Beethoven, Schumann, and Chopin.

"Anarchistic" would best describe Hofmann's Waldstein. The pp marking at bar 14 et seq. is rattled off as an assertive f; the left-hand arpeggios ten measures later ruthlessly obliterate the right hand. There is a huge, tasteless ritard at the broken octaves of measure 31 et seq., and the choralelike second theme is pulled like taffy (but stumped out in the repetition). The chromatic ascent at measures 152-53 is revealed with unusual clarity, but while making that point Hofmann destroys the more important buildup of tension in the development. The slow movement (Molto adagio) becomes a flippant allegretto, and the concluding rondo (Allegretto moderato) is transformed into a Weberian motto perpetuo, full of glint and glitter and little substance. Hofmann eschews the explicit pedal indications and breaks up long harmonic blocks into mincing little fragments; he also subjects the movement to all sorts of violent tempo changes and gear shifts. Ironically, the series of sforzando markings beginning at bar 260, which one would have thought perfectly suited to Hofmann's assertive style, is blandly ignored.

Hofmann's Waldstein is a Romantic piece par excellence, and one is always interested in hearing how one of the authentic Romantic master pianists dealt with it. The opening flourish is galvanically played, but before long the voicing gets out of bounds (never out of hand—the execution is simply breathtaking). The introspective second section is manipulated vacuously, suggesting a dapper suit turned inside out. The penultimate piece, though, gets an impressive reading of tremendous accuracy and attack, and I like the rhythmic spring and charm of the whimsical last section. (Nos. 3 and 4 are omitted entirely, and the second intermezzo of No. 2 is cut.)

The Chopin E flat minor Polonaise starts out brilliantly. Hofmann hesitates a bit on the repeated chords and captures a brooding atmosphere that suits the outer section to perfection. Alas, midway through the piece, he apparently lost concentration and began indulging in monkeyshines—e.g., the huge, startling hammered-out pedal point in the trio. The B major Nocturne is fidgety in its insensitive fast tempo and treacly rubato, while the E flat Waltz, bracing in its exuberant rhythm, is knocked senseless with battering accents that tease and startle the unsuspecting listener.

The F minor Ballade is particularly interesting for a tiny memory slip that reveals Hofmann's inattentiveness to one of the work's most important aspects: In this sublime work, Chopin begins his inward-turning chromatic theme simply and successively embellishes it on each repetition, erupting at the end in a violent coda; Hof-
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mann absentmindedly embalishes the theme on its first appearance!
The final side is devoted to the encores. Hofmann's own pyrotechnical
arrangement of the Minute Waltz was obviously inspired by Moritz Rosenthal's, and it
comes off as distinctly second-best. Godowsky's
vandalization (there is no other word for it,
really) of the popular Schubert F minor Mo-
ment musical is made even more offensive
by Hofmann's self-indulgent phrasing: Shura
Cherkassky's far more tasteful performance on
his new Olesee-Lyre recital (reviewed this
month) makes the disarrangement far more
palatable. The remaining
pieces—two of Hofmann's own and Sto-
jowski's Coprice orientale—are mostly
about gorgeous pianism; as such they are
ideally suited to what Hofmann draws from
them.

Many who heard Hofmann contend that
his performances of the masters were be-
yond reproach. Both Harold C. Schonberg
and B. H. Haggin, for example, wrote glow-
ingly of his performance of the Beethoven
Op. 111 Sonata. But Haggin contends that
Hofmann's musical conscience (though not
his technical facility) eventually deterior-
ated through boredom and repetition.

That hypothesis is lent credence by compari-
son of the beautiful 1935 HMV recording of the
Chopin F sharp Nocturne with the speeded-
up, toyed-with account in the Academy of
Music recital three years later. Regrettably,
the "bad" records far outnumber the
"good" ones. The Casimir Hall recital pres-
erves the work of a man who still played
the piano supremely well but had appar-
tly ceased to care about anything that I
could identify as artistry or musicianship.

H. G.

M A D Y  M E S P É :  C o n s t r u c t o r  A r i a s .  M a d y
Mespé, soprano; Paris Opera Orchestra,
Gianfranco Masini, cond. [René Challan,
prod.} ANGEL A 37095, $6.98 (SO-encoded
disc).

BELLINI: I Capuletti ed i Montecchi: Ecco
in lieta veste. Oh! quante volte La Sonnambula:
Ahi se una volta sola . . . Ahi non credea mirarti .
Ahi non giunge. Dido-
patro: Lucia di Lammermoor: il dolce suono. Airon
guido: Rosaria: Il Barbiero di Siviglia: Una voce poco
fa . . . Gazzuoli: Gilda: O si cor. Vene-
letto: Guiseppe Malda . . . Caro nome.

In her native France, Mady Mespé has
made an enviable reputation through her
dedication to contemporary music and to
the work of composers like Erik Satie.
When it comes to the standard operatic rep-
ertoire she is, naturally enough, much less
renowned. Intelligence and sensitivity can
go only so far to compensate for a lack of
vocal amplitude, stamina, and sensuous-
ness—as anyone who heard Mespé as Gilda
at the Met can testify.

On this recital she is at a serious disad-
vantage. Her bright shallow tone, with its
lack of variety and substance, can hardly
begin to do justice to music that, above all,
requires expressive vocal coloration. In
light of the title conferred upon this recital,
one can only say that it's high time we re-
vised our ideas about coloratura arias.

Though the Lucia mad scene requires great
vocal flexibility, this music, like Giulietta's
lament from I Capuletti and Amina's plain-
tive air from Sonnambulo, depends on its
power to move, not to astonish. The flo-
rina in Lucia is not abstract decoration,
but the means whereby the heroine communes
with herself. "Caro nome" too is a dreamy
recollection of love, not an excuse for a fi-
nal burst of agility. Though Mespé handles
the florid passages with great skill and can
ascend with ease to F in altissimo, she sim-
ply doesn't have the right kind of voice for
psychological revelations, and without these
most of the music here is subverted.

Gianfranco Masini conducts in a style
only too familiar: He plods along listlessly,
so that the long Sonnambulo excerpt, for
example, seems endless. Because of a cut
after "Ahi non credo," there is an awk-
ward join, both psychologically and musi-
cally, between this and the joyful cabaletta.
"Ahi non giunge." The Lucia has been ben-
eft of supporting chorus and soloists. "Caro
nome" lacks the final reprise with its mag-
cal, long-held trill.

The recording sounds very bright. There
is some pre-echo. Texts and translations.

D.S.H.
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The Band—A hit that goes damned far.

This recording is easily the Band's best since "Music from Big Pink" was issued in 1968. And since the latter may be considered one of the top ten LPs ever made by a rock group, the arrival of "Northern Lights-Southern Cross" is an important event indeed.

During the years that have passed since "Big Pink" skyrocketed Bob Dylan's former backup band to national prominence, the Band has honed and polished its techniques. Its peculiar brand of country rock has become more distinctive and refined, novelty having been replaced by majesty. Robbie Robertson's song-writing has likewise improved. He composed the music and lyrics for all eight tunes on this album, and he did a fine job.

Best of all is "Acadian Driftwood." A folk tale about a French-Canadian family driven from its home and resettled in Louisiana, this historical vignette is poignant and deeply moving, yet without melodrama. Another song that ranks high is "Rags and Bones," a cityscape as seen through the eyes of a ragpicker. "Forbidden Fruit" is an up-tempo and very pleasing sermon on the subject of being satisfied with one's lot, and "It Makes No Difference" is as fine a love song as I have heard in some time. "Jupiter Hollow" is a dreamlike series of impressions set off in the composer's mind, apparently, by a glimpse of the northern lights. "Ring Your Bell" is an upbeat tune about an outlaw on the run, and "Ophelia" is a similarly up-tempo Chronicle of lost love. Finally, there is "Hobo Jungle," a downbeat, somewhat distressing account of a world where "nobody knows where they're going, but, at the same time, nobody's lost."

Throughout the LP, one encounters excellent musicianship, especially by Robertson on guitar and by the two keyboard players: Richard Manuel, who concentrates on piano and clarinet, and Garth Hudson, who favors organ and synthesizer. In all, "Northern Lights-Southern Cross" is a work of subtle magnificence that grows on the listener with each hearing. Like Babe Ruth, rock music strikes out a lot—but when it connects, the hit goes damned far.

M.J.

Tom Scott: New York Connection.

Tom Scott, reeds, synthesizer, arrangements, and most songs; Ralph MacDonald, percussion; Hugh McCracken and Eric Gale, guitars; Gary King, bass; Steve Gadd, drums; Richard Tee and Bob James, keyboards. Dirty Old Man; Midtown Rush; Uptown and Country; six more. [Tom Scott and Hank Cicalo, prod.] Ode SP 77033, $6.98. Tape: CS 77033, $7.98; ST 77033, $7.98.

From the sound of it, this is a rare project where everything went right. Tom Scott is often billed in the trades and tabloids as the boy wonder of the record business. I remember him as young, but I never remember him as a boy. He operated with the grownups almost from the beginning. At twenty-six, he has surpassed nearly everyone who does what he does, which is play all reeds, write, and orchestrate.

Scott worked for several years with a rhythm section called the L.A. Express, all of whose members soared extensively with Joni Mitchell, with Scott doing a great deal of the arranging. He decided to go to New York and record with the cream of that city's musicians (names listed above). The result is one of the fullest and most alive albums I've heard in years. Perhaps the reason is that everyone involved was asked to do the thing he does best and then allowed to do so.

After the basic tracks were recorded in New York, he and coproducer/engineer Hank Cicalo brought the tapes home to L.A., where he interwove an amazing array of colors—flutes, saxes, Lyricons, and other synthesizers. Scott did for himself what he has been doing for other people's albums

Explanation of symbols

* Exceptional recording

Recorded tape:
- Open Reel
- 8-Track Cartridge
- Cassette
for years: He sweetened, deepened, accentuated.

Among the highlights are Scott's tune, "Dirty Old Man"; "Uptown and Country," with slide guitar, harmonica, and other antics by Hugh McCracken; "Time and Love," by Tony Orlando and Donny Hathaway; "You're Gonna Need Me," by pianist Richard Tee, who plays it with amazing grace along with guitarist Eric Gale on bass and a smoking L.A. brass section.

Scott's last LP for Ode, "Tomcat," was a hit. Square that and you have the beginnings of this. Whether it will hit. only God and Tiny Tim know for sure, but this is one album about which it can be fairly said that the music is its own satisfaction. Applause to Scott, Cicalo, and the family. M.A.

Supertramp: Crisis? What Crisis? Roger Hodgson, vocals, guitars, and keyboards; Bob C. Benberg, drums and percussion; Dougie Thomson, bass; John Anthony Hellwell, wind instruments and vocals; Richard Davies, vocals and keyboards. Easy Does It; Sister Moonshine; Ain't Nobody but Me; seven more. [Ken Scott and Supertramp, prod.] A&M SP 4560. $6.98. Tape: CS 4560. $7.98; BT 4560. $7.98.

"Crime of the Century," last year's Supertramp debut LP, brought to these shores a music of an English group with a top artistic and commercial reputation. That disc proved an intriguing but uneven demonstration of the band's ability to bring to life the mundane experiences and far more vivid fantasies of a group of prototypical English youths. However, along with an American tour last winter, it won the rock quartet a goodly number of devoted fans.

"Crisis? What Crisis?" the follow-up LP, will solidify Supertramp's reputation. It is a totally entrancing recording that puts on display dazzling virtuosity accompanied by honest musicianship. All of the numbers are composed by group members Roger Hodgson and Richard Davies, but each is written in a different style. Folk rock rubs shoulders with electric rock blues, and ballads exist side by side with rock anthems. With provocative lyrics and a gift for melody, Supertramp has been able to create a disc to be enjoyed as well as analyzed. The mind reels—and in this case it's a sensation that one will find thoroughly delightful. H.E.

Dionne Warwick: Track of the Cat. Dionne Warwick, vocals; rhythm, strings, horns, and vocal accompaniment arranged by Thom Bell. His House and Me. Jealousy, Once You Hit the Road, five more. [Tom Bell, prod.] Warner Bros. BS 2983, $6.98. Tape: CS 2893, $7.97; M8P 2893. $7.97.

I listen to this album, and I hear irony. Dionne Warwick, as we all know, became famous alongside Burt Bacharach and Hal David, functioning brilliantly as their demo singer. She did other things well, but her real impact was her purity with their songs.

Time passed. The charming tightness of the Bacharach/David style lost favor. Indeed, what major force in pop music ever dated faster? Warwicke too lost momentum. There followed a long searching period for her, testing new material and attitudes. Every hustling producer in the business was sure he could make her hit again, but none did.

Meanwhile back in Philadelphia, Thom Bell, a man of low profile and high output, was producing an endless string of hits for groups such as the Spinners and the Stylistics. (His excellent songwriting partner is Linda Creed.) Nobody understands the record medium or pop-r&b-crossover songwriting any better than Bell. Many of his songs bear a resemblance to Bacharach-David material. It is as if he caught the essence—the catchiness—but loosened the rigid time concepts. There is no dancing to Bacharach, and record buyers like to dance. Thus the irony—that this long-time distinguished representative of the best of black pop music should be the man to extend a familiar but limited white style. I rush to add that this view comes from a reviewer's eye. Thom Bell is a leader, not a follower, and there is no one like him in our business.

Warwick's first outing (and hit) with Bell was "Then Came Love," in which she shared the stage with the Spinners, whose lead singer deferred to her with the utmost graciousness. The Spinners don't need help in making their long string of Bell-inspired hits. Here at last is Warwick's own album with Bell at the helm, "Track of the Cat" as well planned and executed as all of his others. Warwick flourishes under strong leadership, singing with precision and conviction. Several tracks are receiving air play, and all are good.

The recording is a prize example of what it is, and that says a great deal for all involved. M.A.

Paul Williams: Ordinary Fool. Paul Williams, vocals, keyboards, horns, strings, and rhythm accompaniment. Flash; Lifeboat; Lone Star. seven more. [Paul Williams, prod.] A&M SP 4550. $6.98. Tape: CS 4550. $7.98; BT 4550. $7.98.

During the past few years, this elfin, whimsical, and extremely talented composer/performer has succeeded in creating a slew of hit tunes, while also developing for himself a substantial following as a recording and concert artist, film composer, TV personality, and actor. "Ordinary Fool." Paul Williams' latest recorded outing, will not only please those fans, but inevitably win him more.

The disc contains nine compositions, including "Lonely Hearts," the theme from Duty of the Locust; "Old Souls" from Phantom of the Paradise; and "Ordinary Fool," which will be heard in the forthcoming Buzzy Muddle. Six of the songs were written by Williams alone, three with partners. Each is a carefully produced and well-sung

Critics' Choice

The best pop records reviewed in recent months

BARRY MANILOW: Tryin' to Get the Feeling. ARISTA AL 4060. Feb.
MIKLÓS RÓZSA Conducts His Great Film Music. POLYDOR SUPER 2383 327. Jan.
TINA TURNER: Acid Queen. UNITED ARTISTS LA 495. Dec.
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specimen of the art of commercial songwriting. "Flash," as basic as basic can be, is an irresistible rhythmic excursion; it could easily climb to the top of the pop charts.

Ordinary? A fool? Paul Williams is neither. What is he, then? The best answer I can come up with is: a gold mine.

H.E.

**The Chieftains:** The Chieftains 5. Paddy Moloney, uilleann pipes and tin whistle; Sean Potts, tin whistle; Michael Tubridy, flute, concertina, and tin whistle; Sean Keane and Martin Fay, fiddles; Derek Bell, harp, oboe, and timpan; Peadar Mercier, bodhran and bones; Ronnie McShane, bones. *The Timpan Reel; Give Me Your Hand; Three Kenny Polkas; Breton Music; The Chieftains' Knock on the Door; The Robbers' Glen; The Goose and Bright Love: The Humours of Carolan; Summertime, Summertime; Kerry Sides.* [Paddy Moloney, prod.] ISLAND LP 9334, $6.98.

When the average American thinks of Irish music, he most likely thinks of the Clancy Brothers. The Chieftains, however, are recognized in Ireland as being among the finest purveyors of traditional Irish music. The group made up primarily of former workers in the Dublin post office, has been at it for better than a decade but only now is coming to attention in the U.S. "The Chieftains 5" (fifth LP, that is: there are seven men in the band) is a masterpiece of Celtic gaiety. The Chieftains play such instruments as the bodhrán (a drum made by stretching goatskin over a round frame, rubbing it with dung, and curing it in the sun) and the traditional uilleann pipes, the Irish version of bagpipes. The songs are newly composed, by piper Paddy Moloney, but of traditional form and intent.

As with all folk music from the British Isles, there is that charming and undeniable harking back to the medieval and baroque, especially as played on fiddle and pipes. "The Robbers' Glen" is evocative of the times when nomadic Gaelic tribes were, according to the liner notes, "so incomprehensible to the orderly English" they were considered "as if they had no existence, and as if the whole period was a dream." "Summertime, Summertime" changes color and texture "as it depicts the changing of seasons from spring through fall. This is instrumental music seriously played but containing all the humor and good feeling of the Irish.

M.J.

**CAYENNE.** Ajay Avery, vocals, drums, and percussion; John Dupree, bass; Clair Louis Hinton, vocals, guitars, banjo, harmonica, and percussion; John Salz, vocals, guitars, piano, and percussion. *Make Your Move: Just What You Do; Timbuktu; seven more.* [Rick Stanley and Cayenne, prod.] BUCKSWORTH BR 01, $6.98.

Cayenne is the house band at Rainbow Cattle Company, a San Francisco gay bar whose patrons usually dress as cowboys. These customers will find the group's appeal appropriately matched by its music: folk rock that is spirited, melodic, and rhythmic. Indeed, all the ingredients on this disc blend together to produce a listening experience that is a delight.

I don't know what Cayenne plans to do with its career, but this disc—properly distributed and publicized—could and should earn a fair degree of national attention. H.E.

**Rita Coolidge:** It's Only Love. Rita Coolidge, vocals; rhythm, orchestral, and vocal accompaniment. *Born to Love Me; I Wanted It All; Am I Blue; seven more.* [David Anderle, prod.] A&M SP 4531, $6.98. Tape: CR CON 4531, $7.98; BT 4531, $7.98.

Rita Coolidge is one of those interesting people who have had an extensive recording career and no hits. It's not supposed to go that way, but sometimes it does.

I first heard of her when she toured as a member of Joe Cocker's Mad Dogs and Englishmen tour. Soon she went on her own for A&M. Later she married Kris Kristofferson and quietly receded into the background of his performing career. She sounds very much the same now as she always has: a lovely lady with a dependable, lovely voice, simple and true to her material.

This album is really a combination of two projects, both of which work well enough. Most of the tracks are in the straight pop format, but two are from the past, "Mean to Me" and "Am I Blue," accompanied in fine fettle by Barbara Carroll, Chuck Domanico (he sounds particularly wonderful when he plays in this style), and Colin Bailey. Coolidge sounds exactly the same on all tunes, regardless of roots—pure and spaced out.

The more I write the more I can't find anything wrong. What I can't do is care. M.A.


MFSB: Philadelphia Freedom. MFSB, all instrumental. Zach's Fanfare #2; Get Down with the Philly Sound; Philadelphia Freedom; eight more. [Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff, prod.] PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL PZ 33845, $6.98. Tape: CR PZ 33845, $7.98; CR PZA 33845, $7.98

**The O'Jays:** Family Reunion. The O'Jays, vocals; instrumental accompaniment. *Unity; Family Reunion; You and Me; four more.* [Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff, prod.] PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL PZ 33807, $6.98. Tape: CR PZ 33807, $7.98; CR PZA 33807, $7.98.

Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes, MFSB, and the O'Jays are all prime examples of the ascendancy of the "Philadelphia sound" as the nation's most popular rhythm-and-blues music. Created by producers Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff, this sound is creamy soul music, polished yet full of sprightly rhythms, equally satisfying as either listening or dancing music. However, these three discs—all successful, though uneven in quality—demonstrate that too much of the Philly sound can be wearisome.

"Wake Up Everybody" delivers an utterly compelling title track; Harold Melvin, one of the most persuasive R&B singers around, pours gallons of feeling into the inspirational lyric. The instrumental group MFSB, in its "Philadelphia Freedom" LP, produces a lively dance hit in "The Zip." The O'Jays trio has a big, big hit: "I Love Music," another up-tempo exhortation. But then the recordings disintegrate into dreariness, and one is left with endless repititions of the Gamble-Huff formula.

H.E.

**Ringo Starr:** Blast from Your Past, Ringo Starr, drums and vocals; vocal and instrumental accompaniment. *You're Sixteen: No No Song; It Don't Come Easy; Photograph; Back off Boogaloo; Only You (And You Alone); Beaucous of Blues; On My Way; Early 1970; I'm the Greatest.* [Richard Perry, George Harrison, and Pete Drake, prod.] APPLE SW 3422, $6.98. Tape: CR 4WX 3422, $7.98; CR 8WX 3422, $7.98.

Watch for our outsized 25th ANNIVERSARY ISSUE (April) marking a quarter-century of hi-fi and High Fidelity.
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**High Fidelity Magazine**
This single-disc compilation of tracks from Ringo Starr's several solo albums underscores just how much that man has given the world of popular music. While other ex-Beatles have cornered the market on head- lines, Ringo has provided a great amount of lighthearted, happy music. Songs like "You're Sixteen," "No No Song," "Oh My My," and "I'm the Greatest" cannot be taken too seriously, but they are a lot of fun. "Photograph" contains George Harrison's worthy lyric of lost love, although it's presented in such an up-tempo, offhand manner that it sounds to the casual listener like just another fun song.

The only low points on this album are when Ringo gets too campy. In the old 1955-56 Platters song "Only You" and in the country tune "Beaucous of Blues," his normally cheerful singing bogs down in bathos.

Some producers churn out product as fast as it comes their way, and that is their security. Others wait, however long or uncomfortably, until they feel that special click with an artist.

Mentor Williams seems to fit in the second category. He must have felt that special few knowing a few years ago with Dobie Gray, whose hit "Drift Away" he both wrote and produced. Since that happy cresting, Williams has not been inactive, but he has kept a low profile. Now here he comes again, laying it all on the line for singer/writer Kim Carnes. She is every bit the talent that Gray is; though the similarity ends there.

As a new performer, Carnes is in competition with a scattering of attractive ladies awaiting their slot. Patti Dahlstrom, pretty and talented but too dark and unhappy so far; Harriet Schock, who wrote "No Way to Treat a Lady" but can't yet relax into artist status; Chi Coltrane, another good near miss (as yet). The list is long. Kim Carnes stands out. For one thing, her songs, co-written with Dave Ellington, for the most part, are not just strong, but consistently so. And they are clear enough to get cover records. Carnes' voice is husky, easily contemporary rather than working at it.

Throw away all those credentials and she still has what counts most: that clear and shining presence, that X factor that breaks so many hearts for. Nobody knows for sure if a new artist has this mysterious presence until the album is made—that truth is the core of this horse race.

At any rate, Mentor Williams' intuition, luck, and considerable skill have provided Ms. Carnes with a distinguished stage for her recording debut. The album mix is fine, but a little too hot for my taste. The acoustic piano in particular is overblown and often too far out in front.

**KIM CARNES:** Kim Carnes, vocals and keyboards; rhythm, strings, and vocal accompaniment. Bad Seed; Nothing Makes Me Feel As Good As a Love Song; Good Old Days; eight more. [Mentor Williams, prod.] A&M SP 4548, $6.98. Tape: CS 4548, $7.98; 8T 4549, $7.98.

Some producers churn out product as fast as it comes their way, and that is their security. Others wait, however long or uncomfortably, until they feel that special click with an artist.

Mentor Williams seems to fit in the second category. He must have felt that special few knowing a few years ago with Dobie Gray, whose hit "Drift Away" he both wrote and produced. Since that happy cresting, Williams has not been inactive, but he has kept a low profile. Now here he comes again, laying it all on the line for singer/writer Kim Carnes. She is every bit the talent that Gray is; though the similarity ends there.

As a new performer, Carnes is in competition with a scattering of attractive ladies awaiting their slot. Patti Dahlstrom, pretty and talented but too dark and unhappy so far; Harriet Schock, who wrote "No Way to Treat a Lady" but can't yet relax into artist status; Chi Coltrane, another good near miss (as yet). The list is long. Kim Carnes stands out. For one thing, her songs, co-written with Dave Ellington, for the most part, are not just strong, but consistently so. And they are clear enough to get cover records. Carnes' voice is husky, easily contemporary rather than working at it.

Throw away all those credentials and she still has what counts most: that clear and shining presence, that X factor that breaks so many hearts for. Nobody knows for sure if a new artist has this mysterious presence until the album is made—that truth is the core of this horse race.

At any rate, Mentor Williams' intuition, luck, and considerable skill have provided Ms. Carnes with a distinguished stage for her recording debut. The album mix is fine, but a little too hot for my taste. The acoustic piano in particular is overblown and often too far out in front. **M.A.**

**MELANIE:** Sunset and Other Beginnings, Melanie Sarks, guitar and vocals; vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Perceive It; I've Got My Mojo Working; Loving My Children; Almost Like Being in Love; What Do I Keep; Afraid of the Dark; Where's the Band; You Can't Hurry Love; Sandman; People Are Just Getting Ready; Dream Seller; The Sun and the Moon. [Peter Schekeryk, prod.] NEIGHBORHOD NL 3001, $5.98.

Melanie as an interpreter and Melanie as a singer of her own compositions are two entirely different and quite unequal things. Though she has, on occasion, written a worthy song, most of her compositions are a bit on the dull side—pretty impressions words strung together because they roll nicely from the tongue, regardless of whether they mean anything. On the other hand, Melanie's versions of music written by others have often been brilliant. Her "Carolina in My Mind" is a classic, and nobody has touched Phil Ochs's "The Chords of Fame" and Randy Newman's "I Think It's Going to Rain Today" in the exquisite manner she has.

On "Sunset and Other Beginnings," this gap is perfectly apparent. True, by recording Lerner and Loewe's "Almost Like Being in Love" and even Holland-Drazier-Holland's "You Can't Hurry Love," she is putting her own work in with some pretty fancy company. In no way does her songs measure up to the company they keep. "Perceive It" is interesting and "The Sun and the Moon" pleasantly tragic, but they are no more than vehicles for her very expressive voice. She has employed better vehicles in the past and, in fact, does on other cuts on this LP. Melanie should consider doing so more often. **M.J.**

**DONNA SUMMER:** Love to Love You Baby. Donna Summer, vocals, string and horn accompaniment; Mike Thatcher, arr. Full of Emptiness; Love to Love You Baby; Pandora's Box; four more. [Peter Bellotte, prod.] OASIS OCLP 5003, $6.98.

Donna Summer is one of those Americans who had to go to Europe to find success in music. She is already hot there, and the single from this set, "Love to Love You Baby," is getting hotter by the day in the U.S. charts. Summer is a singer of huge
range and talent. She sings high and low, loud and soft, laid back and front out, and through it all she maintains her sweetness.

The title track, nearly seventeen minutes long, takes us all of Side 1. (There is a shortened version for radio.) It is built on the currently popular disc mode—continued repetitions of the title line and little else for lyric, plus convincing sounds of a woman making love. All of this built primarily around one repeated chord in a pocket groove, featuring harmonic interludes, strings, an annoyingly polite bass solo, and various other production values in vogue. It works, and it hurts.

But Side 2 tells another story. All five songs were written by producer Pete Bellotte and one of the two keyboard players, Giorgio Moroder (he was also the mixdown engineer, and the sound is gorgeous). They are tedious, stiff, and stiffly played, with blunt and limited harmonies. I have rarely heard less pretentious five times in a row. (The fifth is a reprise of the first.) Donna Summer sings beautifully throughout, but her work has almost nothing to do with the songs. "Full of Emptiness" is a tragic-type lyric crooned lightly. "Need-a-Man Blues" is another kind of tragedy, sung with out-of-place sauciness.

The obvious intent is to sell Summer for sexy, and from the album photos it is clear that she is beautiful. But she doesn't make it as a torch singer—she has no bitterness, no desperation, no dark passion. She only sounds true when she's having fun, on the hit side.

Recorded in Germany, the disc has the uncommonly good sound we have come to expect from that country's best studios. But good sound doesn't make good music. The rhythm section is tense and dull and dated. It has none of the free flow of the best American rhythm sections. I would love to hear this lady record with any number of fine producers closer to home. It would not be hard to find material to fit her essence, instead of boxing her in inferior material.

Welcome to Donna Summer, a lady with a bright future.

M.A.

Among Blue's compositions, "Hollywood Babies" attempts to break out of the romantic mold but does so by painting a picture of Hollywood decadence, as if another statement on that subject could possibly be useful. "23 Days #2" is an interesting if gloomy look at the life of a woman, and "Where Did It Go" is confusing enough to hold one's attention for a little while.

M.J.

**Farewell My Lovely.** Original film soundtrack recording. Composed and conducted by David Shire. [David Shire, prod.] UNITED ARTISTS UA-556-G, $6.98.

This is David Shire's first soundtrack album. Fortunately, it will not be his last—a Hindenburg disc is forthcoming on MCA. Anyone who has seen such pictures as The Conversation (the music for which is entirely solo piano) or The Taking of Pelham 123 cannot help but have been affected, even if on an unconscious level, by the moodiness of Shire's inventive scoring.

His dimly lit night-jazz for Dick Richard's Farewell My Lovely continues this excellence. In fact, it must be considered one of 1975's outstanding film scores, both for the depth it adds to the movie and for the sheer quality of the music as heard on this disc, which presents even more than is heard in the film. For starters, Shire has come up with a Philip Marlowe theme that, while certainly suggesting the Thirties setting so well recaptured by the film, has a definite Sixties-Seventies blues feeling. A
"The Sony TC-756 set new records for performance of home tape decks."

(Stereo Review, February, 1975)

Hirsch-Houck Laboratories further noted, "The dynamic range, distortion, flutter and frequency-response performance are so far beyond the limitations of conventional program material that its virtues can hardly be appreciated."

The Sony TC-756-2 features a closed loop dual capstan tape drive system that reduces wow and flutter to a minimum of 0.03% logic controlled transport functions that permit the leather-touch control buttons to be operated in any sequence, at any time without spilling or damaging tape; an AC servo control capstan motor and an eight-pole induction motor for each of the two reels; a record equalization selector switch for maximum record and playback characteristics with either normal or special tapes; mic attenuators that eliminate distortion caused by overdriving the microphone pre-amplifier stage when using sensitive condenser mics; tape/source monitoring switches that allow instantaneous comparison of program source to the actual recording; a mechanical memory capability that allows the machine to turn itself on and off automatically for unattended recording.

In addition, the TC-756-2 offers 15 and 7 1/2 ips tape speeds: Ferrite & Ferrite 2-track/2-channel stereo three-head configuration; and symphase recording that allows you to record FM matrix or SQ 4-channel sources for playback through a decoder-equipped 4-channel amplifier with virtually non-existent phase differences between channels.

The Sony TC-756-2 is representative of the prestigious Sony 700 Series—the five best three-motor 10 1/2-inch reel home tape decks that Sony has ever engineered. See the entire Sony 700 Series now at your nearest Superscope dealer starting at $899.95.

*SONY* Brought to you by *SUPERSCOPE.*

---

*SO is a trademark of CBS, Inc. ©1976 Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer.
more high-pitched, sireny "Velma" theme likewise probes deeply into the listener/spectator's emotions. And there are brief moments when the music has an almost fairy-tale sadness, slightly recalling Brian Easdale's exceptional ballet for The Red Shoes. Throughout, Shire uses his orchestra with great skill, with some striking highlighting of certain themes in the solo winds.

He also travels widely between a couple of nicely orchestrated period numbers and some ultramodern string and percussion sounds, with one stop for some vintage but thoroughly classy action music ("Take Me to Your Lido"). The success of these diverse styles, particularly the rather avant-garde ones, proves a rather interesting point: Because of the more abstract function it plays, film music need not necessarily relate to the specific time reality of the film. There is, in fact, a haunting timelessness to David Shire's scores, and, if they work especially well in their movies, it is because they suggest the broadest, rather than the most limiting, implications of the cinematic situations. Fossweil My Lovely is a perfect example of this. The excellent performances and sound are an extra bonus here.

R.S.B.

PSYCHO: THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR. Original film scores by Bernard Herrmann. For an essay review, see page 75.

You don't need to be a physicist to appreciate the difference between all other loudspeakers and the new ESS Heil air-motion transformer bookshelf system.

There are many bookshelf speaker systems in the market today and it is often difficult to tell them apart. No matter what type of speaker is used, they all move air in the same old way. Not the ESS amt 1a bookshelf. Take off the grille. You can see the difference. Listen to the speaker. You can hear the difference. The difference is the Heil air-motion transformer.

Instead of merely pushing air, the Heil air-motion transformer actually accelerates it by squeezing it, thus effecting the most efficient conversion of electrical signal to air movement by any device known. Five times faster. Result: superior sound reproduction that the ear is believing. Listen to the ESS amt 1a bookshelf. Compare this new Heil air motion transformer system to any conventional loudspeaker system. YOUR EARS WILL APPRECIATE THE DIFFERENCE.

Call toll free for the ESS dealer nearest you.

(800) 447-4700
(In Illinois call 800-327-4400)


Recorded live at the opera house in Köln (Cologne), Germany, in January 1975. Keith Jarrett's "Köln Concert" is a multifaceted set of improvisations whose soul-jazz riffs reach out in mind-blowingly diverse directions embracing styles both classical and non-Western. Indeed, Jarrett's supplie, multitempered, and highly accented keyboard meditations in many ways parallel the cyclical, spiraling structures of Indian ragas in improvisations rather than the more linear movement of even the most freeform "traditional" Western music. Toward the end of Part 1, he often repeats a kind of downward strum that definitely brings a sitar to mind. This Indian effect is felt most forcefully in the opening halves of Part 1 and of Parts 2-A and B. In each case Jarrett sets up a harmonic base that is not so much a point of modulation and return as it is a constant. Granted, the harmonic obsessiveness of Part 1 lies in its rocking up-a-major-second, down-a-major-second shifts rather than in a single drone (while the repeated D of Part 2's opening does give such a drone effect). Of course, Jarrett is not trying to sound like any one thing. Nonetheless, without the non-Western transparency and temporal cycism he creates throughout, such devices as the step-up, step-down quasimodula-

CIRCLE 37 ON READER-SERVICE CARD →
Recently a panel of independent test engineers rated 22 cassette machines from all over the world for the German technical journal "Hi-Fi Stereophonie."

They checked 7 key specifications: Hum, Hiss, Distortion, Frequency response, Head adjustment, Wow & Flutter, Speed stability.

They gave their top rating for best recording and playback performance to the Tandberg TCD-310. We don't like to use superlatives in describing our equipment. But then what do you call the machine that beat the best?

Here are some of the many features that make TCD-310 so outstanding:

- Three motors: One hysteresis synchronous drive motor for constant and accurate speed; two servo-controlled direct drive DC spooling motors.
- Excellent signal to hum ratio. (Unweighted signal/noise.)
- Expanded range peak-reading meters that accurately read your recording and warn you about distortion before it happens.
- Two flywheels and dual capstan closed-loop tape drive for absolute stability and tape guidance.
- Guaranteed performance, 2 year warranty.

We believe TCD-310 can produce the quietest cassette recordings in the industry. Ask your dealer for a demonstration of TCD-310 and all the other fine Tandberg equipment.

We think you'll give Tandberg your top rating too.
The Contrara Group of loudspeakers provides that appreciation.

If you enjoy your music and quality craftsmanship, you'll enjoy the Contrara Group. It's a tribute to your sensitivity.

Write us for additional information and we'll send you a booklet on appreciation.

Jennings Research Inc. 64 N. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91103
Canadian Distributors THE AUDIO GROUP INC. Ontaria, Canada, for name of the nearest dealer, call 818-647-4797. In Illinois, call 606-322-4400.

Jazz Interactions, the New York organization that presents, supports, and helps to create jazz musicians, commissioned Thad Jones to compose this musical recollection of Louis Armstrong for a concert in 1971. Recorded in 1972 (except for "The Farewell," which was re-recorded in 1975), the suite was finally released late last year. One

For Byrd, the presence of Adderley's cornet provides a change of pace and sound that penetrates the obviousness of the old guitar-led trios and quartets. In fact, the two pieces played by the old Byrd formation—without Adderley—are unexciting as compared with those performed with Adderley.

Not to go overboard, even Nat's contribution does not rescue the selections on the second side of the disc. So it would appear that more imagination and better judgment are required in producing an effective Charlie Byrd or Nat Adderley record. J.S.W.


cannot imagine why there has been such hesitancy about getting it out. It is the most completely realized work, both in creation and performance, that the Jones-Lewis band has produced.

Jones has not reached for the obvious, simplistic reflections of Armstrong—nothing of his music, nothing of his style. Instead, he has written his impressions of the man and the situations and background that produced him. Originally the suite consisted of three sections: an exposition on Armstrong's universality, a statement expressing his directness and musical honesty, and a farewell that becomes a joyous New Orleans funeral. For the recording, three sections were added, all an outgrowth of the funeral setting and including an exquisite expression of pensive peacefulness, "Only for Now," played primarily by Jones. For all the skill and imagination that have gone into the full suite, the most interesting segment of the record is a wild card, thrown in to fill out the first side: "Toledo by Candlelight," part of an unfinished suite that Gary McFarland was writing for the Jones-Lewis band at the time of his death. It has the body and the fascinating angularity that are typical of McFarland, a gusy quality that extends from Jerry Dodgion's wry opening on soprano saxophone to thickly textured, insistent ensembles that chum up a surprising variety of emotional reactions. The addition of this piece in no way diminishes the effect of "Suite for Pops," that stands on its own, but rather balances it with a taste of some totally different sounds.

J.W.

THE NEW PAUL WHITEMAN ORCHESTRA. Duncan Campbell, Freddy Staff, Tommy McQuater, and Richard Sudhalter, trumpets; Nat Peck, Harry Roche, Rick Kennedy, and Keith Nichols, trombones; Harry Smith, Al Baum, Harry Gold, Graham Lyons, Derek Guttridge, Ken Poole, Paul Nossiter, and John R. T. Davies, reeds; Reg Leopold, John Kirkland, Louis Harris, Kelly Isaacs, Bill Red, and George Hurley, violins; Pat Dodd, piano; George Elliott, guitar and banjo; Peter Ind, basses; Martin Fry, tuba; Jack Cummings, drums; Chris Ellis, vocals; Alan Cohen, cond. Back in Your Own Backyard; Louisiana; Reaching for Someone; nine more. Monmouth Evergreen 7074, $6.98.

As we have found out during the twenty or thirty years of re-recordings of the arrangements of the Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, and Benny Goodman bands, nothing is served by the perpetuation of performances that are already on disc. So why these Paul Whiteman reifications?

Well, recording conditions have changed. As has the music. But the most important thing is the man behind the music, Paul Whiteman. There is no question that the music he directed, and the music he arranged, were among the greatest of all jazz and ragtime music. And so the music deserves a new hearing.

Carly Simon: The Best. Elektra TE 1048, $6.98. Tape: • TCS 1048, $7.97; • ET 1048, $7.95.

For anyone who may have just returned from a long stay on Mars, this collection is a way to catch up on one of the better talents of the past few years.

M.A.


In its LP debut, Boston's most popular local band proves that it can create enough pulsating rhythm and good cheer to satisfy rock fans all over the country.

H.E.

THE SYLISTICS: You Are Beautiful. Avco AV 69010, $6.98. Tape: • CAS 69010, $7.98; • B 8TC 69010, $7.98.

Arranged and conducted by Van McCoy, "You Are Beautiful" is as much to be danced to as listened to. The Stylistics, a soft-voiced but rhythmic rhythm-and-blues quintet, has never been shown to better advantage.

H.E.

LINDA LEWIS: Not a Little Girl Anymore. ARISTA AL 4047, $6.98.

Female soul singing, most of it in a range only dogs can hear. A good tweeter-tester.

M.J.

BACK STREET CRAWLER: The Band Plays On. Argo SD 36-125, $6.98. Tape: • CS 36-125, $7.97; • TP 36-125, $7.97.

This English rock quintet, featuring former Free member Paul Kossoff, creates music that is alternately predictable and challenging. One hopes that a skilled producer, rather than the group itself, will produce Back Street Crawler's second LP; then the wheat might be sifted from the chaff.

H.E.

DAVID WERNER: Imagination Quota. RCA APL 1-0922, $6.98. Tape: • APK 1-0922, $7.95; • APS 1-0922, $7.95.

On his second LP, David Werner has begun to shed the David Bowie influence and develop a quirky musical identity of his own. However, the Bowie sound and approach remain scattered throughout this disc.

H.E.

PERRY COMO: Just Out of Reach. RCA APL 1-0863, $6.98. Tape: • APK 1-0863, $7.95; • APS 1-0863, $7.95; • APD 1-0863 (Quadradisc), $7.98; APT 1-0863 (8-cartridge), $7.95.

Perry Como has been famous all my life, and he still makes me feel good. Tight, orderly production by Chet Atkins, and some quiet and wonderfully written material. I love this man's singing.

M.A.
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for sale


BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%. You can assemble your own high quality, multi-element stereo speakers in a few hours and save up to half the cost of comparable speakers. Send for our free 32-page catalog of speaker kits, raw speakers and accessories. SPEAKERLAB, Dept. HF-2, 5500-35th N.E., Seattle, Wash. 98105.

ULTIMATE—“LIVE”—Operatic, Symphonic—Reel & Cassette Bargains! BOX 1101. WOODHAVEN, N.Y. 11421.

CANADIAN DISCOUNT CATALOG. NAME BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT, CALCULATORS, CB Gear, Parts, Furniture, Factory close-outs, and dumps. Rush $1.00. ETCO-HF, 521 5th Ave., N.Y. 10017

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP’s and pre-recorded tapes. Catalog $1.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.


FRESH SCOTCH L/O 10 1/2” 3600’ METAL REEL $5. For $35.00. Sound, POB 88338, Atlanta, Ga 30338.

SAVE 50% ON CONSTRUCTION SPEAKERS AND SAVE MONEY. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG AND INSTRUCTIONS. SPEAKERKIT, Box 12H, Menomonee, Wis 54751.

AUDIOPHILES WANTED! Put your knowledge to use, earn an excellent spare time income. We need campus representatives to sell brand name stereo equipment at substantial discounts in your area. No investment necessary. For information and application please write ABCO, Dept. CR, 915 Grand Avenue, New Haven, Conn. 06511.

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%.

PHOTO: High Fidelity's Classified Advertising Department.

HIG FIDELITY

130 East 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10022 Phone: (212) 581-7777

Michael Littleford, Classified Advertising Manager

Please run the following classified advertisement in the next available issue.

Name
Address
City State Zip
Telephone

RATE: For Regular and Display, see schedule above. *CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. Closing two months prior to issue.

100-CARD BIBLE GAME!! $1.00, ANYWHERE! BIBLE-GAMES, 5837 STEWART, SYLVA, OHIO 43560.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINES—ALL ISSUES. BEST OFFER.

SALE ON SACRED COWS—BOE, SAE, CAMBRIDGE, Sansui, Kenwood, Marantz, BIC, Dokorder, Sony, Thorede, Philips. Over 50 top brands. Write for quotes. SOUTHBOUND SOUND. P.O. Box 52508, Atlanta, Georgia 30305.

NO GIMIC! SAVE 50% on Dual, JBL, Marantz, Pioneer, Sony, others by applying fully legal purchasing methods. FREE details. Stereo Cost Cutters, Box 80148, Canton, Ohio 44711.

miscellaneous

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free catalog. All merchandise brand new and factory sealed. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. H, Box 69, Kenington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.


CONGRATULATIONS! You are now reading one of HIGH FIDELITY's best read pages! Use it yourself when you want to sell equipment, or a service, or want to let the avid music listener know about anything. High Fidelity Classified. 130 East 59th St., N.Y. 10022.

PROTECT YOUR RECORDS POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKETS 84 Roundbottom record sleeves 64 Poly lined paper sleeves 154 White jackets 354 Postage $1.25, Record Supply House, Hillburn, New York 10931.

SEARCHING? WRITE Discontinued RECORDS, 216 NORTH ROSE, BURBANK, California 91505.

RECORDING STUDIO ENGINEER CAREER! Degree not needed. Information 25¢, Attainment, Box 45333HF, Dallas, Texas 75235.

new equipment for sale

AUDIO COMPONENTS at guaranteed lowest prices. Specializing in PIONEER, MARantz, SANSUI, DUAL and SONY. Write for catalog on over 60 brands, including color televisions. DISCOUNT SOUND, 1616 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852.

High Fidelity Magazine
"BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND. Save Money! B & O. Cambridge, Decca, Golding, Gold Speakers, Jordan Watts, Kenwood, Lenco, Onkyo, Revox, Rogers, SME, Tandberg, Transcriptors, Wharfedale. Price and shipping list add $ each to include literature airmail. Goodwinds, the Broadway, Wood Green, London, N.22. 6DU Phone 888 007. Visiters Welcome."

35% to 55% DISCOUNT ON PROFESSIONAL GUITARS, Amplifiers, P.A. Systems Free Catalog Carvin, Escondido, Calif. 92025.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE of PENSACOLA, 3731 NAVY BOULEVARD, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32507.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36105.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, GA 30303.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 1030-3 CHEROKEE ROAD, Smyrna, GA 30080.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANA, 1468 BUDDHOF HIGHWAY, N.E., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30345.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 3164 PEACH TREE ROAD, N.E., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30305.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 4162 JONESBORO ROAD, ZAYRE CENTER, FOREST PARK, GEORGIA 30050.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 2769 LAKEWOOD AVENUE, S.W., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30319.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 4166 JONESBORO ROAD, ZAYRE CENTER, FOREST PARK, GEORGIA 30050.

IGNITIONS. HIGH ENERGY SYSTEMS. BROCHURE Labtronics, 3635H Hillsdale, Ypsilanti, MI 48197.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ST PETERSBURG, 815 PARK BOULEVARD, NORTH LARGO, FLORIDA.

DYNASTIKS, DYNASPREADERS—LOWEST PRICES IAD, IMF—Displayed Underground Hifi, 324B Broadwater Road, Arnold, Md. 21012 (301) 647-0919.

FORMULA 4 PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY TONE ARM only: 2¼ inch silicon dioxide: friction 8 to 50 grams, can express natural sound without 'listening fatiguing' enable all cartridges to reach their 'Linear Region' of best performance. Jewelled Unipivot friction below 0.005 gm Stylus/pivot 224 mm. Bias control, VTF 0.3 µ, Reduced record wear. Leaflet $1, deductible from purchase price. Including Armour Formula 4, Hauer Walker, Edgware, Middlessex H8 9TS England.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM, 123 ROE BUCK PLAZA, HARDWOODS, ALABAMA 35206.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ORLANDO, 1415 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ORLANDO, # 6 BELVEDERE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER, 1203 COLUMBIA DRIVE, DECATUR, GEORGIA 30032.
More Q-reel Grand Prix entries. Seekers of no plus ultra quadraphonic engineering and real-time reel-tape processing now are proffered two more luxury releases. Ambiphon's allied label, Sonar (Box 455, Kingsbridge Station, Bronx, New York 10463), decants old wine from new bottles in the archly named "Verry Merrie Olde Tyme Music"; QR 1120, Q-reel, $19.95. And Sonar has processed the "Winds of Alamar" program (QOD 7.5 DA101, Q-reel, $20; in Dolby-B, $25. Also 15-ips, 10½-inch reel, $40; Q-8 cartridge, $7.50) from Quadratrak (4114 Wexford Court, Kensington, Maryland 20795).

The Sonar Music Men's fifteen short, mostly Renaissance instrumental pieces will be familiar to specialists, but even they have never heard the music ring out as thrillingly as it does here. Yet it's sad that only five selections feature period instruments, for cornets and sackbutts never have been recorded as well before; while the modern instruments used elsewhere are just as vividly recorded, they are tonally anachronistic even when a tuba is not included. Nevertheless, purists must tolerate such gaffes for the privilege of hearing Farnaby's "Construe my meaning." Downland's "Can she excuse," and a Susato pavan brought back to gloriously vibrant life.

I leave it to experts in country-rock, if that's the Quadratrak program's genre, to evaluate its six pieces by the Iguana singers/players. But even I relished the jauntiness of Don Falk's "Happy One—Sad One," the imaginativeness of Budge Witherspoon's "Sailing Ships," and the fascinatingly novel (to me, anyway) timbres of the dumbo, pedal steel, Grill bass, Steel-O-Captor, Wexford bells, H.I.P. and Fender Rhodes pianos—all superbly captured in panoramic quadraphony by engineer Gene Eichelberger.

"Gone up with a merry noise." Exciting as such state-of-the-art demonstrations may be, there are more solid satisfactions in hearing old favorites endowed with appeals enhanced by techniques that never distract primary attention from the music itself. Current exemplars: Q-reel pioneer Vanguard's re-illuminations of Handel's Fireworks Music and the Mussorgsky-Ravel Pictures at an Exhibition (VSS 24 and 25 respectively, Dolby-B Q-reels, $12.95 each). It's probably the latter work that will win most attention since its quadraphony, while unexaggerated with only a few sound sources in back, so potently intensifies the dramatic power of Ravel's showpiece scoring. In stereo, this reading by Mackerras scarcely challenges those by Ansermet, Toscanini, et al., and the recording of the first-rate New Philharmonia performance may seem unduly reverberant. But everything is miraculously sea-changed in the expanded dimensions of quadraphony.

Yet for me there are even more rewarding miracles achieved by the somewhat more fully "surround" technology in Somary's straightforward performance of the Fireworks in its original oversize all-wind-and-percussion scoring. In mono or stereo, several earlier versions using the specified 24 oboes, 12 bassoons, etc., sounded far too raw, if not wholly grotesque, to most ears. Skillfully spread and balanced as the augmented English Chamber ensemble is here, the glorious music not only makes a truly glorious noise, but evokes a festival exhilaration surely unmatched in all the years since the composer's own memorably spectacular 1749 performance in London's Green Park.

Ragtime redivivus: second wind. Quadraphony as such is only one of many attractions in the British tribute to Scott Joplin, the recording of The Prodigal Son ballet (re-titled The Entertainer for better domestic pull) imaginatively scored and idiomatically played by Grant Hossack with the London Festival Ballet Orchestra: Columbia MAQ 33185, Dolby-B Q-8 cartridge, $7.98; stereo cartridge/cartridge editions, $7.98 each. In this ineluctably delectable work the tunes are Joplin's best, including many unfamiliar ones, and the scoring is concerto-grosso-like for solo piano, small jazz band, and symphony orchestra. The recording, with some back sources as well as ambience, is well-nigh ideally airborne.

The lasting vitality of the Joplin revival also is demonstrated by continued pianistic delving into this quintessentially American repertory. First honors go once again to pioneer Joshua Rifkin, whose Vols. 1 and 2 are combined in the Nonesuch/Advent F 1042, Dolby-B double-play cassette, $7.95. His lead evidently has inspired Dick Hyman to comparably lifting and lyrical versions—at least if Hyman's five-disc set of the complete Joplin piano ragas may be judged by the sixteen "Classic Rag" exemplars in RCA Red Seal ARK/ARS 1-1257, cassette/cartridge, $7.95 each. But Hyman is not given the warmer ambience of the Nonesuch recording or the noiseless surfaces of the deluxe Advent tape processing. And while, Roger Shields enjoys the benefits of Dolby-B quieting in his collection of rags by Joplin, Lamb, Scott, Matthews, and others (SMG/Vox CT 146, $5.98), he plays in stiffer barroom style with more brittle recorded tonal qualities. But there's still lots of lusty musical fun here.

Musical fat/lean extremes. No omnivorous audiophile ever lacks considerable variety, but few of his listening contrasts are likely to be as drastically polarized as those I've just experienced in hearing two versions of perhaps the most uninhibitedly romantic of all symphonies, Rachmaninoff's Second, immediately followed by the four little Mozart quartets for flute and strings. If you're willing to risk auditory schizophrenia, go to it too!

But you'll be much safer sticking to—temporarily at least—either romanticism or rococoism alone. For the former, Previn's your best choice, since his new London Symphony version (complete this time) prodigally spares nothing in either emotional or sonic riches: Angel 4XS/4XS 36964, cassette/cartridge, $7.98 each. Ormandy, whose speciality this Rachmaninoff warhorse long has been, also uses the uncut score for the first time, but now he seems to have lost genuine personal interest in the work, for there is unexpected perfunctoriness in both his present reading and the Philadelphia's recorded performance: RCA Red Seal ARK/ARS 1-1150, cassette/cartridge, $7.95 each.

Mozart himself was perfunctory in only partially filling a Dutchman's commission for a batch of flute works, among them three of the four quartets played with well-nigh ideal grace by William Bennett and the Grumiaux Trio and recorded to airy perfection in Philips 7300 401. Dolby-B cassette, $7.98. But light, fluffy, and mercifully evanescent as the music may be, it still has some of Mozart's unique magic. In any case, what a relief, after the storm of Rachmaninoffian passion, to bask in Mozartean sunshine!
You make a tape with time and thought. Carefully chosen selections recorded in the sequence that most pleases you. The musical coherence and perception is yours, a personal expression. And when the time is right to share that experience with someone you care for, having to stop and turn the tape over can break the mood you worked to create. Interruptions like that don’t happen with the A-4300. You can enjoy continuous music on both sides of a tape with the automatic reverse function. And with automatic repeat, a favorite tape will play as long as you like. Whether you want the music up front or in the background, the A-4300 can give you solid music for the better part of an evening.

when you don’t want the music to stop

TEAC A-4300
Marantz Stereo Cassette Decks...

3-1/2-inch professional VU meters with peak LED overload and lighted function indicators. Exceptionally large, readable VU panel features special Light Emitting Diodes that illuminate when recorder is overdriven by a high level signal. Illuminated function indicators tell you at a glance which function is in operation.

Marantz 5420 Top Loading Deck with Dolby (The enclosures for these units are constructed of plywood, finished in real walnut veneer).
the decks that live up to their name.

Built-in Dolby® System that works with built-in mixing console; also permits external Dolby processing on other tape recorders. Instantly switches for external Dolby encoding on reel-to-reel decks. Has 25 microsecond de-emphasis switch for FM Dolby. Works in conjunction with built-in mixer for Dolbyizing multiple input sources.

Marantz cassette decks have arrived. Performance and sophistication that surpasses every other deck on the market. Quality and technical excellence equalled only by Marantz receivers, components and speaker systems.

Top loading. Front loading. With Dolby. Without Dolby.** The Marantz cassette deck line lets you select a model that exactly suits your needs. Five decks in all, with design features as exciting as their performance.

The Marantz 5420 top loading deck with Dolby for example, keeps wow and flutter down to 0.07%. Plus, it offers a wide frequency response (30 Hz to 17 kHz) and an exceptionally high signal-to-noise ratio (up to 60 dB).

Other outstanding features include long-life ferrite heads, sophisticated DC servo drive systems with total shut-off and memory tape counters. See the complete Marantz line at your local Marantz dealer. Send for a free catalog.

Marantz 5120 Top Loading Deck with Dolby

We sound better.

*Not shown Marantz 5400 Top Loading Deck without Dolby and Marantz 5200 Front Loading Deck without Dolby.

---

**Dolby System under license from Dolby Laboratories, Inc. © 1976 Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope Inc., 2525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. In Canada Superscope Canada Ltd., Toronto. In the Far East Marantz Far East Tokyo, Japan. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer.
KENWOOD puts power in your hands...

120 Watts per channel*

...with the exceptional KR-9400 Stereo Receiver

With almost twice the power of any previous KENWOOD receiver...with control flexibility usually found only on the most expensive separate components...with features and performance never before associated with a stereo receiver, the sophisticated, top-of-the-line KENWOOD KR-9400 puts the power of unprecedented stereo enjoyment in your hands.

*120 Watts per Channel. Min. RMS into 8 ohms at any frequency from 20 to 20k Hz, with no more than 0.1% total harmonic distortion.

New Triple-Function Meter. Converts from Signal Strength to Multipath Detector to Deviation Meter at the touch of a button.

Unique 'Tape-Through' Circuitry. Permits tape-to-tape dubbing to continue even while you listen to another program source.

New Injection Circuit. Introduces sound from any source into the tape dubbing process, with level control for perfect mixing.

For complete information visit your nearest KENWOOD Dealer, or write:

KENWOOD
15777 S. Broadway, Gardena, CA 90249 • 72-02 Fifty-first Ave., Woodside, N. Y. 11377 • In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card